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ABSTRACT 
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Title: Understanding the Contributions of the Polycomb CBX Paralogs in Binding and 

Oncogenesis  

Committee Chair: Emily Dykhuizen 

 

The transcriptional repressor Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1) is critical for stem 

cell maintenance and proper differentiation and as such is involved in the development and 

progression of cancer. Canonical PRC1, composed of PCGF, PHC, RING and CBX, binds 

histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3) allowing for ubiquitination, chromatin 

compaction and subsequently transcriptional silencing. In mammals, each subunit has 

multiple paralogs creating functional and compositional diversity. The greatest diversity is 

contributed by the CBX targeting subunit with five mutually exclusive paralogs 

(CBX2/4/6/7/8). The CBX paralogs contain an N-terminal chromodomain for methyl-

lysine binding. There has been interest in the CBX paralogs due to their misregulation in 

various cancers and the “druggability” of the chromodomain histone interaction. However, 

the unique biochemical and transcriptional functions of the paralogs are unclear. 

Expression changes during lineage specification and the context-dependent misregulation 

of CBX paralogs in cancers suggest the paralogs have paralog-specific functions. However, 

little has been done to define differences in paralog-mediated chromatin binding and 

regulation. This work utilizes a variety of approaches to tease apart the biological and 

biochemical functions of the CBX paralogs in chromatin binding and oncogenesis. In this 

dissertation, we identify a combinatorial therapeutic strategy using a CBX chromodomain 

inhibitor to enhance chemotherapeutic response. Further, this work demonstrates a role for 

CBX8 and its chromodomain in glioblastoma oncogenesis suggesting it may serve as a 

therapeutic target. Finally, we identify a binding mechanism for the CBX8 chromodomain 

in which DNA and H3K27me3 binding contribute to full chromatin association.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The following chapter was reproduced and modified with permission from Connelly, K.E., 

and Dykhuizen, E.C., Biochim Biophys Acta. 2017 Feb; 1860(2): 233-245. doi: 

10.1016/j.bbagrm.2016.12.006. © 2016 Elsevier B.V. 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Genome Evolution 

One of the more surprising findings from sequencing the human genome is the 

relatively small number of protein coding genes.1 Because genome size roughly correlates 

with organismal complexity, it was predicted that the number of protein coding genes 

would too. In prokaryotes where the genome contains almost exclusively protein coding 

sequences, genome size is proportional to gene number; however, even in simple 

eukaryotic systems, such as S. cerevisae, a significant jump in genome size (12 million 

base pairs (bps)) compared to most prokaryotic genomes does not come with a significant 

jump in gene number (6,600). This is reflective of an increased proportion of the genome 

dedicated to gene regulation instead of protein coding. S. cerevisae organize their genome 

via chromatin and express a multitude of proteins involved in epigenetic regulation that are 

not found in prokaryotes. Many of these proteins are conserved in higher organisms, 

making yeast a tremendously useful system for studying many epigenetic mechanisms 

involved in gene regulation, including splicing, histone modifications, and chromatin 

remodeling. 

The evolution of multicellularity represents a major jump in organismal complexity, 

which is represented in Drosophila by an increase in gene number to 14,000 and even 

bigger increase in genome size to 140 million bps. Genes involved in cellular 

differentiation and identity emerge, along with epigenetic modifiers to regulate these genes. 

Interestingly, in the evolution to higher-order organisms, such as vertebrates, a continual 

increase in genome-size occurs without a significant increase in gene number. In fact, 

mammals have only small increases in the number of genes compared to Drosophila 

(21,000 in humans) but huge increases in genome size (3200 million bps). This increase in 

genome size is primarily non-coding and represents increasingly complex mechanisms of 
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gene regulation. Many of the complex phenotypes observed in higher-order organisms are 

not a result of protein-coding sequences but a result of increasingly complex mechanisms 

of transcriptional regulation, with increased importance for splicing, non-coding RNA, 

genome organization, and histone modification.  

1.1.2 Polycomb as a regulator of cell differentiation 

One family of epigenetic regulators important during the advent of multicellularity 

is the Polycomb group proteins. There are no Polycomb complexes in unicellular yeast 

such as S. pombe and S. cerevisiae; however, there is evidence of a Polycomb-like complex 

in C. Neoformans2 as well as unicellular algae C. reinhardtii,3 indicating a possible co-

opting of mechanisms of adaptation for developmental processes. Originally discovered in 

Drosophila melanogaster as regulators of appropriate body segmentation,4 Polycomb 

group (PcG) proteins form multiple complexes. The two most well studied complexes are 

known as Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 and 2 (PRC1/2). PRC2, composed of three core 

proteins Esc, E(z), and Su(z)12, is a histone methyltransferase catalyzing the trimethylation 

of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27me3) via the SET domain in E(z).5 PRC1 comprised of 

four core subunits, Polycomb (Pc), Polyhomeotic (Ph), posterior sex combs (Psc), and sex 

combs extra (Sce or dRing), binds the H3K27me3 and monoubiquitinates lysine 118 (119 

in humans) on H2A to repress gene transcription.6  

In Drosophila, the PRC1 subunits contribute differently to proper function. A 

heterodimer of dRing and Psc form the E3 ubiquitin ligase, which is responsible for the 

monoubiquitination of H2AK118 (119 in humans) and subsequent transcriptional 

repression.7,8 The Pc chromodomain is a chromatin-binding domain that recognizes the 

ARK(me3)S amino acid sequence to bind H3K27me3. This approximately 60 amino acid 

N-terminal domain is critical for complex localization across the genome.9 In addition to 

its role in ubiquitination, the Psc subunit is capable of compacting nucleosomal templates 

in vitro.10 The function of the Ph subunit is relatively unknown, but it does contain a sterile 

alpha motif (SAM) domain that is necessary for Ph polymerization and repressive 

function.11 Numerous studies have examined the mechanisms in which PRC1 represses 

gene transcription in Drosophila, although a definitive mechanism has yet to be fully 

resolved. While it was originally thought that the canonical mechanism of transcriptional 
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repression involves H2AK119 ubiquitination in order to repress transcription,6 Kingston 

and colleagues have demonstrated that the ubiquitination is not essential for nucleosome 

compaction in vitro.10,12,13 PRC1 binding alone is able to alter the conformation of 

chromatin, and pre-incubation of PRC1 prevents the RNA polymerase II pre-initiation 

complexes from forming on DNA14 and inhibits the chromatin remodeling capabilities of 

SWI/SNF in vitro,8 leading to transcriptional repression. Therefore, even in Drosophila, 

there may be multiple mechanisms by which PRC1 regulates transcription. 

1.1.3 Mammalian Polycomb group proteins 

Polycomb proteins are conserved across all multicellular organisms and universally 

involved in developmental processes. In plants, the general mechanism of Polycomb-

mediated repression is maintained, although the complexes differ significantly from 

animals15 and differ significantly among members of the plant kingdom.16 In vertebrates, 

however, the homology to Drosophila Polycomb proteins is high, although the number of 

PcG genes has more than doubled compared to Drosophila.17 While the only expansion of 

the core PRC2 subunits is the duplication of E(z) to EZH1 and EZH2, the PcG proteins 

that comprise canonical PRC1 underwent tremendous expansion (Figure 1.1). Psc is known 

as Polycomb Group Finger (PCGF) in vertebrates and consists of six paralogs (PCGF1-6); 

Ph expanded to three paralogs (PHC1-3); the dRING homologs are RING1A and RING1B, 

and Pc, known as CBX in mammals, has expanded to five different genes (CBX2,4,6,7,8) 

(Figure 1.2). The various paralogs resulted from two genome duplications that occurred 

during vertebrate evolution. While many of these duplicated genes were slowly lost over 

time, the duplicated HOX and PRC1 genes remained, implying a shared importance in cell 

identity and differentiation. Despite being highly homologous, the different paralogs are 

more closely related among species than they are to the other paralogs within the same 

species.18 For example, human CBX2 is more similar to mouse CBX2 than it is to human 

CBX7, indicating functional specificity that has been evolutionarily maintained. This 

expansion of canonical PRC1 subunits adds a new level of complexity to deciphering the 

functional role of PRC1 in regulating transcription and defining cell state. 
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Figure 1.1 Evolution of the PcG Family.  

Expansion of the Polycomb genes occurs in vertebrates as the genome size increases. 
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To add to that complexity, multiple non-canonical PRC1 complexes containing 

PCGF and RING1A/B but not CBX or PHC, have been identified (reviewed in 19,20). Non-

canonical PRC1 complexes comprise the majority of PRC1 complexes in many cell types, 

including embryonic stem cells (ESCs), and provide a mechanism by which PRC1 is 

targeted independent of H3K27me3.21 In fact, in the absence of DNA-encoded Polycomb 

Response Elements (PREs) in mammals, non-canonical PRC1 complexes may be one 

mechanism for the recruitment of PRC2.22,23 RING1B is the only canonical PcG protein 

essential for early embryonic development,24 and the essential nature of it and non-

canonical subunits such as RYBP25 is in line with a role in cellular maintenance,  cell-cycle 

regulation and regulation of metabolism genes.26 In contrast, canonical PRC1-mediated 

repression is only critical during lineage commitment and differentiation, and as such, the 

relative protein expression of canonical PRC1 increases from less than 10% of all PRC1 

complexes in embryonic stem cells to over 15% in neural progenitors.21 Since canonical 

and non-canonical PRC1 complexes share many of the same subunits and transcriptional 

targets,26 non-canonical PRC1 provides an additional layer of regulation for canonical 

PRC1 complex formation and function; however, this dissertation will focus primarily on 

the diversity of function within canonical PRC1 in mammals.  

Many other chromatin-regulating complexes display similar increases in 

compositional heterogeneity and functional diversity in higher-order organisms. For 

example, chromatin remodeling complexes such as MLL and SWI/SNF are similarly 

heterogeneous, similarly important for cell-type specific transcriptional function, and 

similarly misregulated in cancer.19,27,28 The presence of conserved homologs in yeast has 

greatly advanced our understanding of basic transcriptional functions for these regulators, 

while our understanding of PcG proteins, particularly PRC1 subunits, lags behind. Genetic 

deletion of PRC1 subunits in Drosophila confirms a role for PRC1 in cooperating with 

PRC2 to repress Hox genes during development,29 however, the functional role of PRC1 

in mammals has been more difficult to discern, in part due to the high compositional 

complexity. With the recent successes in targeting aberrant PRC2 methyltransferase  
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Figure 1.2 Paralogs of canonical PRC1 subunits.  

Mammalian PRC1 has at least two paralogs for every subunit. The major conserved 

domains are depicted to visualize similarities and differences among the paralogs. The 

highly conserved percentage is denoted for each domain relative to the Drosophila 

homolog, according to Protein Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). 
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function in cancer,30,31 increased focus has turned to understanding how aberrant PRC1 

function might promote oncogenesis, metastasis and drug resistance.32–34 PRC1 function 

in cancer is likely related to its roles in maintaining stem cell states,35 as such, a greater 

understanding of how unique PRC1 complexes define cell state will lead to improved 

cancer treatments. There are three basic mechanisms by which paralogs might impart 

specific functionality to PRC1 complexes: differing effects on transcriptional repression 

through ubiquitination, chromatin compaction or other undefined enzymatic/biochemical 

properties, association with unique protein partners, and differential chromatin targeting. 

In this dissertation, we attempt to address some of the differing roles the diverse array of 

canonical PRC1 complexes may play in gene regulation and cell identity. 

1.2 Transcriptional Regulation of PRC1 proteins 

Many studies have examined the relative expression of PRC1 subunit paralogs in cell 

lines and tissues in order to begin defining cell-type specific functional roles. Knockdown, 

knockout, and overexpression studies have been further used to elucidate many of the 

known developmental functions of PRC1. Knockout of PRC1 subunits, with the exception 

of RING1B, are not embryonic lethal but often result in skeletal deformities (reviewed in 

19,36–40). CBX2 knockout mice undergo a male to female sex reversal41,42 while CBX7 

knockout mice are normal but have a greater tendency to develop liver and lung cancer.43 

Since studies in other cancers suggest an oncogenic role for CBX7,44–48 there are likely 

context dependent roles for some PRC1 subunits. To further relate these phenotypes to 

transcriptional regulation, many studies have sought to define PRC1 gene targets using 

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high 

throughput sequencing (ChIP-Seq).26,49–54 While all these studies seek to answer the 

questions pertaining to PRC1 function, there are still significant gaps in our knowledge of 

how unique biochemical properties of each paralog relate to transcriptional profiles 

important for defining cell state. We will attempt to provide a brief synopsis of some of the 

multitude of studies investigating PRC1 subunit expression, dependencies, and 

transcriptional output in order to set the stage for more in depth discussion of biochemical 

function, although we direct readers to the many excellent reviews covering this topic in 

more detail.19,20,35,37,40,55 
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1.2.1 PRC1 subunit expression 

There are many lines of evidence supporting a role for cell-type specific expression 

of PRC1 subunits. A tissue microarray study in 2006 characterized the expression of PRC1 

subunits RING1A, RING1B, BMI-1 (PCGF4), MEL18 (PCGF2), and PHC1 in various 

tissues.56 RING1A, in accordance with The Human Protein Atlas, was identified as being 

expressed in almost all tissues whereas RING1B expression has been identified in only 60% 

of tissues.56,57 BMI-1 and MEL18 expression was positive in a majority of the normal tissue 

and often co-expressed, while PHC1 was only detected in few tissues: parathyroid, 

pituitary gland, testis, and pancreas.56 Most importantly, the expression of these proteins 

varied between cell types and even between the same cell-type in different organ systems.56 

For example, the glial cells in the cerebral cortex had low BMI-1 expression, but in the 

brain stem and basal nuclei, BMI-1 staining was higher.56  

To pinpoint more precisely how PRC1 subunit expression correlates with cellular 

identity, several differentiation systems have defined changes in PRC1 subunit transcript 

and protein expression upon lineage commitment. In every system investigated, lineage 

specific cell types express new PRC1 complexes with alterations in gene targets.52,54,58,59 

In ESCs, PRC1 is predominantly non-canonical; however, the canonical PRC1 complex in 

ESCs contains CBX7, MEL18, PHC1, and RING1B (Figure 1.3) while the remaining 

canonical PRC1 subunits are transcriptionally repressed.21,52,60 The expression of the other 

canonical PRC1 subunits are negligible until differentiation to embryoid bodies, upon 

which new complexes composed of BMI-1, CBX2, and CBX4 are formed.21,52 

Differentiation of ESCs into cardiomyocytes revealed three unique complexes throughout 

the process (Figure 1.3). Upon induction of differentiation, the predominant PRC1 complex 

in early cardiac mesoderm precursor cells (MES) consisted of MEL18, CBX2, RING1B, 

and PHC2; however, upon further development into cardiomyocytes, Morey et al. observed 

a shift in complex formation to CBX4 and PHC3.54 In hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), 

CBX7 is the predominant chromobox homolog, however, upon differentiation into 

hematopoietic lineages CBX8 replaces CBX7 (Figure 1.3).58 In HSCs, CBX2, CBX4, and 

CBX8 overexpression can induce differentiation, whereas CBX7 and BMI-1 

overexpression drive self-renewal capabilities.58,61 Overexpression studies of CBX7 and 

CBX8 suggest that both paralogs can associate with BMI-1 and MEL18,58 despite several 
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proteomic studies suggesting endogenous CBX7 does not associate with BMI-1.45,52 

Neural progenitor cells (NPCs), on the other hand, do not have a single PRC1 complex. 

Multiple CBX (2, 4, and 8) and PHC (1, 2, and 3) paralogs52,53 are present with BMI-1, but 

not MEL18 (Figure 1.3).54,62 Similarly, fibroblasts express 15 of the 16 PcG genes,63 

although as is the case with many differentiated cell types, the dependency on PRC1 for 

normal function is unclear. The dysregulation in cancer implies an important function in 

maintaining a differentiated state, but these roles have not been well-defined in non-

transformed cells. Ectopic overexpression of BMI-1 and CBX8 in the fibroblast line TIG3 

imparts the ability of cells to bypass senescence64 but isn’t sufficient to transform cells. 

Though complexes have been defined in select cell types, the PRC1 complexes have yet to 

be defined in the majority of cell types. In addition, how unique complexes relate to unique 

biochemical and transcriptional function is still unclear.  

1.2.2 PRC1 transcriptional regulation 

Knockdown studies and genome-wide localization studies have identified 

transcriptional autoregulation by PRC1 subunit paralogs to be a common theme.49,52,65 In 

ESCs, CBX7 was found localized at the loci of CBX2, 4, 8, and BMI-1, repressing their 

expression.52 In fibroblasts, however, knockdown of CBX7 does not affect CBX8 

expression level,52,66 suggesting that CBX7 does not regulate CBX8 expression in all cell 

types. An inverse correlation between BMI-1 and MEL18 has been noted for numerous 

cell systems. As stated above, ESCs exclusively contain MEL18, which is replaced with 

BMI-1 in progenitor cells, such as hematopoietic and neuronal. The reverse process of 

BMI-1 upregulation and MEL18 downregulation has been noted in many cancers leading 

to the hypothesis that BMI-1 is the primary oncogenic driver while MEL18 acts as a tumor 

suppressor. Overexpression of MEL18 can repress BMI-1 in different cell lines; however, 

it is unclear if this is a direct or indirect target of MEL18.67,68 In human diploid fibroblasts, 

overexpression of MEL18 decreases the expression of BMI-1 and induces senescence, 

however, it has been shown to be indirect as MEL18 negatively regulates MYC expression, 

which activates BMI-1.65 While it is clear that differential expression of the PCGF paralog 

alters gene expression, it is not clear how they alter the biochemical functions of PRC1. 
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Figure 1.3 Map of compositional changes in PRC1 during lineage specification.  

In ESCs, one canonical PRC1 complex has been defined; however, under different 

differentiation pathways the composition of PRC1 changes depending on the lineage and 

stage of differentiation. 
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Micro RNAs (miRNAs) play an important role in coordinating the regulation of 

PRC1 subunit expression.69 Several miRNAs that inhibit RING1B (miR181a,b, miR200b,c) 

and BMI-1 (miR203, miR200b,c) expression were identified.70 Interestingly, the repression 

of these miRNAs is controlled by PRC2, suggesting a positive feedback loop.70 O’Loghlen 

et al. identified two miRNA families, miR181 and miR125, that are important for 

mediating CBX7 expression during ESC differentiation.60 While not expressed in ESCs, 

the miR181 and miR125 are induced upon differentiation, particularly neuronal 

differentiation.60 They bind to the 3’UTR of CBX7 to posttranscriptionally reduce CBX7 

expression and allow for upregulation of the other CBX paralogs.60 An additional miRNA 

family was identified to mediate CBX7 expression.71 The miR9 family, whose expression 

induces senescence, was found to downregulate CBX7 resulting in upregulation of p16 and 

cellular senescence.71 Like the miRNA181 and miR200, the miR9 family is part of a 

negative feedback loop with CBX7.71 While miR9 downregulates CBX7, CBX7 was found 

to repress miR9 expression and bound to its loci.71 

1.3 Unique PRC1 complex formation  

Considering all of the possible combinations of the 16 paralogs for canonical PRC1 

subunits, there is a potential for 180 possible PRC1 complexes to exist in mammals. An 

important question is whether all of these possible complexes can actually exist. There are 

several pressing questions in the field: what are the compositions of PRC1 complexes?; do 

these complexes have unique function?; and how do they regulate cell type-specific 

transcriptional programs? A major breakthrough in defining PRC1 complexes comes from 

a comprehensive proteomic and genomic analysis of PRC1 subunits from HEK293T 

performed by Reinberg and coworkers.72 Prior to this comprehensive study, several studies 

determined many of the same associations but focused on only a few subunits at a time. 

Proteomic mass spectrometry (MS) analysis identified PCGF as the defining subunit of 

unique complexes PRC1.1-PRC1.6.72 MS analysis indicates that while all PCGF subunits 
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Figure 1.4 PRC1 interactome. 

This illustration depicts canonical and non-canonical PRC1 interactions 

based proteomic studies in HeLa cells73. Circle size indicates protein 

expression level. If a subunit is not represented, the endogenous expression 

level in HeLa is negligible. Canonical PRC1 members are illustrated in 

color. The asterisk (*) indicates the protein served as a bait. 

 

associate with RING1A and RING1B, only PCGF2 (MEL18) and PCGF4 (BMI-1) 

associate with PHC and CBX to produce canonical PRC1. In turn PCGF1 associates with 

BCOR(L1), KDM2B, and USP7, PCGF3 associates with AUTS2, PCGF5 associates with 

FBRS(L1) and CKII, and PCGF6 associates with L3MBTL2, E2F6, WDR5, MAX, MGA 

and HDACs.72 In addition, all six PCGF paralogs associate with mutually exclusive 

subunits RYBP or YAF2;72 however, for MEL18 and BMI-1-containing complexes, the 

binding of RYBP/YAF2 competes with CBX to bind the same surface of RING1B.72,74 

Because of this mutually exclusive relationship, RYBP/YAF2 inclusion is used to define a 

diverse set of non-canonical PRC1 complexes with mechanisms of targeting independent 

of H3K27me3.72 

Since many complexes are found to be cell-type specific, an important question is 

whether the various PRC1 complexes defined in HEK293T cells are similar in other cell 
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types. A recent wide-scale proteomics study identifying not just interactions, but also 

stoichiometries, confirms many of these interactions in HeLa cells (Figure 1.4).73 

Interestingly, in addition to confirming PRC1.1-PRC1.6 subcomplexes, this study also 

defines an alternate canonical PRC1 complex containing CBX8 and ENL (MLLT1).73 

Additional proteomics studies utilizing overexpression systems have confirmed these 

associations but also identified PCGF paralogs 1, 3, and 5 to co-purify with canonical CBX 

subunits,73,75,76 however, much work needs to be done to confirm such association. There 

are some complications and caveats that come with proteomic analyses. First, many 

different PRC1 complexes closely associate at the same loci making it highly possible for 

immunoprecipitation to capture associating interactions that may not be true complex 

members. In such instance, there would be multiple paralogs co-immunoprecipitating that 

may not be in the same complex but rather associating. Additionally, overexpression of a 

single PRC1 paralog could alter stoichiometry and produce PRC1 complexes not found 

endogenously. Kloet et al. noted that when CBX4 was overexpressed in ESCs, it did not 

compete with CBX7 for incorporation into canonical PRC1 but was able to interact 

independently with RING1B and form additional canonical PRC1 complexes. Whether 

CBX4 competes with non-canonical subunit for RING1B binding is unknown, but it does 

indicate that a hierarchy may exist for subunit incorporation into PRC1 complexes.21  

Several studies have demonstrated that CBX7 is in a complex only with MEL18 and 

not with BMI-1 in endogenous systems;45,52,54 however, when CBX7 is overexpressed in 

HeLa cells, which normally have little CBX7, it readily interacts with BMI-1 whose 

expression is five-fold higher than MEL18.73,75 It is possible that under endogenous 

conditions, CBX7 does not prefer BMI-1 as an interacting partner, but when over-

expressed the homeostasis of PRC1 is shifted. This aberrant PRC1 complex formation upon 

subunit misregulation may in fact explain several of the PRC1 complexes recently 

observed in cancer that contain both canonical and non-canonical subunits. In breast cancer, 

CBX8 forms a non-canonical complex with WDR5, a subunit of the MLL1 

methyltransferase complex and previously identified member of the PRC1.6 complex.51,77 

In germinal center B cells and the lymphomas derived from them, CBX8 is upregulated 

and associates with the non-canonical BCOR PRC1.1 complex,76,78 an association which 

has been further recapitulated in overexpression systems using HEK293T cells.78 Further 
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studies are necessary to understand the balance of PRC1 expression and formation in 

normal and oncogenic cells to aid in delineating PRC1’s function.  

This data strongly supports the hypothesis that cell-type specific PRC1 complexes 

exist and are important for function; however, the PRC1 complexes have not been defined 

for most differentiated tissues. Many studies have identified cell-type specific functions for 

particular PRC1 subunits.40,79 This could be a result of differing cell conditions or could be 

result of novel PRC1 subunit partners. In other words, differential PRC1 function may not 

just be a simple addition of the functions of individual subunits but unique functions that 

result from novel composite surfaces. 

1.4 Unique Biochemical properties 

It is known that PRC1 can bind, compact, and ubiquitinate chromatin; however, the 

individual subunits (and paralogs) have unique biochemical functions that potentially 

affect PRC1’s function (Figure 1.5).  

 

Figure 1.5 Summary of PRC1 biochemical functions by subunit.  

The individual subunits of PRC1 have unique biochemical functions, 

however, not all paralogs have the same functions. 

 

1.4.1 Ubiquitination 

Although paralogous PRC1 subunits are highly homologous, many display unique 

biochemical properties. The RING ubiquitin ligases are responsible for H2AK119 
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ubiquitination, the role for which is still not entirely clear. H2AK119 ubiquitination is 

proposed to mediate transcriptional silencing by restraining POLII, preventing the eviction 

of nucleosomes, and preventing the trimethylation of H3K4, possibly through steric 

hindrance.80–82 RING1A can mildly compensate for loss of the RING1B paralog; however, 

in vivo loss of RING1B has a much larger effect on H2AK119 ubiquitination than RING1A 

and is embryonic lethal.52,83,84 Interestingly, in vitro experiments demonstrate that RING1A 

and RING1B have similar enzymatic activity alone85 but that RING1A stimulates RING1B 

ubiquitin ligase activity when combined.7 Although the mechanism by which this happens 

is unknown, it may be due to trans-ubiquitination. In particular, the ubiquitination of 

multiple lysines in the C terminus of RING1B contributes to its function as a H2A E3 

ubiquitin ligase86 even though the primary site of ubiquitination on lysine 112 appears to 

be indispensable.87 RING1A and RING1B are ubiquitously expressed together and are both 

simultaneously incorporated into all PRC1 complexes examined.72 Their relative 

expression levels do vary in different cell types, possibly proving a mechanism for 

modulating PRC1 ubiquitin ligase activity. 

The PCGF subunit enhances ubiquitination by RING,7 and the PCGF paralogs can 

have different enhancement capabilities. BMI-1 significantly stimulates RING 

ubiquitination in vitro, whereas MEL18 has little to no impact on ubiquitination;7 similarly 

deletion of BMI-1 significantly affects HOX gene expression, while MEL18 deletion does 

not.7 Part of BMI-1’s activity may be related to its ability to stabilize RING1B and mediate 

its self-ubiquitination by reducing the number of available lysines four-fold.86 How the 

other PCGF subunits might influence RING ubiquitin ligase activity has not yet been 

established; however, the associating factors found with other PCGF subunits may 

influence their activities. Non-canonical BMI1-containing PRC1 complexes with RYBP 

have significantly higher ubiquitin ligase activity than canonical BMI-1-containing PRC1 

complexes with PHC and CBX.72 This is similar to data in Drosophila in which the dRAF 

complex (dRING, PSC, and dKDM2 and occasionally RYBP) is more effective at 

catalyzing H2AK119ub1 than canonical PRC1.88 In line with this, ubiquitination in 

Drosophila requires KDM2 and no requirement for Ph.88  

In addition to the ubiquitin ligase activity of the RING subunit, CBX4 is an E3 

SUMO ligase despite being non-homologous to other E3 ligases. CBX4 enhances the 
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deposition of the SUMO modification on proteins such as the transcriptional co-repressor 

CtBP and the DNA methyltransferase DNMT3A among other proteins.89–91 Additionally, 

BMI-1 can be SUMOylated by CBX4 during the DNA damage response.91 Intriguingly, 

CBX4 itself can also have SUMO-modifications,89 although the functional consequence of 

these modifications is unclear. 

1.4.2 Chromatin compaction 

In addition to ubiquitination, an important biochemical function for PRC1 

complexes is chromatin compaction, which is frequently measured in vitro using 

nucleosomal templates. Chromatin compaction does not require histone tails and is driven 

by highly basic regions of Psc in Drosophila.10 In mammals, however, chromatin 

compaction is driven by highly basic regions of the CBX proteins.12 Grau et al. 

demonstrated that particular CBX paralogs (CBX2, 6, and 8) can compact chromatin in the 

absence of the PRC1 complex due to inclusion of a highly basic region that is necessary to 

drive chromatin compaction. Interestingly, in contrast, CBX7, which lacks a highly basic 

region, fails to compact chromatin efficiently,12 and no information was available for 

CBX4, although it does not have an obvious basic region in its amino acid sequence. 

Perhaps as a result of this function for CBX proteins in mammals, canonical PRC1 

complexes are slightly more effective at compacting nucleosomes in vitro than non-

canonical PRC1 complexes.72 This indicates a possible separation of PRC1 function in 

mammals such that non-canonical PRC1 is primarily responsible for ubiquitin ligase 

activity while canonical PRC1 complexes are primarily involved in compaction. While 

both of these functions for PRC1 are transcriptionally repressive, they are independent 

functions.13 This implies that canonical and non-canonical PRC1 complexes may in fact 

have slightly different mechanisms of transcriptional repression and that the balance of 

canonical and non-canonical PRC1 may be a factor in determining cell state. As such non-

canonical PRC1 predominates in ESCs (and is required for pluripotency) while the fraction 

of canonical PRC1 increases upon differentiation.21  
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1.4.3 Looping  

We often think about gene transcription and regulation in a linear manner; however, 

chromatin forms higher-order structures important for transcriptional regulation. One 

potential mechanism of PRC1 repression involves the formation of higher-order chromatin 

structures (reviewed in 92–95). Via microscopy, it has been known for some time that 

Polycomb proteins tend to cluster in discrete nuclear foci termed Polycomb bodies. Using 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) or live cell imaging, different paralogs, such as the CBX 

paralogs, have different patterns of Polycomb body distribution.96,97 In 2004, Kingston and 

colleagues determined that PRC1 complexes compact chromatin by moving nucleosomes 

and creating DNA loops.10 Often, numerous PRC1 complexes form PcG bodies, or “hubs,” 

by looping the DNA and bringing distal genomic regions together.92 For example, the HOX 

loci are looped to multiple promoter hubs98 and are a model for how certain genes are 

regulated by multiple paralogs simultaneously. A similar phenomenon likely explains the 

regulation of the INK4a/ARF locus by multiple paralogs of PRC1.66 Looping is likely 

mediated through oligomerization of PRC1 complexes, as subunits from disparate 

complexes can be identified at the same loci but without direct overlap.66,72 These 

structures are multi-looped and dynamic and associated with insulator elements.92,98 The 

size of Polycomb bodies can be large, as observed for the HOX loci, or small; however, the 

number of Polycomb bodies is less than the number of genes bound by Polycomb as 

determined by ChIP-Seq.63,93 It is unknown whether all of the thousands of ChIP-Seq 

targets bound by PRC1 are necessarily in Polycomb bodies. 

The size and number of Polycomb bodies varies between cell types. ESCs display 

a few large Polycomb bodies while more differentiated cells have more, smaller Polycomb 

bodies.96 This is in line with evidence that a loss of looping occurs during differentiation.99 

A major question is how Polycomb bodies are maintained and why IHC with Drosophila 

shows that disruption of H3K27me3 by EZH2 inhibition does not dramatically disrupt 

PRC1 chromatin distribution within Polycomb bodies.100,101 In addition, while mutation of 

CBX chromodomains completely abrogates chromatin binding to discrete loci as observed 

with ChIP,58 it does not alter gross nuclear localization into Polycomb bodies as determined 

by live cell fluorescence.96 Based on these studies as well as the measured affinities of 

CBX chromodomains to H3K27me3,102,103 a reasonable hypothesis might be that 
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distribution of PRC1 into discrete Polycomb bodies serves to increase the local 

concentration of PcG proteins, which facilitates chromodomain-mediated binding at 

specific loci. How canonical PRC1 might be localized into these discrete bodies is not clear 

but may be controlled by self-association. 

1.4.4 PRC1 self-association and oligomerization 

PRC1 compaction and looping is facilitated through PRC1 self-association and 

oligomerization. While many genomic sites indicate the co-localization of paralogs, 

extensive immunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry analyses clearly find no co-

association between paralogs in solution. This may be explained by in vitro results 

indicating only self-association for many of the PRC1 subunits. As mentioned in the 

introduction for the Ph subunit of Drosophila, the PHC subunits can self-associate through 

their SAM domains.104 This polymerization is critical in PRC1 clustering, condensation of 

chromatin, and repression;104 however, this function is moderated by O-GlcNAcylation, 

without which over-aggregation impedes Ph’s repressive capacity.11 In addition, similar to 

Psc in Drosophila,105 both BMI-1 and MEL18 are able to dimerize in solution.106 A splice 

variant of CBX2 without the Pc box required for association in the PRC1 complex was 

found to form multimeric complexes in vivo indicating that self-association of CBX 

proteins does not require PRC1 complex formation.107 While CBX self-association may 

not require PRC1 complex formation, mass spectrometry studies identify the association 

between two CBX4 splice variants that do contain the Pc box and are incorporated into 

PRC1,75 indicating that CBX self-association can also occur in the context of PRC1 

formation. It is likely that the self-association of PRC1, driven through multiple subunits 

to form PcG bodies, enhances the capability of PRC1 to compact and repress chromatin. 

This mechanism could be analogous to the well-established mechanism for HP1-mediated 

chromatin compaction, although initial studies to probe the stoichiometry of PRC1 using 

single molecule fluorescence imaging indicate that PRC1 complexes from ESCs are 

primarily monomeric and span several nucleosomes.108 Interestingly, however, upon ESC 

differentiation, the authors observe a significant increase in the fraction of PRC1 dimers,108 

indicating that complex composition or cellular environment can influence PRC1 

oligomerization. 
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1.5 PRC1 targeting 

In Drosophila, PcG proteins are recruited to specific genes via PREs.109,110 Despite 

extensive studies, mammalian PREs have not been identified; however, in ESCs, PcG 

proteins are enriched at a subset of CpG islands recognized by KDM2B in non-canonical 

PRC1.1 complexes.111,112 Subsequent recruitment of PRC222 to these sites, followed by 

H3K27me3 sets the stage for canonical PRC1 binding in the developing embryo.113 While 

PRC1 binding correlates with sites of H3K27me3, canonical PRC1 typically only binds a 

subset of H3K27me3 sites across the genome.63 In addition, these targets change upon the 

expression of alternate PRC1 subunits during differentiation52,58 implying a possible role 

for canonical PRC1 paralogs in differential targeting.  

1.5.1 Paralog redundancy in targeting  

In Drosophila, H3K27me3 is deposited by PRC2 at genetically defined PREs that 

recruit a complex array of DNA binding proteins. In turn, the chromodomain of Pc 

recognizes H3K27me3 and represses gene transcription through direct compaction of 

nucleosomes, H2AK119 ubiquitination and eviction of SWI/SNF chromatin remodelers.114 

The mammalian CBX chromodomains are highly homologous to the Pc 

chromodomain,102,103 and this model of recruitment has been carried over to mammals. 

Application of this model to a mammalian system suggests that the different paralogs of 

the PRC1 subunits can act redundantly to repress the same genes marked by H3K27me3. 

This redundancy in targeting is also observed on the molecular level. The classical 

mammalian PRC1 target, INK4a/ARF, is the perfect example of different PRC1 complexes 

acting redundantly; CBX4, 7, and 8, MEL18, and BMI-1 have all been identified at the 

locus in the same cells.66,115 Further, depletion of CBX7 or BMI-1 disrupts the binding of 

CBX8 or MEL18 at the INK4a/ARF and vice versa, indicating an interdependence of 

paralogs for silencing at this locus.66 Additionally, genome-wide association of the CBX 

paralogs 6, 7, and 8 in two different fibroblast cell lines identified a vast number of 

overlapping gene targets.63 This is further substantiated in embryonic stem cells, the 

chronic myeloid leukemia cell line K562, and hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells 

(HSPCs), where CBX2/4, CBX2/8, and CBX7/8 have overlapping gene targets, 
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respectively.50,52,58 In contrast to the INK4a/ARF locus, CBX7 and 8 compete for binding 

sites in HSPCs, indicating cooperativity in function at some sites and antagonism at others.  

1.5.2 CBX and chromodomain-mediated targeting 

Without PREs in mammals, it is still unclear how H3K27me3 marks are deposited 

across the genome. Nevertheless, it has been established that H3K27me3 marks can be 

cell-type specific and affect cell-type specific changes in transcription.116,117 Accordingly, 

fluorescent-tagged PRC1 complexes exhibit different localization patterns in ESCs 

compared to mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs).97 Similarly, a change in gross nuclear 

localization of tagged CBX paralogs is observed upon ESC differentiation into neuronal or 

adipocyte cells96 suggesting cell-type specific targeting of PRC1. As the only subunit 

containing a known chromatin targeting domain, the CBX subunit is proposed to be 

responsible for PRC1 targeting across the genome, and cell-type specific changes in CBX 

expression have been proposed to control PRC1 targeting in a cell-type specific manner. 

In ESCs, the predominant CBX paralog is CBX7, however, upon differentiation to MES 

cells, CBX2 replaces CBX7.54 In mesoderm precursor (MES) cells, CBX2 localizes to over 

2000 genes and approximately half of those genes are CBX7 targets in ESCs,54 while the 

other half were MES-specific gene targets.54 Genome-wide binding studies in different cell 

types have observed similar targeting changes. In both ESCs and the leukemia K562 cell 

line, PRC1 localized to similar gene targets; however, in the K562 cells there are additional 

PRC1 targets bound by CBX2 or CBX8 that are not bound by CBX7 in ESCs.50 Not only 

are CBX targets shared between cell types but genome-wide binding studies in a fibroblast 

cell line indicate that the majority of the targets of CBX paralogs are overlapping as 

well.50,63 For any of these systems, CBX paralogs do have unique gene targets as well, as 

defined from ChIP and knockdown studies (Figure 1.6).50,52,54,63 To determine how CBX 

paralog expression dictates these targets, a recent study examining PRC1 composition and 

gene targets in ESCs and neural progenitor cells demonstrated that when CBX4 is 

expressed in ESCs, it targets PRC1 to CBX4-NPC target genes.21 From these studies, it 

appears as though the CBX paralogs share many targets but also are able to localize PRC1 

to unique targets. How CBX paralogs may mediate this recruitment to unique sites is still 

an active area of investigation.  
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The chromodomain, which binds H3K27me3 in Drosophila through Pc, has been 

identified as the primary chromatin-targeting domain for the PRC1 complex in 

mammals.9,102,103,118 CBX does generally co-localize with H3K27me3 marks across the 

genome,63 and mutation or deletion of the CBX chromodomain abrogates its ability to bind 

regions of H3K27me3 and localize PRC1 to specific gene targets.9,58,64,102 In Drosophila, 

chromodomain swapping experiments with HP1 (recognizes H3K9me3) and Pc confirmed 

that the chromodomains were sufficient for the differential targeting observed for these two 

complexes;9 however, whether or not this specificity extends to the mammalian CBX 

paralogs is still under debate. All of the PRC1 CBX paralogs, except CBX4 were found to 

localize to Xi heterochromatin in mice;102 swapping the CBX2 and CBX4 chromodomains 

revealed that the chromodomain is required for this localization.102 Whether the 

chromodomains alone could really be responsible for CBX paralog specific targeting seems 

unlikely, as the chromodomains have high sequence conservation (>80%) while other 

regions of the protein differ significantly; even the Pc boxes are only 45% similar. In spite 

of this similarity, soluble CBX chromodomains have varying affinities and specificities for 

histone peptides and not all the chromodomains prefer H3K27me3 in vitro.102,103 CBX4 

and CBX7 chromodomains consistently prefer H3K9me3 but also bind H3K27me3 (CBX4 

Kd~ 70, 205 µM; CBX7 Kd~ 55, 110 µM, respectively), whereas CBX6 and CBX8 

chromodomains bind weakly to both H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 (Kd > 500 µM).102,103 In 

vivo studies, however, have identified higher overlap between CBX paralogs and 

H3K27me3 peaks throughout the genome, even for CBX6 and CBX8.49,52,63 In fact, Klauke 

et al.  observe greater enrichment of exogenous CBX8 compared to CBX7 using chromatin 

immunoprecipitation, proposing the possibility that CBX8 is actually more tightly 

associated with chromatin than CBX7 in vivo, in contrast to what the in vitro data with 

recombinant chromodomains would suggest.58 Similarly, a proteomics approach to identify 

proteins that interact with H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 peptides identified all PRC1 subunits 

associating with H3K27me3, and CBX2,4,8, PHC2,3, BMI-1, RING1A also associating 

with H3K9me3,119 suggesting that in vitro studies with soluble chromodomains may not 

provide a complete picture of PRC1-histone interactions. To support this, several studies 

have demonstrated that the chromodomain is not necessary for PRC1 association with 

histones or DNA, suggesting that other regions of CBX, as well as other PRC1 subunits, 
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may contribute to PRC1 binding affinity and targeting specificity.97 While data suggest 

that CBX paralogs dictate specific PRC1 targets and that the highly homologous 

chromodomains are required for association with H3K27me3, it is still unclear the extent 

to which chromodomain binding contributes to the paralog specific targeting. 

1.5.3  Transcription factor mediated localization 

Another proposed mechanism for paralog-specific targeting is the association 

between PRC1 and transcription factors (Figure 1.6).120–123 It is important to note that while 

PRC1 interacts with transcription factors that guide in its localization throughout the 

genome they only guide PRC1 to a subset of its binding locations.124,125 Proteomic studies 

have identified numerous transcription factors that associate with PRC1 though additional 

studies are necessary to understand the precise role the transcription factors have in PRC1 

targeting.73,75 Transcription factors can recognize specific DNA sequences, and several of 

these transcription factors have been identified to recruit PRC1 to the DNA motif.124–127 

An in vitro study examining the role of the Drosophila transcription factor Zeste 

revealed that when purified with PRC1, PRC1 was targeted to Zeste binding sequences and 

was more effective at inhibiting chromatin remodeling activity.127 In mammals, however, 

for specific targeting of PRC1 paralogs, it is necessary to identify paralog/subunit-specific 

transcription factors. The PCGF paralog, BMI-1, was co-purified with the promyelocytic 

leukemia zinc finger (PLZF) transcription factor and could only bind PLZF sequences.120 

Interestingly, BMI-1 was incapable of binding to and repressing a HOX oligo in vitro in 

the absence of PLZF.120 PLZF has been identified as a negative regulator of the HOX genes, 

but in the absence of BMI-1 it was unable to repress the HOXD11 reporter.120  

In ESCs, the CBX proteins as well as other PRC1 subunits were found to interact 

with the transcription factor REST, which is critical for neuronal development.125,128,129 

REST recognizes RE1 binding sites and was found to co-localize with PRC1 at both 

proximal and distal RE1 binding sites.125 REST interaction with the CBX proteins is 

mediated through the N-terminus of both REST and CBX.125 PRC1 localization to distal 

RE1 sites is dependent on its interaction with REST.125 Interestingly, when REST and 

PRC1 localization is lost at distal regions, genes are de-repressed, however, the opposite 

occurs at proximal regions.125   
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Figure 1.6 PRC1 targeting mechanisms.  

PRC1 can be targeted in a paralog specific manner, e.g. CBX7has specific gene targets 

it recognizes that the other paralogs do not. PRC1 localization can be mediated by 

transcription factors to DNA with transcription factor binding motifs or through 

association with other chromatin modifiers. lncRNA can guide PRC1 to a particular 

gene or subset of genes. 
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Other proteomic studies in murine megakaryoblastic cells identified the core 

binding transcription factor RUNX1 as a novel protein interactor with BMI-1 and 

RING1B.124 In a PRC2-independent manner, RUNX1 recruits PRC1 to genes allowing for 

H2AK119 ubiquitination and gene repression.124 Interestingly, RUNX1 and PRC1 are 

essential for hematopoiesis.58,130 Correspondingly, loss of bmi-1 and ring1b in zebrafish 

phenocopy that of runx1 deletion.124  

1.5.4 Association with other chromatin modifiers 

PRC1 subunits have been found to interact with a variety of other chromatin 

regulators to repress transcription.121–123,131 In Drosophila, PRC1 interacts with Creb-

binding Protein (CBP) through the Pc subunit in a histone-independent manner.131 This 

association is conserved in mammals where the CBX proteins bind the histone 

acetyltransferase activity module of CBP to block histone H3K27 acetylation and gene 

activation.131 CBX7 interacts with H3K9 methyltransferase SUV39H2 to induce H3K9me3 

at sites of PRC1 localization.132 Additionally, the CBX7 and CBX8 chromodomains bind 

to a lysine trimethylation site on the histone H3K9 methyltransferase, SETDB1, at its 

amino acid sequence FALK(me3)S.103 The biological implications of this interaction are 

unknown; however, it has been hypothesized that PRC1 can be recruited to sites of gene 

repression via its interaction with SETDB1 rather than H3K27me3.103  

CBX8 has also been potentially implicated in several unique interactions that result 

in gene activation.122,123,133 ENL (MLLT1), a member of the EAP (elongation assisting 

proteins) complex, specifically binds CBX8 at a unique C-terminal and inhibits its ability 

to repress transcription.122,133 CBX8 also binds the homologous EAP protein AF9 

(MLLT3)123 where it competes with DOT1L for binding. CBX8 sequestration of AF9 

prevents H3K79 methylation by DOT1L, resulting in activation of ENaCα.123 CBX8 has 

also been shown to interact with the MLL methyltransferase binding partner WDR551,121–

123,133,134 in agreement with evidence that PRC1 is often observed with MLL at bivalent 

domains. Bivalent domains contain both repressive H3K27me3 as well as activating 

H3K4me3 and are typically associated with genes that are poised for activation. 

Surprisingly, this is not the only context in which CBX8 might actually play a 

transcriptionally activating role. During neuronal differentiation, CBX8 is required for the 
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activation of neuronal genes53 but not the maintenance of neuronal gene transcription after 

differentiation. This unique association of CBX8 with gene activating chromatin-

modifying complexes could provide a general mechanism by which PRC1-repressed genes 

can be marked for activation upon differentiation. 

1.5.5 Chromosomal translocations alter PRC1 function 

One type of leukemia, known as MLL (mixed lineage leukemia), has a 

characteristic chromosomal translocation that results in MLL fusion proteins, such as 

MLL-AF9 and MLL-ENL.135 These fusion partners of MLL, as discussed above, can 

interact with CBX8.121,122,133,134,136 Interestingly, the interaction with CBX8 drives the 

oncogenesis.122,136 When CBX8 interacts with MLL-ENL, CBX8-mediated repression is 

lost resulting in hematopoietic cell transformation.122 However, the capacity for CBX8 to 

drive transformation with MLL-ENL is highly dependent on the ratio of the two proteins. 

If CBX8 exceeds MLL-ENL, it will function normally to repress transcription and prevent 

transformation.122 Similar results are observed when CBX8 interacts with the MLL-AF9 

fusion protein; the fusion protein alone is not sufficient to induce transformation, CBX8 is 

necessary.136 

PRC1 interaction with fusion proteins is not limited to MLL fusions. PLZF, which 

interacts with BMI-1, can form a fusion protein with RARA.126 Similarly to MLL-AF9, 

PLZF-RARA cannot transform cells in the absence of BMI-1.126 Because PLZF aids in the 

localization of PRC1 to gene targets, the fusion protein aberrantly recruits PRC1 to the 

transcription factor DNA binding motifs.126  

1.5.6  RNA-mediated localization of PRC1 

Long non-coding RNA (lncRNAs) assist in targeting a number of chromatin-

modifying complexes.137–139 While numerous lncRNAs have been identified for PRC2,140–

142 only a few have been identified for PRC1.143–145 The chromodomains of CBX4, 6, 7, 

and 8 can non-specifically bind to single stranded RNAs.102 CBX7 binds with the highest 

affinity and when treated with RNase, CBX7 could no longer bind chromatin.102 

Accordingly, thus far the only CBX-specific lncRNA identified, ANRIL, interacts with 

CBX7. ANRIL is an antisense lncRNA from the INK4a/ARF locus, a well-studied PRC1 
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gene target.143,145 CBX7 specifically binds ANRIL in addition to H3K27me3 to repress 

transcription of INK4a/ARF (Figure 1-6).145 Loss of ANRIL results in a reduction of CBX7 

at the locus, suggesting that ANRIL assists in CBX7 localization.145 RNA binding has also 

been shown to physically alter the conformation of CBX7 chromodomain to permit 

association with trimethylated lysines,146 which may contribute to RNA-mediated CBX7 

localization. Recently a new lncRNA, CAT7, was identified to interact with PRC1 using a 

RNA immunoprecipitation screen. CAT7 fine tunes PRC1 gene targeting, particularly 

during neuronal differentiation144 and expression of human CAT7 rescues a cat7l 

morpholino in zebra fish, suggesting that the two are functionally similar.144 CAT7 may 

also be involved in other cell types as Bmi-1 was found to interact with cat7l to repress the 

ink4a/arf locus in zebrafish.144 As research continues, the discovery of new lncRNAs will 

shed light onto the specificity of PRC1 targeting. 

1.6 Phosphorylation regulates PRC1 function 

Phosphorylation plays a role in the regulation of PRC1 function and may contribute 

to cell-type specific paralog function. CBX2 can be phosphorylated at the Ser42 position 

within the chromodomain,147 which alters the binding specificity of CBX2 in vitro. 

Phosphorylated CBX2 preferentially binds H3K9me3 whereas unphosphorylated CBX2 

prefers H3K27me3.147 Ser42 is conserved in the other CBX paralogs as Thr, which could 

possibly be phosphorylated, however, studies have not examined Thr phosphorylation in 

the chromodomain.147 Additionally, CBX7 has been found to be phosphorylated near the 

Pc box (Thr118) via the Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase pathway.148 CBX7 

phosphorylation improved its ability to be incorporated into the PRC1 complex, resulting 

in enhanced CBX7-mediated repression of the INK4a/ARF locus.148 Phosphorylation of 

CBX2 and CBX7 is important in fine-tuning the function of PRC1 by altering their binding 

preference and affinity to RING1A/B, respectively.147,148 

The CBX proteins are not the only subunit that can be phosphorylated. Both BMI-

1 and MEL18 have been found to be phosphorylated, each with unique roles. BMI-1 

phosphorylation occurs in a cell-cycle dependent manner. In G1/S phase, BMI-1 is 

hypophoshorylated and tightly bound to chromatin; however, in G2/M, BMI-1 is 

phosphorylated and dissociates from chromatin.149,150 The 3pk kinase from the MAPK 
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family interacts with the PHC2 subunit and is responsible for BMI-1 phosphorylation, in 

addition to other PcG proteins.150 Further, the PCGF paralog MEL18 can also be 

phosphorylated by protein kinase C,106 preventing homodimerization, which can have a 

large impact on PRC1 stoichiometry and function.106  

Phosphorylation is a signal from the surrounding environment and is dependent on a 

multitude of kinases and phosphatases. Being regulated by phosphorylation is one way that 

PRC1 can adapt to different cellular signals, such as stress. The apparent opposing 

phenotypes sometimes reported for individual paralogs could reflect these environmental 

mechanisms in place for activation or inactivation. For example, paralogs that compete for 

a genomic binding site could display differing transcriptional activities depending on the 

environment, further contributing to the complexity and diversity of PRC1. Further 

characterization of these modifications is critical in defining the different functions of 

PRC1. 

1.7 Conclusion 

Gene regulation in mammals is an intricate process with numerous mechanisms 

working together to regulate cell-type transcriptional programs, while also allowing for a 

certain amount of plasticity in order to regulate cell-type changes in response to stimuli. 

While many chromatin regulators have homologs in unicellular organisms, PcG proteins 

emerged upon the advent of multicellularity and further expanded during vertebrate 

evolution. The expansion of Polycomb genes in vertebrates is more pronounced for PRC1 

genes, adding two to six paralogs for each subunit but only one additional paralog for the 

PRC2 methyltransferase. The advent of PRC1 paralogs with increasing organismal 

complexity and genome size suggests that PRC1 plays a crucial role in proper development 

and lineage specification. Unsurprisingly, genetic studies of PRC1 in vertebrates 

continually support this hypothesis. Without PRC1 proteins, embryos survive to birth but 

have severe skeletal deformities regardless of which PRC1 subunit is absent.7,41,151–153 

Furthermore, PRC1 subunits are critical for the maintenance and self-renewal capabilities 

of stem cells.37,45,52,58,154 Based on these roles PRC1 plays, it is not surprising that PRC1 is 

implicated in a plethora of cancers (reviewed in 19,33). Just as PRC1 has context-dependent 

functions, its misregulation in cancer is also context-dependent, with some subunits acting 
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as oncogenes and some as tumor suppressors. In the last decade, chromatin regulators, 

PRC1 included, have been at the forefront in the development of new drugs;146,155–157 

however, the development of these small molecules is reliant on understanding the 

biochemical functions of PRC1, which is still lacking.  

With sixteen different paralogs, over a hundred unique PRC1 complexes can possibly 

be formed; however, we do not know the exact composition in every cell-type or what 

combinations actually exist. It is clear that different subunits have different functions in 

different cell types, which we do not understand how this is related to PRC1 targeting or 

transcriptional regulation. In addition, we are still working to understand how external 

factors, including posttranslational modifications, autoregulation, transcription factors, and 

lncRNAs further regulate PRC1 targeting and function.  

This dissertation focuses on understanding CBX paralog diversity and complexities. 

Specifically, we demonstrate that inhibition of the CBX7 chromodomain enhances 

chemotherapeutic toxicity, while loss of CBX8 and its chromodomain are necessary for 

glioblastoma cell viability. Further, this work characterizes a new CBX8 chromodomain 

binding mechanism where the CBX8 chromodomain engages both DNA and H3K27me3 

for full chromatin association. 
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CHAPTER 2. CBX CHROMODOMAIN INHIBITION 

ENAHNCES CHEMOTHERAPY RESPONSE IN GLIOBLASTOMA 

MULTIFORME 

The following chapter is reproduced and modified with permission from Connelly, K.E., 

Martin, E.C., and Dykhuizen, E.C. Yale J. Biol. Med. 2016 Dec., 89(4), 431-440. © 2016, 

Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine 

2.1 Introduction 

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a malignant brain tumor that comprises the 

majority of all gliomas.158 Due to GBM’s highly aggressive nature, patients are left with a 

survival time of approximately twelve months.159 Current treatments for GBM include 

surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy; however, numerous challenges exist in eradicating 

the tumor. Complete resection of the tumor is difficult due to the sticky finger-like 

morphology. Additionally, small molecules must be capable of permeating the blood brain 

barrier. Although the development of temozolomide (TMZ) in 2005 initially seemed 

promising, the five year survival rate for GBM patients has not improved.160,161 It has been 

hypothesized that GBM develops resistance through its stem cell-like properties.162,163  

Polycomb group (PcG) proteins have a fundamental role in the development and 

maintenance of adult stem-cells.37,164,165 Known to serve as transcriptional repressors, PcG 

proteins are classified into two complexes known as Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 and 

2 (PRC1/2). PRC2, via its catalytic subunit EZH2, is responsible for the trimethylation of 

histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27me3). Consequently, PRC1 is recruited to H3K27me3 via its 

chromatin-organization modifier domain (chromodomain) where it ubiquitinates H2A 

lysine 119 resulting in chromatin compaction and gene repression.  

The PRC complexes are composed of three subunits (PRC2) and four subunits 

(PRC1); however, gene duplications have resulted in numerous mutually exclusive 

paralogs for each subunit.18 PRC2 is comprised of EZH1 or EZH2, EED, and SUZ12. 

PRC1, on the other hand, can be much more diverse and is comprised of RING E3 ubiquitin 

ligase (RING1A/B), Polycomb Group Finger (BMI-1 or MEL18), Polyhomeotic (PHC1-

3), and the chromodomain-containing chromobox homolog (CBX2,4,6,7,8).  
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Numerous PcG proteins have been implicated in GBM progression and 

maintenance.166,167 The PRC2 catalytic subunit EZH2 is overexpressed and is important in 

the development of GBM resistance.166,168,169 The PRC1 subunit BMI-1 has been 

demonstrated to play a role in GBM self-renewal and promotes stem cell-like 

characteristics.167 The chromobox homolog protein has several misregulated paralogs in 

GBM;166 the CBX6 and CBX7 paralogs are downregulated compared to normal tissue, 

whereas the CBX8 paralog is upregulated. While phenotypical studies have demonstrated 

the importance of these CBX paralogs,166 the mechanism in which CBX misregulation 

impacts GBM progression and maintenance is unknown.  

Recently, it has been suggested that epigenetic processes may serve as good 

therapeutic targets.170 Over the past decade, there has been an emergence of epigenetic 

inhibitors, including small molecules against the PcG proteins. These inhibitors function 

in different ways to derepress gene transcription and alter chromatin structure. For example, 

EZH2 inhibitors block the catalytic methyltransferase domain preventing H3K27 

trimethylation. Current inhibitors against PRC1 include RING inhibitors that block histone 

ubiquitination, CBX inhibitors that prevent chromodomain binding, and inhibitors that 

block the transcription or incorporation of BMI-1.155–157 None of these PcG inhibitors have 

been tested for efficacy against GBM cell lines.  

 Because of the limited therapies and low survival time, new therapeutic strategies 

need to be explored for glioblastoma, particularly to combat chemotherapy resistance. 

Previous studies have demonstrated that the knockdown of EZH2 and BMI-1 improves 

response to chemotherapies in a resistant cell population.168,171 Here, we identify a novel 

therapeutic strategy to inhibit CBX chromodomain binding to improve GBM response to 

standard chemotherapy treatment.  

2.2 Materials and Methods  

2.2.1 Cell culture 

U118MG, T98G, A172, and SVGp12 cells from ATCC were maintained in Eagle’s 

Minimum Essential Medium (Corning) with 10% fetal bovine serum (Omega Scientific, 

Inc.), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Corning), 1% non-essential amino acids (Corning), and 
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1% glutamine (Corning) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. MDA-MB-231 cells were maintained in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Essential Medium (Corning) with 10% fetal bovine serum (Omega 

Scientific, Inc), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Corning), 1% sodium pyruvate (Corning), 1% 

glutamine (Corning) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Cells were plated in a 96 well plate at 2x103 

(8.9x103 for MDA-MB-231) cells/well 48 hours prior to treatment.  

2.2.2 Drug Screen 

Cells were treated 48 hours after plating. Cells were dosed in a grid format for every 

combination of drug at the designated dose: PRT4165 40 µM (Cayman), PTC209 200 nM 

(Cayman), DZnep 25 µM (Cayman), GSK343 400 nM (Cayman), MS37452 200 µM 

(Cayman), Doxorubicin 200 nM, temozolomide 50 µM (Cayman), SAHA 1 µM (Cayman). 

Control cells were treated with 1% DMSO or a single drug. Cells were treated for a total 

of five days but redosed with the same treatments after 48 hours. Following five days of 

treatment, cells were fixed with 50% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) for an hour at 4 °C, washed 

with water, incubated in sulforhodamine B for 10 minutes, washed with 1% acetic acid and 

dried overnight. Protein was solubilized with 10 mM tris and 515 nm absorbance readings 

were taken.  

2.2.3 Dose response curves 

U118MG, A172, SVGp12, and MDA-MB-231 cells were treated in a 96 well-plate with 

varying concentrations of MS37452 (0, 15.6, 31.25, 62.5, 125, 250 µM) in combination 

with doxorubicin (200 nM) or DMSO for five days or and with varying concentrations of 

doxorubicin with standard dose of MS37452 (250 µM) or DMSO. After five days, protein 

levels were measured with the sulforhodamine assay described above. Cells were plated at 

1.3x104 cells/well in a 24 well plate and treated with MS37452 (0, 31.25, 250 µM) and 

doxorubicin (100 nM) or DMSO in a similar format. Additional cells were plated at 2x103 

cells/well in a 96 well plate and treated with MS37452 (0, 31.25, 250 µM) and doxorubicin 

(50 nM) or DMSO. Cells were washed with PBS, trypsinized, harvested and counted.  

2.2.4 Western Blot Analysis 

Cells were treated as indicated above for five days in a 6 well plate. Cells were harvested 

and lysed with Buffer A (25 mM HEPES, 5 mM KCl, 25 mM MgCl2, 0.05 mM EDTA, 
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10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40, protease inhibitors) for 15 minutes on ice. Nuclei were pelleted 

and resuspended in RIPA buffer (50 mM tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% Na DOC, 

1% triton-X, protease inhibitors, benzonase (Sigma) for 15 minutes. Lysates with LDS and 

BME loading buffer were boiled and ran on an SDS-page 4-12% gel (Invitrogen). Gels 

were transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore) and exposed to 5% BSA in PBSt (0.1% 

tween-20). Membranes were blotted with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. The blots 

were washed with PBSt and incubated for an hour at room temperature with goat anti-

rabbit or mouse conjugated to IR800CW or IRDye 680 (LI-COR) secondary antibody. 

Blots were imaged on the LI-COR Odyssey. Antibodies used are rabbit CBX8 (Bethyl, 

A300-882A), rabbit CBX7 (Abcam, ab21873), rabbit cleaved PARP-1 (Cell Signaling 

Technology, 9541), mouse H3 (Active Motif, am-61475), and rabbit phospho-histone 

H2A.X (ser139) (Cell Signaling Technology, 9718).  

2.2.5 Peptide pulldown 

Nuclear lysate was made with untreated cells lysed with Buffer A for 15 minutes on ice. 

Nuclei were pelleted and resuspended in IP buffer (25 mM tris, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

EDTA, 1%NP-40) for 15 minutes. 3 µg of biotinylated [Lys(Me3)27]-Histone H3 (21-44) 

and Histone H3 (21-44) (Eurogentec) were incubated with 10 µL of equilibrated 

streptavidin agarose resin (Solulink) (150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT, 50 mM tris, 1%NP-40) 

119 at 4°C for an hour. Nuclear lysate was aliquoted and MS37452 was added to the lysate 

(0, 31.25, 250 µM). Lysate was divided and added to each peptide saturated resin and 

incubated at 4°C overnight. Resin was washed with equilibration buffer twice for ten 

minutes at 4°C. LDS with BME was added to the sample, boiled and ran on an SDS-page 

4-12% gel (Invitrogen) as described above. 

2.2.6 Flow cytometry 

U118 cells were plated in a 6 well plate 24 hours prior to drug treatment. Cells were treated 

with DMSO or CBX7i (250 µM) every 48 hours for four days. On the fifth day of treatment, 

doxorubicin (100 nM) was added to the cells for 16 hours. Cells were fixed and 

permeabilized following the Click iT Plus EdU Alexa Fluor 488 Flow cytometry protocol 

(Life Technologies). FxCycle PI/RNase staining solution (Life Technologies) was used for 
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PI staining following the product manual. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in 300 µL 

of PBS and loaded on a 96-well plate. Unstained and single color controls were used to 

adjust the laser intensity of the Guava Easy-Cyte flow cytometer (Guava Technologies). 

10,000 events were collected and data was processed and analyzed on FlowJo.  

2.2.7 Immunofluorescence  

U118MG cells were plated on glass coverslips in a 24-well plate 7 days prior to staining. 

Cells were treated with CBX7i (250 µM) every 48 hours following plating. On day five, 

cells were treated with 1 µM of doxorubicin for an hour. After an hour, doxorubicin was 

removed, and cells were allowed to recover for 0, 2, 4, 8, or 12 hours. Cells were fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes. Fixed cells were stained with mouse phospho-

H2A.X antibody (Millipore) overnight at 4 °C followed by secondary staining with a rabbit 

anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 antibody (Molecular Probes) for an hour at room temperature. 

The nuclei were stained with DAPI at 5µg/mL for 10 minutes. All cells were imaged at the 

same light intensity, brightness, and contrast at 40x magnification. 

2.2.8 Data Analysis 

Replicate absorbances (n=3) were averaged and normalized to the DMSO control (n=24) 

or to a single drug treatment (n=3) to generate a heat map was generated using RStudio. 

Red indicating low cell viability and blue indicating high cell viability. The mean corrected 

total cell fluorescence (CTCF) per cell was calculated using ImageJ and the equation CTCF 

= Integrated Density-(area of the cell x mean fluorescence background). Student’s t-tests 

were performed on the 515 nm absorbance data, cell count, flow cytometry data, and mean 

CTCF for microscopy. Immunoblots were quantitated with ImageJ software. The intensity 

of each band was measured, normalized to the loading control (H3). Normalized data was 

used to calculate fold change compared to the DMSO control. Peptide immunoblots were 

quantitated in a similar manner and normalized to the H3K27me3 0 µM treatment.  
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 CBX7 chromodomain inhibition enhances chemotherapy toxicity 

2.3.1.1 Identifying drug combinations enhancing cell response 

Initially, we performed a drug screen with a wide array of epigenetic inhibitors and 

chemotherapies to identify therapeutic combinations that decrease GBM cell viability. In 

a grid format to ensure all possible combinations, we treated GBM U118MG cells with 

inhibitors against  histone deacetylase complexes (SAHA), CBX7 chromodomain 

(MS3742),155 BMI-1 (PTC-209),157 RING1 ubiquitin ligase (PRT4165),156 and histone 

methyltransferases (GSK343, specific for EZH2;172 DZnep, inhibits global histone 

methylation).173 Additionally, we included the chemotherapies, doxorubicin, a 

topoisomerase II inhibitor, and temozolomide, a DNA alkylating agent.174 After treatment, 

bulk protein in the screen was stained with sulforhodamine B and the absorbance at 515 

nm was taken and correlated to cell viability.  

From our screen, we identified several combinations that resulted in consistently 

decreased cell viability compared to DMSO treated and single drug treatment:  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Select epigenetic inhibitors sensitize GBM U118MG cells to doxorubicin 

and temozolomide chemotherapies.  

a) A heat map demonstrates the effect of a dual drug treatment on cell viability (n = 3, 

high viability ( > 77 percent), blue; low viability ( < 76 percent), red) compared to 

DMSO treated cells (n = 18). b,c) Heat maps represent the effect of a dual drug 

treatment compared to cells treated with a single drug. Each dual treatment was 

normalized to the single drug treatment indicated on the right column (b) or the drug 

indicated on the bottom (c). Heat maps in a-c were generated from sulforhodamine 515 

nm assays to correlate bulk protein to cell viability. 
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SAHA/TMZ and MS37452/doxorubicin (Figure 2.1 a-c). It was necessary to normalize the 

absorbance values to both DMSO-treated and a single drug treatment. Normalization to a 

single drug treatment is important to ensure that the decrease in viability is a result of the 

combination of drugs, and not just one of the drugs. If it were the result of only one of the 

two drugs normalized viability would be 100%. The SAHA/TMZ combined treatment has 

been identified prior to our study, and clinical trials examining the effect SAHA and TMZ 

have together on GBM progression are in progress;175 however, MS37452, which is a 

CBX7 chromodomain inhibitor (CBX7i), in combination with doxorubicin is a novel 

therapeutic strategy. 

2.3.1.2 CBX7 chromodomain inhibition with doxorubicin decreases viability 

We subjected U118MG cells to varying concentrations of CBX7i while the 

doxorubicin concentration remained constant (200 nM) for five days. Following the five-

day treatment regimen, we used a sulforhodamine assay to measure bulk protein adhered 

to the plate, which should correlate to cell viability. Interestingly, we observed a slight 

increase in cell viability with increasing concentrations of CBX7i; however, at high 

concentrations of CBX7i with doxorubicin, cell viability was significantly decreased 

compared to CBX7i or doxorubicin only treatments (Figure 2.2a). Unsurprisingly, when 

we treated cells with varying concentrations of doxorubicin and kept CBX7i concentration 

constant (250 µM), we observe a similar response to the combinatorial treatment (Figure 

2.2b).  

The sulforhodamine assay is limited to measuring bulk protein, which can remain 

adhered to the plate after cell death, so we also measured viability by counting live cells. 

Under the same conditions, we observe a similar trend to the sulforhodamine assay, 

confirming our results (Figure 2.2c). Finally, at minimal doxorubicin (50 nM), we still 

observe a significant decrease in cell viability (Figure 2.2d). This suggests that dual 

therapeutic strategy for GBM will require lower doses of doxorubicin, potentially 

minimizing the toxic side effects of chemotherapy.  

GBM tumors, however, are highly heterogeneous, thus it is important to determine 

if this phenomenon is observed in other GBM derived cells. To answer this question, we 

performed our sulforhodamine cell viability assay with the A172 GBM cell line. As 
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expected, the dual treatment increases doxorubicin toxicity in A172 cells (Figure 2.3a). 

Interestingly, unlike the U118MG cell lines, the A172 cells displayed sensitivity to the 

CBX7i (Figure 2.3b). Because of the observed sensitivity and decrease in cell viability in 

the presence of only the CBX7i, it is difficult to interpret if the combined effect is a result 

of increased toxicity to doxorubicin.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 CBX7i with doxorubicin decreases cell viability.  

a) U118MG cells treated with CBX7i in the presence (grey) or absence (black) of 100 nM 

doxorubicin total protein measured by sulforhodamine B 515 nm absorbance (n = 3) b) 

U118MG cells treated with doxorubicin cells treated with doxorubicin in the presence 

(grey) or absence (black) of 250 µM CBX7i bulk protein measured by sulforhodamine B 

515 nm absorbance (n = 3) c) U118MG cells were treated with CBX7i in the presence 

(grey) or absence (black) of 100 nM doxorubicin and counted (n = 3) d) U118MG cells in 

a 96 well plate were treated CBX7i in the presence (grey) or absence (black) of 50 nM 

doxorubicin for five days and counted (n = 3) Data in a-d represented by mean ± SEM, p-

values calculated with student’s t-test: (*) < 0.05, p (**) < 0.01, p (***) < 0.001. 
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In glioblastoma, CBX7 is downregulated in over 80% of patients compared to 

normal brain tissue.166 Thus, we found it important to understand the impact of the CBX7i 

on non-tumorigenic cells. Using our sulforhodamine assay with the SVGp12 astrocyte cell 

line, we observed that the astrocytes were not sensitive to the CBX7i alone (Figure 2.3d). 

As an intercalator and topoisomerase 2 inhibitor, doxorubicin primarily targets cycling 

cells. Since the SVGp12 cell line is highly proliferative, doxorubicin was, not surprisingly, 

toxic to the cells (Figure 2.3c). Similar to the GBM cell lines, this doxorubicin toxicity was 

exacerbated in the presence of CBX7i.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 A172 GBM cells are sensitive to CBX7i, but astrocytes are not.  

a) A172 cells treated with doxorubicin in the presence (grey) or absence (black) of 250 µM 

CBX7i bulk protein measured by sulforhodamine B 515 nm absorbance (n = 3) b. A172 

cells were treated with CBX7i and bulk protein measured by sulforhodamine B 515 nm 

absorbance (n = 3) c. SVGp12 cells treated with doxorubicin in the presence (grey) or 

absence (black) of 250 µM CBX7i bulk protein measured by sulforhodamine B 515 nm 

absorbance (n = 3) d. SVGp12 cells were treated with CBX7i and bulk protein measured 

by sulforhodamine B 515 nm absorbance (n = 3) Data in a-d represented as mean ± SEM, 

p-values calculated by student’s t-test: p (*) < 0.05, p (**) < 0.01, p (***) < 0.001.   
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The A172 cells’ sensitivity to CBX7i is interesting and could be a result of the 

heterogeneity of GBM and the diversity of PRC1 composition. While CBX7 expression is 

generally low across GBM patients, it is possible that A172 cell lines have higher 

expression of CBX7 and are thus more sensitive to the CBX7i. The response of A172 cells 

also suggests that CBX7 may serve as a therapeutic target for a subset of glioblastomas 

that are reliant on CBX7 activity.  

2.3.1.3 CBX7i disrupts CBX7 binding to H3K27me3 in vitro 

To confirm the specificity of chromodomain inhibition, we performed peptide 

pulldown studies with unmethylated H3 and tri-methylated H3K27 peptides in presence of 

the inhibitor. The CBX inhibitor has previously been published to be specific for the CBX7 

paralog chromodomain with a Kd of 28.9 µM.155 As expected, we observed a decrease in 

CBX7 binding to the methylated peptide in the presence of the inhibitor, particularly at 250 

µM (Figure 2.4a, b). CBX8 binding, however, in the presence of 250 µM was not affected 

(Figure 2.4a, b). The pulldown suggests that the effect seen at 250 µM is not due to 

inhibition of CBX8 chromodomain binding; however, inhibition of CBX4 (Kd of 95.8 µM) 

cannot be ruled out as our highest concentration used is 1.5-fold higher than the CBX4 Kd.  

2.3.1.4 CBX7 inhibition increases doxorubicin-induced DNA damage and apoptosis 

Doxorubicin acts through DNA intercalation and causes double stranded DNA 

breaks by inhibiting the re-ligation step of topoisomerase II.176 To understand the role of 

CBX7i in enhancing doxorubicin response, we examined the protein expression level of 

DNA damage and apoptosis markers by immunoblot. When cells were treated with 

doxorubicin only (100 nM), we observe an induction of γH2A.X indicating DNA damage; 

however, in the presence of 250 µM CBX7i and doxorubicin, we observe a further 1.5-fold 

increase in γH2A.X induction (Figure 2.5a, c).  
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Figure 2.4 CBX7i disrupts CBX7 binding to H3K27me3.  

Pulldowns with unmethylated H3 or H3K27me3 peptides confirm that increasing 

concentrations block CBX7 (T98G cells) binding but not CBX8 (U118MG cells). 

b. Quantitation of immunoblots normalized to H3K27me3 0 µM treatment. CBX7, 

black; CBX8, grey. 

 

If DNA damage is not repaired, cells will undergo apoptosis. In order to determine 

if the dual treatment augments apoptosis, we examined cleaved PARP-1 levels. When cells 

undergo apoptosis, caspases cleave PARP-1, rendering it inactive. Our immunoblot 

analysis reveals that both doxorubicin and the combinatorial treated cells undergo 

apoptosis. Nevertheless, the CBX7i/doxorubicin combination increases cleaved PARP-1 

two-fold compared to doxorubicin only (Figure 2.5a, b). This suggests that CBX7i 

enhances the impact of doxorubicin on DNA damage and apoptosis.   

2.3.1.5 CBX7i and doxorubicin induce a G2/M block 

We performed flow cytometry to examine the differences in cell cycle amongst the 

different treatments. Following a four-day treatment of either CBX7i or DMSO, we pulsed 

cells with 100 nM of doxorubicin for 16 hours and stained cells with Propidium Iodide (PI) 

for cell cycle analysis. Unsurprisingly, our DMSO and CBX7i treated cells had similar cell 

cycle phase distributions with a majority of the cell population in G1 and a smaller percent 

of cells in G2/M (Figure 2.5d) When we treated cells for 16h with a lower dose of 

doxorubicin (100 nM), we did not observe an increase in G2/M;177 however, in accordance 

with an increase in DNA damage and apoptosis, the dual drug treatment increased the 

number of cells in G2/M 1.5-fold. (Figure 2.5d).  
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Figure 2.5 CBX7i and doxorubicin treatment increases DNA damage and apoptosis. 

a) Western blot analysis of nuclear lysate staining for H2A.X serine 139 phosphorylation, 

cleaved PARP-1, and histone H3 (loading control) b. Quantitation of cleaved PARP-1 

normalized to H3 loading control, fold change relative to DMSO-treated protein levels c. 

Quantitation of H2A.X normalized to H3 loading control, fold change relative to DMSO-

treated protein levels d. Cell cycle analysis of cells treated with DMSO, CBX7i (250 µM), 

doxorubicin (100 nM) or CBX7i and doxorubicin (250 µM, 100 nM respectively), percent 

of cells in G2 plotted as a percent of total gated cells. 

 

2.3.1.6 Presence of CBX7i prevents DNA damage repair 

There are several potential mechanisms in which CBX inhibition can promote DNA 

damage in doxorubicin treated cells. Chromatin modulators, like the PcG proteins, are 

responsible for altering chromatin structure and thus DNA accessibility. It has been 

suggested that open chromatin is more susceptible to DNA damaging agents.178 It is 

possible that inhibiting the CBX proteins allow for more open chromatin, as they can no 

longer be recruited to histones to compact chromatin and repress transcription. 

Additionally, previous studies have demonstrated that the recruitment of PcG proteins, 
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including the CBXs, to sites of DNA damage are important for the localization of other 

DNA damage machinery and subsequent DNA damage repair.179,180  

 To understand which mechanism may be contributing to the increased sensitivity 

to doxorubicin with CBX7i, we used H2A.X staining to investigate DNA damage repair 

after acute doxorubicin treatment (Figure 2.6). Immediately after doxorubicin treatment 

there was no difference in DNA damage with or without CBX7i (Figure 2.6). As cells had 

time for damage to accumulate and begin recovery, however, we observed a significant 

increase in DNA damage accumulation in the presence of CBX7i beginning at two hours 

(Figure 2.6). This increase in DNA damage was drastically extended as recovery time 

progressed (Figure 2.6). Together, our data suggests that treatment of GBM cells with a 

CBX7 chromodomain inhibitor improves the response to the chemotherapeutic 

doxorubicin by preventing DNA damage repair, although these results are still preliminary. 

Based on these data, we hypothesize that CBX7 chromodomain inhibition prevents DNA 

repair, resulting in a G2/M block and eventual apoptosis. Future studies will be needed to 

investigate this mechanism further. 

 

Figure 2.6 CBX inhibition prevents DNA damage repair.  

U118MG cells were treated for four days in the presence or absence of CBX7i. On day 

five, cells were treated with doxorubicin (1 µM) for one hour. After the treatment, 

doxorubicin was removed and cells were allowed to recovery for either 0, 2, 4, 8, or 12 

hours. If cells were treated with CBX7i, they remained on CBX7i throughout the entire 

process. Following recovery, cells were fixed and stained for phospho-H2A.X and DAPI. 

The cells were imaged and the mean total corrected cell fluorescence (CTCF) per cell was 

measured for each treatment type. Mean fluorescence per cell was quantitated and plotted 

(grey, CBX7i treatment; black, no CBX7i treatment) (n = 77, 111, 87, 64, 66, 64, 65, 80, 

43, 78, 72, 88, left to right) Data represented as mean ± SEM, p-values calculated by 

student’s t-test: p (**) < 0.01, p (***) < 0.001. 
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2.3.1.7 CBX7 inhibition increases doxorubicin toxicity in breast cancer 

Doxorubicin is not a standard treatment for glioblastoma due to its inability to cross 

the blood brain barrier. However, it is often used in other cancers such as breast, lung, and 

leukemia.176 In order to verify that this dual treatment is applicable to these cancers, we 

tested the combination of CBX7i and doxorubicin in the breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cell 

line. Consistent with our findings in GBM, the dual therapy enhances the toxicity of 

doxorubicin (Figure 2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.7 CBX inhibition enhances doxorubicin toxicity in breast cancer. 

MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with a range of doxorubicin concentrations (0-400 

nM) in the presence (grey) or absence (black) of 250 µM of CBX7i; total protein was 

measured by sulforhodamine B 515 nm absorbance (n = 3) Data represented as mean 

± SEM, p-values calculated by student’s t-test: p (*) < 0.05, p (**) < 0.01, p (***) < 

0.001. 

2.4 Discussion 

With little improvement in glioblastoma survival over the last decade, it is critical to 

develop new therapeutic strategies. Although the exact role PcG proteins play in GBM 

progression and maintenance is unclear, their involvement is necessary.162,163,166–169,171 In 

this study, we identified two therapeutic strategies, inhibition of CBX7 chromodomain 

binding and histone deacetylase activity, to improve GBM response to traditional 

chemotherapies. Although we saw a sensitivity to TMZ with the HDAC inhibitor SAHA, 
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there are already currently ongoing clinical trials with the drug combination175 and previous 

in vitro studies have investigated potential mechanisms.181–183 Therefore, we investigated 

the completely novel approach of inhibiting the CBX7 chromodomain to improve 

chemotherapeutic response to doxorubicin. 

Our findings indicate that inhibition of the CBX7 chromodomain drastically 

increases DNA damage in response to doxorubicin. Our cell cycle analysis data indicates 

a G2/M block suggesting that damage cannot be properly repaired without CBX7.  

2.4.1 PcG proteins in DNA damage response 

Roles for PcG proteins in DNA damage response (DDR) have previously been 

identified. The majority of PcG proteins, including EZH2 and the CBXs, localize to regions 

of damaged chromatin in order to recruit DNA damage repair machinery.179,180 However, 

efforts to inhibit PRC1 subunits with small molecule inhibitors, particularly with a focus 

on DNA damage, have been limited. We hypothesized that the inhibition of CBX proteins 

prevents PcG and other DNA damage repair machinery recruitment to DNA damage. 

Consequently, DNA damage accumulates, and the cells undergo apoptosis. Initial 

treatment of doxorubicin in both the presence and absence of CBX7i induced similar levels 

of H2A.X, suggesting that CBX7i is not improving response to chemotherapy by altering 

DNA accessibility. However, as the cells are allowed to recover from the initial DNA 

damage, the total DNA damage drastically accumulates, whereas cells with only 

doxorubicin have significantly less DNA damage. Our data suggests that inhibiting CBX 

enhances chemotherapeutic response by preventing DNA damage repair, allowing massive 

accumulation of DNA damage. Although CBX7 has been shown to localize to sites of 

DNA damage, its role in the process is unknown.179 CBX4, however, has been studied and 

shown to be an important part of the DNA damage response.91,184 These studies have 

demonstrated that CBX4 is recruited early to sites of DNA damage, and loss of CBX4 

extenuates the presence of DNA damage.182,183 While we used an inhibitor specific for 

CBX7, the concentration used in our experiments exceeded the Kd for CBX4.155 Thus, it is 

still a possibility that the drastic increase in DNA damage in the presence of CBX7i and 

doxorubicin is a result of CBX4 inhibition. In addition, we cannot eliminate the possibility 
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that inhibition of CBX7 is playing a transcriptional role in improving the response to 

chemotherapy. Further studies are necessary to fully dissect the mechanism.  

2.4.2 Future potential of CBX inhibitors  

CBX7i is a first generation chromodomain small molecule inhibitor.155 Although 

the CBX7i is not a potent small molecule for the clinic, it is does demonstrate very useful 

properties. It serves as a useful tool to study the biochemistry of the CBX proteins, 

particularly CBX7. Additional studies with the recently developed second generation 

CBX7 inhibitor, as well as the recently developed CBX4/7 inhibitor will be interesting to 

further understand if the effect observed in these studies can be extended to different CBX 

inhibitors.146,185  

While we identified a novel therapeutic strategy that results in cell death in vitro, 

doxorubicin is not currently a viable chemotherapy for glioblastoma as it does not cross 

the blood brain barrier; however, understanding how inhibition of the CBX proteins can 

improve response to DNA damaging agents is an important area of research. DNA 

damaging agents are still the most clinically used chemotherapies, and we have 

demonstrated that CBX inhibition presents itself as a promising strategy for other cancers 

such as breast cancer where doxorubicin is a first line of treatment.176 Finally, there is 

ongoing research to develop drug carriers that will improve blood-brain barrier penetrance, 

so that eventually drugs, like doxorubicin can be used in glioblastoma treatment.186,187 

Additionally, more in depth studies examining the role of CBX inhibition in combination 

with radiation treatment or TMZ may reveal similar enhanced toxicities.  

Identifying therapeutic strategies as described in this paper not only will provide us 

new drug targets for cancers but will also allow clinicians to reduce the amount of 

chemotherapy necessary to kill cancer cells. This will reduce some of the toxic side effects 

of the anthracyclines. Though many studies need to be completed, the idea of targeting 

CBX proteins in combination with current treatments is novel and has great potential.  
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CHAPTER 3. CHARACTERIZING CBX8 IN GLIOBLASTOMA 

MULTIFORME 

3.1 Introduction  

Chromatin regulators are critical in the pathogenesis of cancer. Alterations to 

chromatin structure can result in genomic instability and misregulation of gene expression 

leading to cellular transformation and oncogenesis.188,189 The first Polycomb Group protein 

identified as a proto-oncogene was BMI-1 (PCGF4).190 It has been proposed that BMI-1 

inhibits MYC-induced apoptosis through the repression of the INK4A/ARF locus that 

encodes the tumor suppressors p16 and p14.191 Subsequently, additional studies identified 

a role for other PRC1 subunits at the INK4A/ARF locus to bypass senescence.45,64,66 These 

studies were the first evidence of PRC1 cell cycle regulation in oncogenesis. However, 

repression of tumor suppressor genes is not the only plausible mechanism for PRC1 in 

oncogenesis. PRC1’s role in stem cell maintenance and differentiation suggests that 

misregulation of PRC1 may redirect cells to a stem cell like state.37 Unlike the mSWI/SNF 

complexes that are mutated in approximately 20% of cancers, canonical PRC1 (cPRC1) 

complexes are rarely mutated (~2%)27 but rather are either upregulated or downregulated, 

generally at the transcript level.192  

3.1.1 Glioblastoma multiforme  

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), a grade IV glioma, is the deadliest form of brain 

cancer. Approximately 90% of all GBM cases are de novo primary tumors that aggressively 

infiltrate the brain making complete tumor resection difficult.193 GBM patient survival is 

approximately 12 to 14 months following diagnosis. The tumor heterogeneity and blood 

brain barrier have posed challenges for therapeutic development leaving patients with 

limited treatment options that only improve survival by a few months. Currently, these 

treatment options are surgery, radiation, chemotherapy with TMZ, and/or a combination of 

these.170  

 As with many cancers, GBM tumors have a subpopulation of cells known as cancer 

stem cells (CSCs).194 The Polycomb Group proteins are known for their role in stem cell 

maintenance,195 thus it is not surprising that this family of proteins is important for neural 
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cancer stem cell self-renewal.59,167,196 Furthermore, an assessment of Polycomb target 

expression in GBM revealed a global decrease compared to normal brain.197 This finding 

is in accordance with the overexpression of EZH2, the H3K27 methyltransferase.166,198 To 

date, there has been a lot of work understanding EZH2’s role in GBM, and EZH2 inhibitors 

are currently in clinical trials for a variety of cancers. However, because EZH2 is the 

predominant H3K27me3 methyltransferase in every cell there are likely to be unanticipated 

side effects over time. A 2010 glioma gene expression study identified 71 genes that can 

discriminate between low grade (grades I and II) and high grade (grades III and IV) 

gliomas.199 The PcG protein CBX8 was in the top ten genes for discriminatory power while 

only exhibiting a 1.5-fold change in gene expression between high and low grade 

gliomas.199 Furthermore, Li et al., interrogated the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and 

found that CBX8 was overexpressed in over half of GBM patient tumors.166 Paralog-

specific inhibition of the CBX proteins is less likely to exhibit undesired effects as genome-

wide studies suggest high gene target overlap and minimal post-developmental knockout 

phenotypes.63,200  

3.1.2 CBX8 in cancer  

Over the last several years, CBX8 has been found to be misregulated in a handful 

of cancers, including glioblastoma multiforme,166 leukemia,136 esophageal squamous cell 

carcinoma,201,202 breast cancer,51,203 and hepatocellular carcinoma.204 To date, studies 

focused on understanding CBX8’s role in oncogenesis have led to a variety of canonical 

and non-canonical mechanisms. 

3.1.2.1 Canonical Roles of CBX8 in cancer 

Several studies have detailed canonical CBX8 mechanisms in oncogenesis and 

metastasis. In both bladder cancer and colorectal cancer, high CBX8 expression correlates 

to a poor prognosis, and CBX8 knockdown reduces cell viability and tumor size.205,206 

These studies propose that CBX8 represses p53 expression to promote cell 

proliferation.205,206 Interestingly, additional studies in colorectal and esophageal cancers 

outline CBX8 mechanisms in metastasis. Unlike CBX8’s role in proliferation, CBX8 

expression reduces cell migration and metastasis, indicating a paradoxical role for CBX8 
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in cancer.202,206 The proposed molecular mechanisms suggest CBX8 represses genes 

critical for cell motility and epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT).202,206  

3.1.2.2 Non-canonical roles of CBX8 in cancer 

An early study in acute myeloid leukemias demonstrated that CBX8 interacts with 

the MLL-AF9 fusion protein, independent of PRC1, to drive hematopoietic stem cell 

transformation.136 Quite interestingly, a subsequent study examined the role of CBX8 with 

the fusion protein MLL-ENL and demonstrated that CBX8’s interaction with ENL, a 

homolog of AF9, is necessary for hematopoietic transformation.122 The proposed 

mechanisms in which CBX8 drives hematopoietic transformation are unique. CBX8’s 

interaction with MLL-AF9 allows for the recruitment of transcriptional activators to drive 

leukemogenesis.136 On the other hand, Maethner et al., proposed a mechanism where MLL-

ENL sequesters CBX8 to prevent Polycomb-mediated gene repression.122 More recently, 

a non-canonical role for CBX8 in mammary tumorigenesis has been described where 

CBX8 interacts with the H3K4 methyltransferase subunit WDR5 to maintain the 

expression of NOTCH and the stem cell-like transcriptional program.51 

 In addition to transcriptional functions, CBX8 has been implicated in the DNA 

damage repair process. CBX8 and other PcG proteins are recruited to sites of DNA damage 

through PARP-dependent mechanisms.179,207 These studies have demonstrated that loss of 

CBX8 increases the cells’ susceptibility to DNA damage201,207 and reduces cell viability.207 

Together, these studies suggest a role for CBX8 in sensitizing cancer cells to DNA 

damaging agents, such as chemotherapy. To understand the role of CBX8 in GBM, we 

utilized a variety of approaches including viability studies, transcriptional analysis, and 

proteomics.  

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Cell culture 

All GBM cell lines (T98G, U118MG, U87MG, A172, U138MG) were obtained from 

ATCC. Cells were grown in Eagles Minimum Essential Medium (Corning), 10% Fetal 

Bovine Serum (Omega Scientific, JR Scientific), and 1% of the following: 

penicillin/streptomycin, sodium pyruvate, non-essential amino acids, and glutamine 
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(Corning). HEK293T cells for lentivirus production were grown in Dubecco’s Modified 

Essential Media, 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, glutamine, sodium pyruvate. All 

cell lines were grown at 37 °C in 5% CO2.  

3.2.2 Lentivirus production 

HEK293T cells were transfected with shRNAs, TetOFUW constructs, or pLenti CMV 

rtTA3 Hygro (w785-1) (a gift from Eric Campeau Addgene plasmid # 26730), and the viral 

packaging vectors (pMD2.G and psPAX2). Media was replaced 16 hours following 

transfection. Seventy-two hours following transfection, viral supernatant was harvested, 

filtered, and concentrated by ultracentrifugation at 17,300 rpm for 2 hours. Virus was 

resuspended in PBS. ShRNA constructs were added directly to cells, while TetOFUW and 

rtTA were co-added to T98G cells for doxycycline inducible cell lines. Following, plates 

were spun at room temperature for 1 hr at 200 x g. Forty-eight hours after infection, cells 

were selected with respective antibiotics: puromycin (2 µg/mL) and hygromycin (200 

µg/mL) for a week to generate stable cell lines. For inducible cell lines, doxycycline was 

added every 48 hrs at 2 µg/mL to induce expression. CRISPR cell lines were generated 

using the px459 v2.0 vector (a gift from Feng Zhang, Addgene plasmid #62988)208. Briefly, 

200,000 T98G cells were seeded 24 hr prior to transfection. The vector was transfected 

with Fugene 6 (Promega). Media was changed 24 hrs post-transfection and cells underwent 

puromycin selection (2 µg/mL) for 3 days, 48 hrs post-transfection.  

3.2.3 Growth Curves  

GBM cells for growth curves were plated for lentiviral infection. Cells were grown for 

seven days and counted.  

3.2.4 Tumorsphere Formation 

Six-well plates were coated with polyhema and dried at least 24 hours prior to cell seeding. 

T98G cells were trypsinized and harvested as a single cell suspension. Twenty thousand 

cells were plated and allowed to grow for a week, with additional media added on day 4. 

Following seven days, tumorspheres were harvested, washed with PBS, and trypsinized 

into a single cell suspension, counted, and replated at a density of 20,000 cells. This process 
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was repeated over several weeks. Cell number after each week was normalized to the 

sgControl tumorspheres. 

3.2.5 Ammonium Sulfate Protein Precipitation 

T98G cells were grown to confluency. Cells were harvested, washed with PBS, and 

homogenized with Buffer A (25 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 5 mM MgCl2, 25 mM KCl, 0.05 mM 

EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40) and protease inhibitor cocktails. Lysate was 

centrifuged for 3 min at 3000 rpm at 4 °C. The pellet was resuspended in Buffer C (10 mM 

HEPES pH 7.6, 3 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol), protease 

inhibitor cocktail, and 3 M ammonium sulfate and rotated at 4 °C for 30 min. Following 

incubation, lysate was ultracentrifuged at 100,000 x g for 15 min. Subsequently, 0.3 mg/mL 

ammonium sulfate powder was added to precipitate protein. Sample was ultracentrifuged 

again at 100,000 x g for 10 min. The protein pellet was stored at -80 °C for later use. 

3.2.6 Immunoprecipitation 

Ammonium sulfate preparations were resuspended in Mass Spectrometry IP buffer (25 

mM Tris pH 8, 1% NP-40, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). CBX8 and V5 antibodies (6 µg) 

were cross-linked to Dyna protein G beads following Abcam protocol. Protein (1 mg) was 

pre-cleared with Dyna protein G beads for 1 hr at 4 °C. Following pre-clear, protein was 

incubated with the crosslinked antibody beads for 2 hr at 4 °C. Beads were subsequently 

washed three times for 5 min in a high salt wash buffer (600 mM NaCl) followed by an 

ammonium bicarbonate wash. IP samples were run on a 4-12% SDS-page gel (Invitrogen) 

and silver stained (Thermo). The V5 IP on the silver stained gel was subdivided into 13 

pieces and subjected to mass spectrometry analysis.  

3.2.7 Immunoblot and antibodies 

Cells were harvested, washed with PBS, and lysed in Buffer A on ice. Nuclei were pelleted 

at 1000 x g for 5 min. Following, nuclei were re-suspended in radioimmunoprecipitation 

assay buffer (RIPA) and incubated on ice for 15 min. Samples were centrifuged at 21,000 

x g to pellet chromatin. LDS sample buffer with beta-mercaptanol (BME) was added to the 

sample. Samples were boiled and run on 4-12% SDS page gel. The gel was transferred to 

a PDVF membrane by electrophoresis. The membrane was blocked in 5% bovine serum 
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albumin (BSA) and incubated in primary antibody diluted in 5% BSA overnight at 4 °C. 

The next day membranes were washed with PBS-T and incubated with secondary antibody 

for 1 hr at room temperature. Immunoblots were washed again with PBS-T prior to imaging 

on the LiCOR Odyssey. Antibodies used CBX8, CBX7, CBX6, CBX4, CBX2, BRG1.   

3.2.8 Size Exclusion Chromatography 

Nuclear lysate for size exclusion was isolated as described in Connelly et al.209 Briefly, 

cells are lysed with Buffer A on ice for 15 min. Nuclei were pelleted at 1000 x g. Nuclei 

were resuspended in a MS compatible buffer (25 mM Tris‐HCl pH 7.6, 300 mM NaCl, 1 

mM EDTA, and protease inhibitor cocktail) and incubated on ice for 45 min. Chromatin 

was pelleted at 21,000 x g for 5 min at 4 °C. Soluble nuclear proteins (~ 1mg) were 

fractionated into 500 µL fractions using the Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE 

Healthcare) using an AKTA fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) system at a flow 

rate of 0.2 mL/min. The SEC column was pre-equilibrated with 2 column volumes of buffer 

(20 mM Tris‐HCl, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol) at a 

flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. Following fractionation, samples were acetone precipitated with 

5 volumes of cold acetone. Precipitated protein was used for subsequent immunoblot or 

mass spectrometry analysis. 

3.2.9 RNA-seq 

Short-term knockdown: T98G cells for RNA-seq transduced with pLKO (control) or 

shCBX8 (Thermo Fisher). Twenty-four hours following infection cells were split into a 6 

well, 100,000 cells per well and selected with 2 µg/µL of puromycin. Cell were harvested 

7 days after infection with Trizol and processed according to the product manual. Isolated 

RNA was cleaned up with RNA-Easy. Sequencing was performed with three biological 

replicates. Data was processed by Dr. Matthew Schipma at the Northwestern University 

Seq Core Facility. 

Long-term knockout: T98G sgControl, T98G sgCBX8, T98G sgCBX8 +WT CBX8, and 

T98G sgCBX8+ CBX8 quad cells were plated at a density of 80,000 cells per well and 

induced with 2 µg/µL of doxycycline every 48-hours. Cells were harvested after 72 hours 

with Trizol and RNA was processed as described above. Sequencing was performed with 
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three biological replicates. All RNA samples were sent to BGI sequencing for downstream 

processing. RNA-seq data has approximately 20 million reads per sample following 

trimming using Galaxy trimmomatic function.210 The paired-end reads were aligned to the 

hg38 genome using HiSat2 in Galaxy210 and differentially expressed genes (FDR < 0.05) 

were identified using EdgeR211,212 in RStudio. Gene ontology analysis was performed using 

the Gene Ontology Consortium.213,214 Bonferroni correction was used and p-value < 0.05 

was deemed significant.  

3.2.10 Doxorubicin sensitivity assays 

T98G CRISPR cell lines (sgcontrol, sgCBX8-1, sgCBX-2) were seeded in a 384 well plate 

at 300-500 cells/well. Cells were treated with doxorubicin 48 and 96 hours after plating. 

One week after plating, cells were lysed with Cell Titer Glo and luminescence intensity 

was measured. Doxorubicin concentrations were two-fold dilutions starting at 400 nM.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 CBX8 knockdown decreases GBM viability and tumorsphere formation 

As previously mentioned, CBX8 is overexpressed approximately two-fold in over 

50% of GBM patients.166 We observe CBX8 overexpression relative to healthy astrocytes 

(Svg12) in five GBM cell lines (T98G, U118MG, U138MG, A172, and U87MG) by 

immunoblot (Figure 3.1a). Thus, to assess if CBX8 is important for GBM viability, we 

knocked down CBX8 expression with two small hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) (Figure 3.1b) in 

all five GBM cell lines. Cell count measurements revealed that both shRNAs against CBX8 

reduced viability across all GBM lines compared to the empty vector control (Figure 3.1c). 

This decrease in viability, however, was not GBM specific, as we observe a decrease in 

Svg12 viability upon CBX8 knockdown (Figure 3.1d). This suggests that CBX8 may be 

important for cell cycle regulation. It is interesting to note that despite using lentivirus to 

generate stable knockdown cell lines, the CBX8 knockdown is lost after approximately 10 

days suggesting the CBX8 knockdown is selected against. Therefore, we generated a T98G 

CBX8 CRISPR knockout line for subsequent analyses. 

Tumorsphere formation is often used as a measure of tumor initiation/self-renewal 

capability.215 The Polycomb Group proteins are critical for adult stem cell self-  
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Figure 3.1 CBX8 is important for GBM viability  

a) Immunoblot of CBX paralog expression levels across a panel of GBM cell lines and 

healthy astrocytes (svg12). Immunoblot performed by Aktan Alpsoy. b) validation of 

CBX8 knockdown using qRT-PCR. c) Viability of GBM cell lines upon CBX8 

knockdown. Measurement was cell count. d) Viability of svg12 astrocytes upon CBX8 

knockdown. Measurement was cell count. e) Image of T98G tumorsphere. f) 

Tumorsphere formation quantitation with the T98G CBX8 CRISPR knockdown over 

five weeks. Cell count was used as measurement. Assay performed by Dr. Emily 

Dykhuizen. 
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renewal,37,195 and the BMI-1 (PCGF4) subunit of PRC1 sustains GBM self-renewal.167 

Thus, we sought to assess the role of CBX8 in GBM self-renewal using our CBX8 CRISPR 

cell lines and a tumorsphere assay. The GBM T98G cell line is capable of forming 

tumorspheres (Figure 3.1e). Upon loss of CBX8 with two independent guide RNAs 

(sgCBX8-1 and sgCBX8-2), we observed an approximately 50% reduction in tumorsphere 

formation compared to the control line (sgControl) (Figure 3.1f). This suggests that CBX8 

is important for GBM self-renewal.  

3.3.2 The CBX8 chromodomain is necessary for GBM survival 

CBX8’s importance in GBM viability and self-renewal suggests it may serve as a 

therapeutic target. In fact, the CBX chromodomain interaction with H3K27me3 has been 

deemed “druggable,”216 and there has been success developing inhibitors against the CBX7 

chromodomain as discussed in Chapter 2.155,217 We hypothesized that the CBX8 

chromodomain is a therapeutic target for GBM. To test this hypothesis, we generated a 

previously described chromodomain mutant (mutCBX8, K31A,W32A).64 This 

chromodomain mutation reduces CBX8 localization to the INK4A/ARF locus and de-

represses expression.64 We re-expressed either wild-type CBX8 or mutCBX8 in a CBX8 

knockdown background and performed a sequential salt extraction218 to verify that 

mutCBX8’s chromatin association was disrupted (Figure 3.2a). Following, both wild-type 

and mutCBX8 were re-expressed in the T98G shCBX8-2 cell line, and cell viability was 

assessed after six days. Wild-type re-expression rescued GBM cell growth, while the 

mutCBX8 failed to restore cell viability, suggesting the CBX8 chromodomain is important 

for CBX8’s function in GBM progression and maintenance and may serve as a therapeutic 

target. 

3.3.3 CBX8 knockdown does not enhance chemotherapy toxicity 

The CBX paralogs share over 60% of the same gene targets and are thought to act 

redundantly in cases.52,58,63 Thus, we sought to assess if CBX8 inhibition enhances 

doxorubicin toxicity as CBX7 does. We treated our CBX8 CRISPR knockdown cell lines 

with doxorubicin. As expected, we observed a dose response decrease in viability with 
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doxorubicin; however, loss of CBX8 did not enhance this response relative to the control 

cell line. Though further characterization is necessary, this data suggests CBX8 has  

 

Figure 3.2 CBX8 chromodomain is important 

a) Sequential salt extraction of WT or mutCBX8 re-expression in T98G cells to 

demonstrate chromatin association. b) CBX8 knockdown rescue study with WT or 

mutCBX8. Viability was measured at day 6 using a sulforhodamine assay to measure bulk 

protein levels. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Loss of CBX8 does not enhance doxorubicin toxicity 

T98G CBX8 CRISPR and control cells lines treated with increasing 

concentrations of doxorubicin. Viability measured using Cell Titer 

Glo, n =3.  
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different functions in GBM than CBX7 and that CBX8 does not play a significant role in 

DNA damage response in GBM. 

3.3.4 RNA-seq analysis 

To date, little is known about CBX8’s gene targets, especially in cancer. The well-

documented gene target of CBX8, INK4A/ARF, is deleted in many GBM cell lines.219 Thus, 

we sought to understand CBX8’s transcriptional role in GBM. To do so, we took two 

approaches to assess CBX8 gene regulation: short-term CBX8 knockdown and a long-term 

CBX8 knockout with or without CBX8 re-expressed. 

3.3.4.1 Short-term CBX8 transcriptional profile 

To assess CBX8’s short-term transcriptional profile, we knocked down CBX8 in 

the T98G cell line for a week and performed next-generation RNA-sequencing. Our RNA-

seq analysis revealed over 1000 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the CBX8 

knockdown compared to control. Of these 1712 DEGs, 738 genes were upregulated upon 

loss of CBX8, while 974 genes were downregulated. As a member of the PcG family, we 

would expect CBX8 regulated genes to be upregulated upon CBX8 knockdown, however, 

without genome-wide localization studies we cannot conclude direct CBX8 targets. Gene 

ontology (GO) analysis of the upregulated genes revealed enrichment of genes involved in 

cell adhesion, cell differentiation, and development in the CBX8 knockdown cell line 

(Figure 3.4). Upregulation of genes involved in cell adhesion, more specifically, the 

positive regulation of the epithelial to mesenchymal transition, is in accordance with 

previously published mechanisms of CBX8 in cancer.202,206 Additionally, the RNA-seq 

data suggests that CBX8 is involved in the regulation of neuronal development and 

differentiation processes which is consistent with the role of CBX8 in development and 

stem cell maintenance.52 On the other hand, gene ontology analysis of the down regulated 

genes revealed an enrichment for various metabolic processes and the regulation of 

transcription which can have implications on tumor cell survival (Figure 3.4).   
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Figure 3.4 Gene ontology 

Gene ontology analysis of significantly upregulated (top) or downregulated (bottom) genes 

from short term CBX8 knockdown. GO terms are significantly enriched (p < 0.05). 
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3.3.4.2 Long term CBX8 transcriptional profile 

In addition to the CBX8 knockdown with shRNA, we assessed transcriptional 

changes in our T98G CBX8 knockout cell line. With this knockout line, we were able to 

assess long term transcriptional changes upon loss of CBX8. Additionally, we re-expressed 

either wild type CBX8 or a chromodomain-null mutant (quad, R19, 20, 22A and W32A) 

to examine transcriptional changes upon rescuing CBX8 expression. Cluster analysis 

demonstrates a difference between the control cell line and the CBX8 knockout as 

expected; however, the re-expression of WT CBX8 or the quad mutant are more similar to 

the KO than the control (Figure 3.5a). This suggests that our re-expression does not fully 

restore a CBX8 transcriptional profile, likely due to the short (72 hour) CBX8 re-

expression time frame. In the CBX8 knockout, we identified 3245 differentially expressed 

genes compared to the control. Of the 3245 DEGs, 1532 genes were upregulated, while 

1713 genes were downregulated. Gene ontology analysis of the upregulated genes upon 

CBX8 knockout revealed enrichment of genes involved in development of different tissues, 

cell adhesion, and differentiation (Figure 3.5b). This suggests that loss of CBX8 

derepresses lineage specific genes. On the other hand, the downregulated genes 

demonstrated enrichment in metabolic processes similar to the short-term knockdown 

(Figure 3.5c). We then examined the differentially expressed genes in the CBX8 KO 

(relative to the control) and in the CBX8 WT re-expression (relative to CBX8 KO). Ideally, 

CBX8 regulated genes will demonstrate differential expression in the KO compared to the 

control as well as in the WT re-expression compared to the KO, if the re-expression restores 

CBX8’s transcriptional program. In line with our cluster analysis, we observe a low overlap 

of differentially expressed genes in the CBX8 KO and CBX8 WT (~12%) further 

confirming that the CBX8 transcriptional program is not fully restored. A longer re-

expression time-frame is likely necessary for CBX8’s transcriptional profile to be more 

similar to the control than the knockout.  
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Figure 3.5 CBX8 knockout RNA-seq analysis. 

a) H-cluster analysis of CBX8 knockout and CBX8 re-expression RNA-seq. b) 

Significantly enriched (p < 0.05) gene ontology terms for the significantly upregulated 

genes in the CBX8 KO compared to control, GO terms >3-fold enrichment shown. c) 

Significantly enriched GO terms for significantly downregulated genes; top 10 GO 

terms shown. 
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Further, we compared the differential gene expression between the CBX8 knockout 

(long-term) and the CBX8 knockdown (short-term, shRNA) and identified 556 genes that 

were differentially expressed in both sequencing data sets. Of these 556 genes, only 147 

genes were upregulated in both the knockout and knockdown. The shared upregulated 

genes are involved in cell migration, adhesion, and development. Despite the low similarity 

of genes upregulated between the knockdown and knockout, the consistency in gene 

ontology terms suggests a role for CBX8 in regulating cell adhesion, migration and 

differentiation. Follow up studies are necessary to better understand CBX8’s role in these 

processes. Further, genome-wide localization studies are necessary to identify which of the 

genes are direct CBX8 targets. 

 

Figure 3.6 RNA-seq comparison. 

a) Differentially expressed genes shared between the CBX8 KO and the CBX8 

knockdown (shRNA) compared to the respective control. b) Venn diagram 

demonstrating the shared upregulated genes between the CBX8 KO and 

knockdown datasets c) Significantly enriched (p <0.05) GO terms of the shared 

upregulated genes. 
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3.3.5 Understanding CBX8-containing complexes in GBM  

With the 180 possible PRC1 complex compositions, many studies have focused on 

identifying the various PRC1 complexes that exist as well as cell-type specific complexes 

and their function. These studies have demonstrated that throughout the differentiation 

process to different cell lineages the predominant cPRC1 complex and its gene targets 

changes52,54,58 (see Figure 1.3 for an example). In cancers, tumor sequencing has identified 

upregulation/downregulation of PRC1 subunits compared to normal tissue.192 Based on 

these observations, it is likely that cPRC1 complexes undergo a composition change during 

oncogenesis. Further, little is known as to what the predominant PRC1 complexes that may 

have oncogenic functions are. Thus, we sought to understand the predominant CBX8-

containing complex and its associating proteins in GBM.  

 Our initial approach to assessing CBX8-containing complexes in GBM was co-

immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry analysis (co-IP/MS). For these 

studies, however, it is important that the protein of interest (bait protein) is at endogenous 

expression levels. Introduction of the bait protein exogenously, usually with an epitope tag, 

can potentially alter complex stoichiometry and composition.220 Thus, we performed co-

immunoprecipitation in the T98G cell line using a CBX8 antibody and SDS-page gel 

purification for our mass spectrometry analysis. Unfortunately, we encountered high 

background masking detection of the Polycomb proteins. This is likely due to the low 

abundance of PRC1 proteins. We subsequently generated a doxycycline inducible cell line 

expressing V5-tagged CBX8 to improve the immunoprecipitation. We verified that the V5-

tag did not impede complex formation. We then performed a V5 immunoprecipitation in 

parallel with a CBX8 immunoprecipitation for mass spectrometry. In order to detect 

proteins of interest, the SDS-page gel pieces had to be subdivided into 11 sections for mass 

spectrometry analysis. Unfortunately, the IP/MS still had a high protein background level. 

While it is difficult to identify novel CBX8-interacting proteins from our data, we were 

able to identify the composition of the CBX8-containing PRC1 complex. The predominant 

CBX8 complex consists of RING1/RING2, PHC2, and PCGF2/PCGF4 (Figure 3.5). In 

part, there is difficulty specifying which paralog is incorporated into the complex 
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Figure 3.7 CBX8-containing PRC1 complex in GBM 

PRC1 subunits and the number of significant sequences identified by co-IP/MS (left). 

Cartoon image of the CBX8-containing PRC1 complex in T98G GBM cells. 

 

because of the high sequence similarity between paralogs, eg. PCGF2 and PCGF4 are 63% 

identical. Thus, the identified peptides can be for multiple paralogs but are only classified 

for one paralog. Additionally, there are caveats to our co-IP/MS because we performed the 

IP using an exogenously expressed bait protein. This exogenous expression can skew 

complex formation and may drive non-endogenous complex compositions.  

To improve our proteomic characterization of PRC1 in GBM, we collaborated with 

the Purdue Proteomics Facility to develop a work flow to isolate and examine nuclear 

protein complexes (Figure 3.6).209 Briefly, nuclear lysate was isolated and subjected to size 

exclusion chromatography (SEC) to separate protein complexes by size.209 Following 

separation, the collected fractions are subjected to western blot analysis and liquid 

chromatography mass spectrometry (LC/MS) to identify the proteins within each 

fraction.209 This work flow allows us to predict protein complex size and composition. 

Subsequently, protein complexes of interest can be validated by co-

immunoprecipitation.209  

We set out to assess PRC1 complex size and composition differences between the 

Svg12 astrocytes and the GBM T98G cell line. We performed size exclusion 

chromatography on nuclear lysates from each cell line. Following separation, we assessed 

separation reproducibility using immunoblot analysis against the CBX7 and CBX8 

paralogs. Interestingly, in the astrocytes, CBX7 elutes in later fractions than CBX8 does in 

the T98G cell line (Figure 3.7). Based on the standard curve for the sizing column, CBX7 

is predominantly in a complex that is approximately 648 kDa, while CBX8 is 

predominately in a complex over 1000 kDa. This is interesting as the core canonical PRC1 

complex is approximately 230 kDa. The complex size difference between paralogs  
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Figure 3.8 Nuclear protein complex workflow 

Overview of workflow to identify nuclear complexes from nuclear protein isolation 

to post-mass spectrometry analysis. This figure is reproduced with permission from 

Connelly, K.E., Hedrick, V., Sobreira, T., Dykhuizen, E.C., Aryal, U.K. 

PROTEOMICS. 2018 May., 18(11). © 2018, Wiley and Sons 209 
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suggests that PRC1 complexes associate with additional proteins that may help dictate the 

complex’s function. 

Following confirmation of successful separation, the T98G SEC samples were 

subjected to mass spectrometry analysis. Unfortunately, due to the low abundance of PRC1 

subunits and high abundance of other nuclear proteins, PRC1 subunits were not detected 

Unfortunately, being unable to detect PcG proteins in our MS and not comparing CBX8-

containing complex size between cell lines with immunoblot, we were unable to fully 

assess PRC1 complex composition changes upon oncogenesis. Future work is necessary to 

optimize conditions to enrich PRC1 subunits.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 SEC CBX profile 

Size exclusion chromatography separation of T98G (top) or svg12 (bottom) nuclear lysate 

demonstrates slight variation in CBX8 and CBX7 complex sizes. 

3.4 Discussion and future directions 

We and others have demonstrated that the CBX8 paralog is overexpressed in 

GBM.166 Our phenotypic studies of CBX8 in glioblastoma multiforme suggest CBX8 plays 

an important role in GBM cell viability and that the chromodomain is necessary for 

CBX8’s function. These data however raise a lot of questions regarding the function of 

CBX8. We took several different approaches to begin assessing the role CBX8 plays in 

GBM progression and maintenance. 

 As a member of the PcG family, CBX8 represses gene transcription. Thus, we first 

aimed to assess CBX8-mediated transcription. Our differential gene expression analysis 

suggests that CBX8 is important for maintaining the repression of genes involved in 

neuronal differentiation. This is not surprising considering PcG’s role in stem cell 

maintenance and self-renewal37 and suggests that CBX8 may play a role in maintaining a 
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stem like state. Further, the reduction of T98G tumorsphere formation in the CBX8 

knockout cell line supports a role for CBX8 in GBM stem like cells and self-renewal. This 

is not without precedence as previous studies have demonstrated that Polycomb proteins 

such as BMI-1 (PCGF4) and EZH2 are necessary for GBM stem cell self-renewal.167,221 

Further, it is thought that the stem-cell like population is the source of GBM reoccurence.163 

Intriguingly, CBX8 is only upregulated two-fold in GBM cell lines and patient 

tumors.166,199 A two-fold increase in CBX8 expression, however, does not necessarily 

account for the phenotypes we observe or the fact that CBX8 expression can distinguish 

low grade and high grade gliomas.199 This is likely due to the heterogeneity for tumor 

samples. It is likely that CBX8 is highly upregulated in a small subset of GBM tumors/cells 

and when examined in a global context only demonstrates a two-fold increase in 

expression. Thus, we hypothesize that CBX8 is highly upregulated in the small stem-cell 

like population and is necessary for self-renewal. In order to explore this hypothesis, we 

can use flow cytometry to assess expression levels of the neural stem cell marker CD133. 

With flow cytometry, we can sort GBM cell populations based on both the CBX8 and 

CD133 expression levels. Previous studies have shown that expression of BMI-1 (PCGF4) 

and EZH2 correlate to high CD133 expression, a neural stem cell marker.167 Similarly, we 

would expect to observe a CBX8High/CD133High population, if CBX8 is upregulated in the 

stem cell like population. Additionally, single cell RNA sequencing can be performed to 

examine the transcriptional profile of individual cells in a heterogenous population. 

Specifically, transcriptional differences between a CBX8-expressing and a CBX8 KO cell 

can be determined. This would provide a more accurate understanding of CBX8 

transcriptional regulation. If further studies confirm that CBX8 expression does correlate 

with the GBM stem like population, it suggests that CBX8 may be a good therapeutic target 

to reduce tumor reoccurrence.  

 Our findings that the CBX8 chromodomain may be a therapeutic target has led our 

lab in collaboration with Dr. Casey Krusemark’s lab to develop CBX8 specific inhibitors. 

Through DNA-encoded libraries, Denton el al., identified structure activity relationships 

of peptidomimetics that specify the specificity between the CBX7 and CBX8 

chromodomains.222 These libraries identified a potent CBX8-specific chromodomain 

peptidomimetic (Figure 3.8). Although this inhibitor has shown great in vitro 
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characteristics, cell permeability has been a limitation and there is ongoing work to 

improve inhibitor properties. The identification of a CBX8-specific inhibitor or chemical 

probe will provide a tool to understand CBX8 chromodomain function in oncogenesis 

without having to use genetic approaches. The use of a chemical probe over genetic 

approaches allows us to assess the CBX8 function without the caveat of potentially altering 

PRC1 complex compositions. Further, ongoing work to develop a PROTAC system with 

a CBX8 chromodomain probe will improve the ability to assess immediate, CBX8 specific 

biological roles. This will aid in identifying direct gene targets of CBX8 and better 

understand the implications of CBX8 in GBM as well as in other systems.  

Our proteomic studies sought to identify novel CBX8-associating proteins and 

define the CBX8-containing PRC1 complex in GBM to better understand CBX8’s 

biological function. While we were able to characterize a CBX8-containing PRC1 

complex, our work highlighted the challenges of studying CBX8-associating proteins. To 

date, many of the proteomic studies have utilized overexpression systems followed by IP 

or tandem affinity purification. Exogenously introducing the bait protein can alter protein 

complex formation and drive non-endogenous protein associations. While these studies 

have yielded CBX8-associating proteins, many of the identified proteins have not been 

validated in an endogenous system. Unfortunately, we experienced the limitations of using 

endogenous CBX8 for our co-IP/MS and had to utilize exogenous CBX8 to detect PcG 

proteins. The workflow we developed with the Purdue Proteomics Facility has promise in 

improving our ability to isolate CBX8-specific complexes. Though, further optimization is 

necessary, combining the biochemical separation of nuclear protein complexes with CBX8 

immunoprecipitation of the CBX8-containing fractions may reduce the background. This 

workflow will allow us to characterize protein complex alterations between cell lines. 

Being able to understand the changes in PRC1 complex composition in between cell lines, 

particularly during the development and oncogenic processes, can shed a lot of information 

on the biological functions of particular complexes and how the composition can alter 

function.  
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CHAPTER 4. ENGAGEMENT OF DNA AND H3K27ME3 BY 

THE CBX8 CHROMODOMAIN DRIVES CHROMATIN 

ASSOCIATION 

The following chapter has been provisionally accepted for publication in Nucleic Acids 

Research, published by Oxford University Press. 

 

Connelly, K.E,* Weaver, T.M,* Gu, B.X., Musselman, C.A., and Dykhuizen, E.C. Nucleic 

Acids Research. 2018 (in revision) 

*These authors contributed equally to this work 

4.1 Introduction 

Eukaryotic DNA is packaged into the cell nucleus in the form of chromatin. At its 

most basic level, chromatin is made up of repeats of nucleosome particles, which consist 

of ~147 base-pairs (bp) of DNA wrapped around an octamer of histones H2A, H2B, H3, 

and H4. The N-terminus of each histone (and the C-terminus of H2A) protrude from the 

nucleosome core and are collectively known as the histone tails. These tails can be heavily 

post-translationally modified, catalyzed by a group of proteins known as “writers”. The 

modification of histone tails can alter chromatin structure directly and/or recruit or regulate 

chromatin associated proteins contributing to transcriptional changes.223,224 These 

interactions are mediated through “reader” domains, that can recognize specific 

modification states.225,226  

The Polycomb Group (PcG) proteins, which are critical for lineage specification 

and adult stem cell maintenance,37 form two distinct histone writer complexes: Polycomb 

Repressive Complex 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2).9,227,228 According to the canonical 

mechanism for Polycomb, PRC2 catalyzes the trimethylation of lysine 27 on histone H3 

(H3K27me3),227 and PRC1 binds this modification, where it monoubiquitinates H2AK119 

and compacts chromatin to repress transcription.10,80,229 In Drosophila melanogaster, 

recognition of H3K27me3 by dPRC1 is mediated by a chromatin modifier organization 

(chromo) domain, in the Polycomb (dPc) subunit.9,118 There are five paralogous proteins 

to dPc in mammals, referred to as chromodomain-containing chromobox subunits 

(CBX2,4,6,7,8)230, that form mutually exclusive PRC1 complexes.66 The mammalian CBX 

chromodomains (CDs) demonstrate lower affinity for methylated histone peptides than 
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does the dPc CD, and not all display specificity for H3K27me3 over H3K9me3 histone 

peptides in vitro.9,102,103 Of the five CBX CDs, the CBX8 CD demonstrates the weakest 

histone peptide binding (Kd>500 µM) in these studies and no measurable specificity for 

H3K27me3 peptides.103 Meanwhile, live cell imaging studies suggest that H3K27me3 is 

important for the chromatin association of CBX8,231 making the mechanism by which the 

CD contributes to CBX8 chromatin association and histone mark specificity unclear. A 

greater understanding of the CBX8 CD is not only desirable for understanding the 

fundamental mechanism of PRC1 function, but also for deciphering whether the CD is a 

good therapeutic target.232 Specifically, CBX8 plays an oncogenic role in several cancers 

including breast cancer and acute myeloid leukemia51,136,201 and is overexpressed in 

numerous others, such as glioblastoma multiforme (GBM).166,205,233 Inhibition of CBX8 

may be a viable path for treatment of these diseases, and the CD may be targetable with 

small molecule inhibitors.222  

Here, we demonstrate that CBX8 association with chromatin is largely driven by the 

CD. Notably, we find that this is mediated through a combination of H3K27me3 binding, 

and a previously unrecognized interaction with DNA. We investigate the structural basis 

of both of these interactions, defining the root of moderate specificity for H3K27me3, and 

how histone and DNA binding integrate on multiple levels. Notably, despite the fact that 

in vitro histone tail binding is weak, and that nucleosome association in vitro is driven by 

DNA binding, we find that both DNA and H3K27me3 binding contribute to robust 

chromatin association in vivo, highlighting that the chromatin context is critical in 

determining ultimate reader domain function. These studies not only provide novel insight 

into reader domain and PRC1 function but will pave the way for the development of CBX8 

inhibitors. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Plasmids and constructs 

CBX8 chromodomain construct was a gift from Cheryl Arrowsmith (Addgene 

plasmid #62519). GST-CBX8 chromodomain was generated using Infusion (Clontech) and 

the pGSTag vector (a gift from Gerald Crabtree) WT CBX8 gene was obtained from the 
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Mammalian Gene Consortium (ID#4121509). The ΔCD (aa 77-389) was generated. 

QuikChange (Stravagene) was used to generate full length CBX8 W32A mutant. 

Additional full length CBX8 mutant constructs (R19A; R20A; R22A; R19,20,22A;) were 

purchased from GenScript and amplified. All CBX8 genes were cloned into the tet-

inducible conditional lentiviral vectors TetO-FUW (a gift from Rudolf Jaenisch Addgene 

plasmid # 20323) containing the N-terminal V5 epitope with Infusion (Clontech). Infusion 

reactions were transformed in Stbl3 Competent cells (Invitrogen), DNA was isolated, and 

precipitated with 2 volumes ethanol and 0.1 volume sodium acetate for lentiviral 

transduction. CBX8 and control CRISPR guide RNAs were cloned into px459 v2.0 vector 

(a gift from Feng Zhang, Addgene plasmid #62988)208 EZH2 guide RNAs were cloned into 

Lenti_sgRNA_EFS_GFP (a gift from Chris Vakoc, Addgene plasmid #65656.)234  Guide 

RNA sequences: sgCBX8: GCATGGAATACCTCGTGAAA, sgControl: 

GTAGCGAACGTGTCCGGCGT sgEZH2: CTGGCACCATCTGACGTGGC. 

4.2.2 Protein Expression and Purification 

The recombinant CBX8 CD was expressed in BL21 (DE3) (New England Biolabs) 

E. coli cells. Cells were grown in LB-medium or M9-minimal media supplemented with 

15N-NH4Cl or 15N-NH4Cl and 13C-glucose. For unlabeled protein, cells were grown shaking 

at 215 rpm at 37°C until an OD~1.0 was reached and induced with 1 mM IPTG for 16-18 

hours overnight. For isotopically-enriched protein, cells were grown in LB-medium until 

an OD~1.0, spun down at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes, and resuspended in M9-medium (4L 

LB cells per 1L M9) supplemented with either 15N-NH4Cl or 15N-NH4Cl/13C-glucose. The 

cells were allowed to recover in M9 media for 1 hour shaking at 18°C and induced with 

1.0mM IPTG for 16-18 hours overnight. Cells were subsequently collected by 

centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 20 minutes, frozen in N2(l) and stored at -80°C. 

For purification, cells were resuspended in a buffer containing 100 mM NaCl, 25 

mM Tris (pH-7.5) supplemented with DNase I and lysozyme. Cells were then lysed using 

an Emulsiflex homogenizer (Avestin) or by sonication, and lysate cleared by centrifugation 

at 15,000 rpm for 1 hour at 4°C. The soluble supernatant was incubated with glutathione 

agarose resin (ThermoFisher Scientific) rotating at 4°C for 1 hour. The GST-tagged CBX8 

CD was washed extensively with a high salt buffer containing 1 M NaCl and 25 mM Tris 
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(pH-7.5) before elution with a buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 25 mM Tris (pH-7.5) and 

50 mM reduced glutathione. The GST-CBX8 CD was concentrated using a 3,000 MWCO 

centrifugation filter unit to 2 mL and cleaved with TEV protease for 3 hours at 25°C. The 

cleaved CBX8 CD was further purified using a combination of cation-exchange and size 

exclusion chromatography (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare Life Sciences). For NMR studies, 

15N-CBX8 CD and 15N/13C-CBX8 CD were used in a final NMR buffer containing 100 

mM NaCl and 40 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8). For EMSAs, the unlabeled CBX8 CD 

was used in a final buffer containing 25 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), 25 mM NaCl, 1 

mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT. 

4.2.3 Histone Peptides 

The unmodified H3 (1-44) and H3K27C (23-34) peptides were synthesized by 

GenScript. The H3K9me3 (1-21), H3K27me3 (23-34), Biotinylated H3 (21-44) and 

H3K27me3 (21-44) peptides were obtained from AnaSpec. For NMR studies, peptides 

were resuspended in H2O to a final concentration of 20 mM and pH adjusted to ~7.0 with 

NaOH. For peptide pulldown experiments, peptides were resuspended to a final 

concentration of 1 µg/µL in 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Ethylcysteine alkylation of 

H3K27C peptide was performed as previously described.235 Briefly, peptide (2 mg) was 

resuspended in 8 M guanidinium chloride, 1 M HEPES pH 7.5, 1 M DTT and incubated 

for 1 hr at 37 °C. Following incubation, (2-bromomethyl)-trimethylammonium bromide 

(20 mg) was added for 2 hr incubation at 50 °C in the dark. Reaction was quenched with 

BME and HPLC purified. Reaction success was confirmed by mass spectrometry. 

Expected mass:1174.6, identified mass at 1174.8.  

4.2.4 DNA oligonucleotides 

The single stranded DNA oligonucleotides (5'-GCGTTTAAGCG-3' and 5’ 

CGCTTAAACGC-3’) were obtained from Integrated DNA technologies. For annealing, 

oligonucleotides were resuspended in 100 mM NaCl and 40 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), 

heated to 90°C for 5 minutes and cooled overnight. The annealed DNA oligonucleotides 

were further purified by S75 size-exclusion chromatography in a buffer containing 100 
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mM NaCl and 40 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and concentrated to 3.2 mM in a 3000 

MWCO centrifugal concentrator. 

4.2.5 Nucleosome Reconstitution 

Unmodified human histones H2A.1, H2B.1, H3.2 and H4 (T71C) were transformed 

into Rosetta2 (DE3) or BL21 (DE3) (New England Biolabs) and expressed in LB media. 

Cells were induced at OD~0.4 with 0.2 mM IPTG for histone H4 or 0.4 mM IPTG for 

histones H2A, H2B, and H3 for 3–4 hr. The histones were extracted from inclusion bodies 

and purified by anion and cation exchange chromatography).236  

Unmodified NCPs octamers were made largely following the protocol in236. In 

short, equimolar amounts of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 were mixed in a buffer 

containing 6M Guanidine HCl, 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5) and 10 mM DTT then dialyzed 

multiple times into a buffer containing 2M KCl, 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA and 5 

mM β-ME. The unmodified octamers were further purified using size exclusion 

chromatography (sephacryl S-200, GE Healthcare Life Sciences). 

Unmodified nucleosome core particles (NCPs) were reconstituted using the 

unmodified octamers and the Widom 601 DNA (147 bp) through a desalting method.236 

Unmodified octamers and the Widom 601 DNA (147 bp) were combined in equimolar 

ratios and desalted using a linear salt gradient from 2M KCl to 150 mM KCl over 48 hours. 

After reconstitution, NCPs were heat shocked for 30 minutes at 37 °C for homogenous 

positioning on the Widom 601 DNA (147 bp). The NCPs were further purified using a 10-

40% sucrose gradient. The purity and proper formation of unmodified NCPs was confirmed 

using native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.  

4.2.6 NMR Spectroscopy 

For assignment of backbone amide resonances, HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB 

experiments were collected on a 0.275 mM 15N/13C-CBX8 CD sample on a Bruker Avance 

II 500 MHz spectrometer with a 5mm triple resonance probe at 25 °C. The triple resonance 

experiments were processed in NMRpipe237 and further analysis carried out using 

CcpNmr.238 Initial backbone amide resonance assignments were generated using the PINE 

server239 and further curated using CcpNmr.238 
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Titrations experiments were performed by collecting 15N-HSQC spectra on 0.05-

0.10 mM 15N-CBX8 CD in the apo state and upon addition of increasing molar ratios of 

the respective ligands. Titrations experiments were performed at 25 °C (with the exception 

of H3Kc27me3 that was performed at 20 °C) on a Bruker Avance II 800 MHz NMR 

spectrometer equipped with a 5mm triple resonance cryoprobe or a Unity Inova 600 MHz 

Oxford AS600 spectrometer equipped with a 5mm triple resonance probe. The data was 

processed using NMRPipe237 and further analysis performed using CcpNmr.238 To 

determine dissociation constants (Kd), GraphPad PRISM was used for nonlinear least-

squares analysis and the data fit to a single-site binding model accounting for ligand 

depletion using the equation: 

∆𝛿 = ∆𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 (([𝐿] + [𝑃] + 𝐾𝑑) − √([𝐿] + [𝑃] + 𝐾𝑑)2 − 4[𝑃][𝐿]) /(2[𝑃]) 

 

where [P] is the concentration of the CBX8 CD, [L] is the concentration of ligand, ∆𝛿 is 

the normalized chemical shift change and ∆𝛿 max is the normalized chemical shift change 

at saturation, calculated as:  

∆𝛿 = √(∆𝛿𝐻)2 + (0.20∆𝛿𝑁)2 

where  is the chemical shift in parts per million (ppm). 

Global Kd values were determined by averaging the individual Kd values for all resonances 

significantly perturbed in the titration experiments and reported as the average +/- 1.00 

standard deviations. A resonance was considered significantly perturbed if the  value 

was greater than the average  + 1.00 standard deviations after trimming 10% of residues 

(5 resonances) with the largest  value. Individual resonances with Kd values greater than 

2.00 standard deviations from the mean of the global Kd were removed from the analysis. 

If 50% or more of the individual residue Kd values were greater than 2 standard deviations 

from the global mean Kd, than the global Kd was reported as lower limit (for example 

>0.8mM). 

4.2.7 Cell Culture 

HEK293T cells were cultured in Dubecco’s Modified Essential Media (DMEM), 

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, JR Scientific), 1% glutagro (Corning), 1% 
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penicillin/streptomycin (Corning), 1% sodium pyruvate (Corning). GBM T98G cells were 

cultured in Eagle’s Modified Essential Media, 10% FBS, 1% non-essential amino acids 

(Corning), 1% glutagro (Corning), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Corning) and 1% sodium 

pyruvate (Corning). All cells were grown at 37 °C and 5% CO2. For generation of CBX8 

and control CRISPR knockout lines, 200,000 T98G cells were plated in 6-well 24 hrs prior 

to transfection. The respective vector (3.3 µg) was co-transfected with 13 µL of Fugene 6 

(Promega). Media was changed 24 hrs post-transfection. Transfected cells underwent 

puromycin selection (2 µg/mL) for 3 days, 48 hrs post-transfection. EZH2 knockout lines 

were transduced with the MSCV_Cas9_puro vector (a gift from Chris Vakoc, Addgene 

plasmid #65655)234 followed by the guide RNA vector. 

4.2.8 Lentiviral transduction 

HEK293T cells were transfected with TetOFUW constructs or pLenti CMV rtTA3 

Hygro (w785-1) (a gift from Eric Campeau Addgene plasmid # 26730), and viral 

packaging vectors (pMD2.G and psPAX2). After 72 hrs, viral supernatant was harvested, 

and virus was concentrated by ultracentrifugation at 17,300 rpm for 2 hours. Virus was 

resuspended in PBS and both TetOFUW and rtTA were co-added to T98G cells and spun 

at room temperature for 1 hr at 200 x g. Forty-eight hours after infection, cells were selected 

with puromycin (2 µg/mL) and hygromycin (200 µg/mL) for a week to generate stable cell 

lines. The doxycycline was added every 48 hrs at 1 µg/mL to induce expression.  

4.2.9 Sequential Salt Extraction  

Protocol was performed as previously described.218 Briefly, 5 mill cells were 

harvested, washed with PBS and lysed in buffer A (25 mM Hepes pH 7.6, 5 mM MgCl2, 

25 mM KCl, 0.05 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.1% NP40) with protease inhibitor cocktail 

for 10 minutes at 4 °C. Nuclei were pelleted at 5500 x g for 5 min at 4 °C. The nuclei pellet 

was resuspended in 500 µL of mRIPA 0 mM NaCl (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1% NP40, 0.25% 

sodium deoxycholate) and incubated on ice for ~10 min. Chromatin was pelleted at 6000 

x g for 5 min at 4 °C. Supernatant was collected, and the pellet was resuspended in mRIPA 

with 100 mM NaCl. This was repeated up to 500 mM NaCl. 4X SDS loading dye with 

beta-mercaptoethanol (BME) and immunoblot was performed. Immunoblots were 
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quantitated using ImageJ240 to calculate the percentage of CBX8 in each fraction, and two-

tailed Student’s t-tests were performed for each salt extraction comparison (* p < 0.05, ** 

p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, **** p<0.0001) using PRISM GraphPad. For the EZH2i SSEs, 

cells were treated for 48 hrs with 1 µM GSK343 (Caymen Chemical) or DMSO prior to 

being harvested.  

4.2.10 Immunoprecipitation 

T98G cell lines were harvested and washed with PBS. Cell membranes were lysed 

with buffer A with protease inhibitor cocktail for 15 minutes on ice. Nuclei were pelleted 

at 1000 x g for 5 min at 4 °C. The nuclei pellets were resuspended in IP buffer (25 mM tris, 

300 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40) and lysed on ice for 20 min. Chromatin was 

pelleted and supernatant was collected. Lysate was pre-cleared with 10 µL of Protein A/G 

Magnetic Dynabeads (Pierce) overnight. Two hundred micrograms (200 µg) of lysate was 

incubated with 2 µg of V5 antibody (mouse, Invitrogen) for 2 hours at 4 °C. Following, 10 

µL of Protein A/G Magnetic Dynabeads equilibrated in IP buffer were added for 1 hour. 

IPs were washed 3x with IP buffer and resuspended in 4X SDS loading dye with BME and 

immunoblot was performed. 

4.2.11 Peptide Pulldowns 

T98G mutant cell lines were washed with PBS and harvested with Buffer A. Cells 

were incubated in Buffer A for 15 min on ice. Nuclei were pelleted at 1000 x g for 5 min 

at 4 °C. The nuclei were re-suspended in IP buffer and lysed for 20 min on ice. Chromatin 

was pelleted and supernatant was collected. Biotinylated H3 (21-44) and H3K27me3 (21-

44) peptides (2 µg, Anaspec) were pre-bound to streptavidin agarose resin (TriLink) for 

1hr at 4 °C. Following incubation, lysate (125 µg for WT, R19A, R20A, R22A or 375 µg 

for 3xRA and W32A) was added and incubated for two hours at 4 °C in peptide pulldown 

buffer (50 mM Tris pH 6.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5 mM DTT). Pulldowns were 

washed 3 times for 5 min with peptide pulldown buffer. Samples were resuspended in 4X 

SDS loading dye with BME and immunoblot was performed. 
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4.2.12 Immunoblot and antibodies 

Lysates were boiled and loaded on a 4-12% SDS-page gel (Invitrogen). Gels were 

transferred to PDVF membranes (Millipore) and incubated in 5% bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) in PBS-t (PBS with 0.1% Tween-20) prior to primary antibody. Blots were 

incubated at 4 °C overnight in primary antibody. Blots were washed with PBS-t and 

incubated for an hour at room temperature in goat anti-rabbit or mouse conjugated to 

IR800CW or IRDye 680 (LI-COR) secondary antibody. Blots were imaged on the Licor 

Odyessy. Primary antibodies used: CBX8 (rabbit, 1:1000, Bethyl), V5 (mouse, 1:5000, 

Invitrogen), V5 (rabbit, 1:1000, Cell Signaling Technologies), EZH2 (mouse, 1:1000, 

BioRad), H3 (rabbit, 1:5000, Active Motif), H3K27me3 (mouse, 1:5000, Epigenetik), 

CBX4 (rabbit, 1:500, Bethyl), CBX7 (rabbit, 1:1000, Bethyl), CBX2 (mouse, 1:400, Santa 

Cruz). 

4.2.13 Electrophoretic mobility shift assays 

Linear 601 DNA or reconstituted biotinylated mononucleosomes (Epicypher) were 

incubated with CBX8 chromodomain in EMSA buffer (25 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.8, 

25 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) at varying molar ratios for 15 min on ice. Samples 

(10 μL) containing 0.5 pmol nucleosome/0.25 pmol DNA, varying concentrations of 

chromodomain, and 2x sucrose loading dye were loaded onto a prewarmed 6% (59∶1) non-

denaturing acrylamide gel and run in 0.4 X TBE (pH 8.3) at 100 V on ice for 1 hr. Gels 

were stained with ethidium bromide for 5 min and imaged on BioRad ChemiDoc. 

4.2.14 Genome-wide data analysis 

Published annotated datasets were downloaded from Encyclopedia of DNA 

Elements (ENCODE) or Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) as BED files.241,242 Peaks for 

CBX8, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, and DNAse hypersensitivity were called in 

reference to GrCh38. All data sets were imported into R Studio. Peak overlaps were 

determined using the ChIPpeakAnno package.243,244 Overlaps were defined as being within 

150 base pairs of each other and on the same strand. Accession numbers for CBX8: 

GSM830987, GSM1295078, GSM1295089, ENCFF001SYX; H3K27me3: GSM1295084, 
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GSM1295094, ENCFF001SZF; H3K4me3: GSM1295085, GSM1295095, ENCFF001SZJ; 

H3K9me3: ENCFF001SZN; DNase-seq: ENCFF100IJK. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 CBX8 associates robustly with chromatin in vivo through its chromodomain  

Previous studies have revealed that the CBX8 CD demonstrates very weak affinity 

in vitro for H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 peptides with indeterminate specificity.103 However, 

live cell imaging suggests that H3K27me3 is important for CBX8 chromatin targeting.231 

To further assess chromatin specificity in vivo, we interrogated available CBX8 and 

corresponding histone modification genome-wide data sets to determine if CBX8 binding 

correlates to either H3K27me3 or H3K9me3. In the chronic myeloid leukemia cell line 

K562, 93% of the CBX8 peaks were found to overlap (within 150 base pairs) with 

H3K27me3 peaks (Figure 4.1a).50 Additional analysis in the neonatal foreskin fibroblast 

cell line Hs68 and breast fibroblast cell line (BF),63 revealed an 84% and 71% overlap, 

respectively (Figure 4.1a). In contrast, only 33% of CBX8 peaks correlate with the 

presence of H3K9me3 in the K562 cell line (Figure 4.1b).50 There was a similarly low 

correlation between CBX8 peaks and the activating mark H3K4me3 in K562 cells (~35%) 

as well as Hs68 and BF cells (~15%) (Figure 4.1c). This suggests that CBX8 preferentially 

associates with H3K27me3 in vivo.  It also suggests that since CBX8 interacts with only a 

subset of total H3K27me3 peaks, additional chromatin targeting mechanisms must be 

involved. 

To further assess chromatin association of CBX8, we investigated its interaction 

with bulk chromatin using a sequential salt extraction (SSE) assay, in which relative 

binding is determined by the salt concentration required to elute proteins from 

chromatin.218 We initially compared the binding profile of CBX8 to several other CBX 

paralogs in two distinct cell lines, human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T and GBM T98G. 

We observed that endogenous CBX8 from T98G cells associates with chromatin similarly 

to the other paralogs (Figure 4.1d, left). Interestingly, in HEK293T cells, CBX8 

demonstrates a stronger chromatin association compared to CBX2, CBX4, and CBX7 
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(Figure 4.1d, right) suggesting there may be cell-type specific contributions to chromatin 

binding.  

To evaluate the contribution of the CBX8 CD to this association, we deleted the 

corresponding amino acids 1-76 and re-expressed either this CD deletion (ΔCD) or wild- 

type (WT) CBX8 in a GBM T98G CBX8 knockout (sgCBX8) cell line using a 

doxycycline-inducible system. Importantly, both wild-type and ΔCD expressed CBX8 are 

incorporated normally into the PRC1 complex (Figure 4.1e). Using the SSE assay, we 

confirmed that WT CBX8 re-expression in T98G cells has a similar elution pattern to 

endogenous CBX8 (sgControl, Figure 4.1f) and that the ΔCD displays a reduction in bulk 

chromatin affinity compared to WT CBX8 (Figure 4.1f). In order to quantitatively assess 

binding differences, the amount of CBX8 in each fraction was assessed using ImageJ240 

and normalized to the total amount present (sum of all fractions), reported as the percentage 

of CBX8 eluting at each salt concentration. Quantitation revealed that the CD deletion 

significantly reduced the affinity of CBX8 for chromatin (Figure 4.1g) suggesting that the 

CD plays a critical role in CBX8 chromatin binding. Taken together, our data suggests that 

CBX8 specifies for H3K27me3 in vivo and that robust chromatin association is largely 

dependent on the CD.  

4.3.2 The CD preferentially recognizes H3K27me3 in vitro 

Previous in vitro studies demonstrated weak affinity of the CD for both H3K9me3 

and H3K27me3 peptides. Because binding was beyond the limit of detection for the 

technique used, specificity was not distinguishable.102,103 To further assess the CD 

specificity, we utilized nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, a technique well 

suited to study weak binding interactions. An initial 1H-15N-heteronuclear single quantum 

coherence (HSQC) spectrum of 15N-CD reveals 49 main chain resonances of the 53 

expected assuming fast conformational exchange. Resonances are well dispersed in both 

1H and 15N dimensions, indicating that the CD is well folded and amenable to NMR studies. 

All 49 backbone amide resonances were assigned using HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB 

triple-resonance experiments (Appendix A Figure 1).  
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Figure 4.1 CBX8 robustly associates with chromatin via its chromodomain. 

a) Genome-wide analysis of CBX8 and H3K27me3 peak overlaps in K562,50 Hs68,63 and 

BF63 cell lines, respectively. Numbers indicate number of called peaks, overlap percent of 

total CBX8 peaks. b) Analysis of CBX8 and H3K9me3 overlaps in K562 cells c) CBX8 

and H3K4me3 overlaps in K562, Hs68, and BF cells, respectively. d) Sequential salt 

extraction in T98G (left) and HEK293T (right) cells examining endogenous CBX paralog 

chromatin association. Paralog elution patterns were detected using immunoblot and 

antibodies against the respective paralog e) Anti-V5 co-immunoprecipitation of WT and 

ΔCD CBX8, with detection of the PRC1 subunit BMI-1 to verify PRC1 complex 

incorporation. f) Representative SSE of sgControl T98G cells (anti-CBX8), wild type and 

ΔCD re-expression (anti-V5) in T98G sgCBX8 cells g) Quantitation of SSEs displayed in 

(f), sgControl n= 3, WT and ΔCD n=4 biological replicates, errors bars represent standard 

error of the mean (SEM), p-values were calculated using Student’s 2-tailed t-test * p <0.05, 

** p < 0.01,*** p <0.001, **** p <0.0001 
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To investigate histone tail binding and CD specificity, sequential 15N-HSQC 

spectra were collected on 15N-labeled CD upon addition of peptides corresponding to 

unmodified H3 (residues 1-44), H3K9me3 (residues 1-21), or H3K27me3 (residues 23-34). 

Addition of increasing concentrations of the H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 peptides resulted 

in significant chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) in the CD spectrum, suggesting an 

interaction with both peptides (Figure 4.2a and Appendix A Figure 2a). In contrast, 

addition of the unmodified H3 peptide resulted in no significant CSPs, indicating that 

binding is methylation dependent (Figure 4.2a, Appendix A Figure 2a). Dissociation 

constants (Kd) were calculated for H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 by fitting normalized CSPs 

(Δδ) to a one-site binding model accounting for ligand depletion (see methods for details). 

This yielded a Kd=0.7 mM for H3K27me3 and Kd>2.0 mM for H3K9me3 (Appendix A 

Figure 2b, Appendix A Figure 2c). Thus, though binding is weak to both modifications, 

the CD preferentially binds H3K27me3 in vitro (Figure 4.2b).  

To determine the structural basis of complex formation and specificity, CSPs were 

further assessed for both peptides. Plotting normalized CSPs between the apo and peptide-

bound CD as a function of primary amino acid sequence shows that both H3K9me3 and 

H3K27me3 titrations resulted in CSPs at residues in the N-terminal portion of the β1 strand 

and the β2/β3 loop of the CD (Figure 4.2c). When plotted onto the crystal structure of the 

CD previously solved in complex with H3K9me3 (PDBID:3I91), these residues cluster in 

and around the aromatic cage consistent with the canonical histone binding pocket (Figure 

4.2d,e), as well as in residues at the N-terminus of the αA helix.103,118 Notably, these 

primarily hydrophobic residues in the αA helix are substantially more perturbed upon 

binding H3K27me3 than H3K9me3, suggesting that these residues are important for 

specificity (Figure 4.2a). The two methylated lysines have significant sequence similarity 

in surrounding residues with sequences of AARKme3S (H3K27me3) and TARKme3S 

(H3K9me3). Notably, in the crystal structure of the CD bound to H3K9me3 (PDBID 

3I91)103, the polar H3T6 (-3 position) is in close proximity to these hydrophobic residues. 

Thus, it follows that the more hydrophobic alanine found at the -3 position of H3K27me3 

(A24) would be preferred. Indeed, previous studies found mutating H3A24 to T24 results 

in significantly reduced affinity for H3K27me3.103 In addition, a recent peptide inhibitor 

screen towards the CD identified high affinity peptide mimetics that utilized bulky 
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aromatic moieties at the -3 position.222 The large CSPs around residues V10-A13 also 

support a conformational change seen in the previously published crystal structure. 

Specifically, the structure of the CD without H3K9me3, shows that these residues are 

disordered, resulting in an only partially formed aromatic cage with F11 positioned in the 

methyl-lysine binding pocket. In comparison, in the co-crystal structure of CBX8 bound to 

H3K9me3, V10-A13 are structured and form part of an extended β1 strand allowing for 

proper orientation of F11 and complete formation of the aromatic cage.103 Our NMR data 

is consistent with this conformational change. 

Taken together, our data reveals that though the CD binds weakly it has specificity 

for H3K27me3 in vitro, consistent with the in vivo data from genome-wide associations.  

4.3.3 The CD association with nucleosomes is driven by interactions with DNA 

Our NMR analysis reveals that the CD preferentially binds H3K27me3 in vitro; 

however, the generally weak affinity for histone tail peptides in vitro is inconsistent with 

this driving robust chromatin association. In order to determine if the CD makes additional 

contacts outside of the histone tail, we investigated binding in the context of methylated 

nucleosomes. Notably, a commonly utilized amino-ethylcysteine methyl-lysine analog 

(MLA) was not bound by the CD as has been seen with a subset of other reader domains 

(Appendix A Figure 2a).245,246 Thus, electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were 

performed with nucleosome core particles (NCPs) reconstituted with the 147bp 601 DNA 

and unmodified H3 or methylated H3 (H3K9me3 or H3K27me3) generated by native 

chemical ligation. The addition of increasing concentrations of the CD resulted in 

significant changes in the mobility of all NCPs tested (Figure 4.3a, Appendix A Figure 3a), 

independent of methylation status. Notably, NCPs containing H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 

resulted in changes in mobility at similar concentrations as the unmodified NCP, 

suggesting that robust association by the CD is driven primarily by interactions outside of 

the histone methyl mark. EMSAs of the CD with 601 DNA alone also indicated a robust 

interaction (Figure 4.3b, Appendix A Figure 3b). Together, this suggests that NCP binding 

by CD is driven primarily by interactions with DNA. 
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Figure 4.2 CD preferentially recognizes H3K27me3 in vitro. Data collected and 

analyzed by Tyler M. Weaver 

a) 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD upon addition of increasing concentrations of 

unmodified H3 (1-44, left), H3K9me3 (1-21, middle) or H3K27me3 (23-34, right) 

histone peptides. A selected region of each spectra is shown for clarity. Molar ratio of 

CD:peptide is color coded as shown in legend. b) Table of determined Kd values and 

associated standard deviations for histone peptides tested. Kd values are reported as the 

average Kd value determined from analysis of the CSPs for all CD residues significantly 

perturbed. ND indicates binding not detected. c) The normalized chemical shift 

perturbation (Δδ) between the apo and bound states (1:10 ratio) of CD resonances 

plotted against CBX8 residue number for each histone peptide tested. CSPs were 

considered significant if greater than one the mean plus one standard deviation and are 

labeled in blue. The secondary structure of CD from the crystal structure PDBID 3I91 

is diagramed above the Δδ plots with the aromatic cage residues labeled. The small 

rectangle with dashed lines represents the region of CD that undergoes a 

conformational change between apo and histone bound states in the crystal structure. * 

indicates missing resonances, # indicates proline residue and blue dots represent 

resonances that broaden beyond detection during the experiment. d) Residues with 

significant CSPs upon addition of H3K9me3 (left) or H3K27me3 (right) highlighted in 

blue on a cartoon representation of the CD (PDB 3I91). 
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4.3.4 The CD binds linear and nucleosomal DNA through an arginine-rich basic patch 

In order to further characterize the DNA binding by the CD, we performed NMR 

titration experiments with an 11bp DNA segment. Addition of increasing concentrations 

of unlabeled 11bp DNA into 15N-CD resulted in significant CSPs for a subset of CD 

resonances (Figure 4.3c, Appendix A Figure 3c). Interestingly, for some resonances CSPs 

demonstrated curvature, suggesting binding that is more complex than a simple one-to-one 

complex. This makes the calculation of Kd values from the CSPs difficult, however as 

compared to the titration with H3K27me3 in which saturation is reached at 1:7 molar ratio, 

saturation with DNA is reached at ~1:1 molar ratio suggesting that the CD binds DNA with 

a substantially higher affinity than H3K27me3, likely with a Kd<10 µM. 

  To determine the structural basis for interaction with DNA, CSPs between the free 

and DNA-bound states were assessed as a function of CD sequence. Residues with 

significant CSPs localized to the C-terminal portion of the β1 strand and the A helix 

(Figure 4.3d). Mapping the residues with significant CSPs onto the structure of the CD 

revealed that DNA binding is mediated through a cluster of arginine residues (R19, R20, 

R22 and R60) that form a basic patch on the opposite face of the histone binding pocket 

(Figure 4.3e).  

To determine if the CD interaction with unmodified nucleosomes is indeed being 

mediated through DNA binding as suggested in the EMSAs, an NMR titration was 

performed using recombinant unlabeled, unmodified NCPs (reconstituted with the 147bp 

601 sequence). Addition of increasing concentrations of unmodified NCPs resulted in 

significant CSPs in a subset of residues indicating binding, accompanied by global intensity 

decreases, which are expected due to the size of the complex (Figure 4.3f, Appendix A 

Figure 3c). Analysis of CSPs as a function of residue revealed an almost identical binding 

pocket as was observed with the 11bp DNA (compare Figures 4.3d and 4.3g), and notably 

the CSPs followed identical trajectories (compare Figure 4.3c and 4.3f) suggesting a 

similar binding mechanism. Together this confirms that NCP binding is driven through 

contacts with DNA, mediated by a basic patch on the CD surface. 
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Figure 4.3 CD association with nucleosomes is driven by interactions with DNA through 

an arginine-rich basic patch. 

a) EMSAs performed with CD and unmodified (left), H3K9me3 (middle) and H3K27me3 

(right) NCPs. Shown are representative gels from a triplicate of experiments. b) EMSAs 

performed with CD and the 147bp 601 DNA. Shown is a representative gel from a triplicate 

of experiments. c) 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD upon addition of increasing 

concentrations of an 11bp DNA. Molar ratio of CD:DNA are color coded as shown in 

legend. Two selected regions of the CD spectrum are shown for clarity. d) Normalized CSP 

(Δδ) between the apo and bound (1:2.00 ratio) spectra are plotted against CBX8 residue 

number. CSPs were considered significant if greater than the mean plus one standard 

deviation and are labeled in red. e) Residues with significant CSPs upon addition of the 

11bp DNA plotted onto cartoon representation (left) or surface representation (middle) of 

CD (PDBID 3I91) and colored red. Arginine residues that form the basic patch are shown 

as sticks. APBS surface electrostatic representation of the CD (PDBID 3I91) is shown on 

the right. f) 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD upon addition of increasing 

concentrations of recombinant, unmodified NCPs. Molar ratio of CD:NCP are color coded 

as shown in legend. g) normalized CSP (Δδ) between the apo and bound (1:0.1 ratio) 

spectra are plotted against CBX8 residue number. CSPs were considered significant if 

greater than the mean plus one standard deviation and are labeled in gold. For d) and g) the 

secondary structure of CD from the crystal structure PDBID 3I91 is diagramed above the 

Δδ plot with the aromatic cage residues labeled. The small rectangle with dashed lines 

represents the region of CD that undergoes a conformational change between apo and 

histone bound states in the crystal structure. * indicates missing resonances, # indicates 

proline residue and red/gold dots represent resonances that broaden beyond detection 

during the experiment. c-g) collected and analyzed by Tyler M. Weaver 
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4.3.5 The CD can interact with DNA and H3K27me3 simultaneously  

Comparison of CSPs for the CD upon binding to histone peptide or DNA revealed 

largely non-overlapping binding sites for DNA and H3K27me3, except for residues F11 

and E58, which show significant CSPs upon binding either ligand (compare Figure 4.2c 

and 4.3d). This suggests that both may bind contemporaneously. To test this, NMR 

titrations were performed in which increasing concentrations of H3K27me3 peptide was 

added to 15N-CD pre-bound to the 11bp DNA. This resulted in significant CSPs indicating 

that DNA-bound CD can interact with the H3K27me3 peptide (Figure 4.4a, compare red 

and purple spectra). Comparison of spectra for the CD in the presence of H3K27me3 alone, 

DNA alone, or both H3K27me3 and DNA revealed unique chemical shift values for most 

CD residues (Figure 4.4a, Appendix A Figure 4d). This is consistent with the formation of 

a ternary complex but notably suggests that the bound state is unique as compared to either 

binary complexes. Residues with significant CSPs upon addition H3K27me3 (23-34) to 

the CD pre-bound with DNA largely mapped to the determined histone binding pocket 

(compare Figure 4.2c and 4.4b). However, smaller CSPs were also seen in the DNA 

binding pocket. Notably, these CSPs are on a trajectory toward a state unique from the apo, 

DNA, or peptide bound states, suggesting that the DNA and histone binding are not 

completely independent of each other (Figure 4.4a middle, Figure 4.4b). Consistent with 

this finding, analysis of the CSPs for titration of H3K27me3 into the DNA-bound CD 

revealed an affinity of Kd=0.2 mM, ~3 tighter than that observed to the CD alone 

(Appendix A Figure 4f). This increase in affinity may in part be due to an increased local 

concentration of peptide, as histone tails are known to bind to DNA.247–250 However, it may 

also be due to DNA mediated stabilization of the methyl-lysine binding pocket. As 

mentioned above, the CD aromatic cage is ill-formed in the absence of histone peptide, 

with residue F11 pointing into the aromatic cage, which must rearrange upon binding the 

methylated lysine. F11 is one of two residues observed to have significant CSPs upon 

binding of either DNA or H3K27me3, and notably, the perturbation upon DNA binding 

follows a similar trajectory to that seen upon titration of H3K27me3. This suggests that 

DNA binding may stabilize the aromatic cage, increasing the affinity for peptide. 

Importantly however, a ternary complex and increase in affinity are also seen with 
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H3K9me3, indicating that this does not lead to increased specificity for methyl marks 

(Appendix A Figure 4a-c,e). Taken together, our data indicated the CD can simultaneously 

bind DNA and H3K27me3 and that DNA binding enhances methyl-lysine binding.  

4.3.6 The CD interaction with DNA and H3K27me3 are important for CBX8 chromatin 

association 

To investigate the importance of the CD DNA and histone binding in CBX8 

chromatin association in vivo, SSE assays were carried out upon disrupting either the 

histone or DNA interaction of the CD. To initially assess the importance of H3K27me3 

binding on CBX8 chromatin association, we generated a stable EZH2 knockout (sgEZH2) 

in T98G cells to reduce global H3K27me3 levels (Figure 4.5a) and performed sequential 

salt extractions on CBX8. Upon knockout of EZH2, we observed a decrease in the affinity 

of CBX8 for bulk chromatin compared to the sgControl cell line (Figure 4.5b). 

Quantification of the salt extractions indicates a significant reduction in the affinity of 

CBX8 for chromatin upon loss of H3K27me3 (Figure 4.5c). We additionally performed 

SSE with the WT CBX8 re-expression cells treated for 48 hours with the EZH2 inhibitor 

(EZH2i) GSK343 (Appendix A Figure 5a). In the presence of GSK343, we observed a 

significant decrease in the affinity of CBX8 for chromatin (Appendix A Figure 5b) that 

mimics the EZH2 knockout (Appendix A Figure 5c).  

To further examine the role of methyl-lysine binding in CBX8 chromatin 

association, we generated a previously published aromatic cage mutation, W32A, that 

disrupts CBX chromatin localization.102,132 The V5-tagged W32A mutant was re-expressed 

in the T98G CBX8 knockout cell line and incorporated into the PRC1 complex (Appendix 

A Figure 5d). Peptide pulldowns confirm that W32A does not bind H3K27me3 (Appendix 

A Figure 5e). SSE with the V5-W32A expressing cells demonstrated a significant reduction 

in CBX8 chromatin binding (Figure 4.5d, Figure 4.5e). When compared to the binding 

profile of CBX8 in sgEZH2 cells, we observe a similar elution pattern albeit more 

pronounced likely due to the incomplete H3K27me3 depletion in the sgEZH2 cells 

(Appendix A Figure 5f). Importantly, the W32A mutant did not reduce CBX8 chromatin 

affinity to the same severity of the ΔCD (Appendix A Figure 5g). Together this data shows 

that despite the weak affinity of the CD for H3K27me3 in the context of peptides and 

mononucleosomes, this interaction is indeed important for CBX8 chromatin association.  
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Figure 4.4 CD can interact with DNA and H3K27me3 simultaneously. Data collected and 

analyzed by Tyler M. Weaver 

a) 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD in the apo (black, 1:0:0 ratio), bound to an 11bp 

DNA (red, 1:1:0 ratio), bound to H3K27me3 (blue, 1:0:10), or bound to both 11bp DNA 

and H3K27me3 (purple, 1:1:10 ratio). Shown are resonances for selected residues in the 

histone binding pocket (R9, left), DNA binding pocket (R19, middle) and a residue 

sensitive to both DNA and histone binding (E59, right) are shown. b) normalized CSP (Δ ) 

between the DNA-bound (1:1:0) and DNA and H3K27me3 bound (1:1:10 ratio) plotted 

against CBX8 residue number. CSPs were considered significant if greater than the mean 

plus one standard deviation and are labeled in purple. The secondary structure of CD from 

the crystal structure PDBID 3I91 is diagramed above the Δ  plot with the aromatic cage 

residues labeled. The small rectangle with dashed lines represents the region of CD that 

undergoes a conformational change between apo and histone bound states in the crystal 

structure. * indicates missing resonances, # indicates proline residue and purple dots 

represent resonances that broaden beyond detection during the experiment. 

 

These results also indicate that chromatin binding is not completely abrogated in the 

absence of methyl-lysine binding, suggesting that H3K27me3 is not the only contributing 

factor in CBX8 association with chromatin. 

To assess the importance of the CD-DNA interaction in CBX8 chromatin 

association in vivo, we mutated residues identified as important for binding in the NMR 
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studies. Specifically, R19, R20, and R22 were mutated to alanine individually (R19A, 

R20A, R22A) or together (3XRA). The V5-tagged mutants were re-expressed in the T98G 

CBX8 knockout cell line earlier described and incorporated into the PRC1 complex as 

observed by immunoprecipitation (Appendix A Figure 5d). As expected, these mutants still 

engaged H3K27me3 in a peptide pulldown assay (Appendix A Figure 5e).  

To examine the contribution to bulk chromatin binding affinity, SSE assays were 

carried out with all mutants (Figure 4.5f). No significant changes were observed in bulk 

chromatin binding for R19A or R22A (Figure 4.5g), however R20A led to a small but 

significant increase in the amount of CBX8 eluted at 100 mM NaCl compared to WT 

(Figure 4.5h). In comparison, the triple arginine mutant (3xRA) was consistently eluted at 

lower salt concentration as compared to WT (Figure 4.5i) indicating significantly 

weakened chromatin binding. Interestingly, when compared to the ΔCD SSE, there was 

not a significant difference in affinity for chromatin (Appendix A Figure 5h). This suggests 

that CBX8 chromatin binding is driven through DNA interactions. Together, these data 

suggest that both DNA and histone binding by the CD are critical for the association of 

CBX8 with chromatin.  

Our findings reveal that the CBX8 CD engages both DNA and H3K27me3 to drive 

chromatin association of CBX8. The high affinity with which it associates with DNA as 

compared to H3K27me3 implies that DNA accessibility could be a major factor in 

determining the subset of H3K27me3 regions bound by CBX8. In support of this model, 

analysis of genome-wide data from K562 cells revealed that 82% of CBX8 peaks 

correspond to regions of DNase hypersensitivity241,242 (Figure 4.6a) and that the majority 

of the H3K27me3 peaks with DNase hypersensitivity are bound by CBX8 (Figure 4.6a). 

Based on these findings, the DNA binding ability of the CD may lead CBX8 to be 

selectively involved in chromatin compaction and gene silencing at genes with H3K27me3 

in regions of accessible DNA, whereas the histone binding activity would act to retain it at 

H3K27me3 enriched regions (Figure 4.6b).  
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Figure 4.5 Methyllysine and DNA binding contribute to CBX8 chromatin association. 

 a) Immunoblots of sgEZH2 KO and sgControl cell lysate demonstrating EZH2 knockout 

efficiency (anti-EZH2, anti-H3 loading control) (left) and reduced H3K27me3 levels (anti-

H3K27me3, anti-H3 loading control) (right). b) Representative SSE of endogenous CBX8 

in T98G sgEZH2 and sgControl cells (anti-CBX8). c) Quantitation of CBX8 eluted in each 

fraction as a percent of total CBX8, n= 5 biological replicates, blue denotes sgEZH2 cell 

line, black denotes sgControl cell line. d) Representative immunoblot of W32A SSE (anti-

V5) in T98G sgCBX8 cells. e) Quantitation of amount of CBX8 in each fraction as a 

percent of total CBX8, n =4 ,7 biological replicates for WT and W32A, respectively. WT 

is denoted in black and W32A is denoted in blue. f) Representative SSE of DNA binding 

mutants (anti-V5) in T98G sgCBX8 cells. g,h,i) Quantitation of amount of CBX8 in each 

fraction as percent of total CBX8, n=4 biological replicates for each mutant compared to 

WT. DNA mutants are denoted in red (R19A, light red), WT is denoted in black. For all 

quantitation, error bars represent SEM, p-values were calculated using two-tailed Student’s 

t-test, * p < 0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p <0.0001 
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Figure 4.6 CBX8 and H3K27me3 associate with accessible DNA. 

a) Overlap of DNase hypersensitive sites, H3K27me3, and CBX8 in K562 cells. b) 

Proposed model for the engagement of CBX8 with chromatin. PRC1 is shown in blue, with 

the CBX8 subunit in dark blue, engaging both H3K27me3 (green sphere) and DNA (gray). 

We propose that CBX8 will preferentially associate with DNase hypersensitive regions 

that are enriched in H3K27me3. 

4.4 Discussion 

Our findings in this study reveal a dual interaction mechanism for the CBX8 

chromodomain, wherein engagement of both DNA and H3K27me3 mediate CBX8 

association with chromatin. Importantly, we have shown that both binding modes are 

important for recovering full chromatin affinity in vivo. Our work bridges findings from 

two previous studies with conflicting conclusions regarding the importance of H3K27me3 

for CBX8 chromatin association.97,231 Namely, bimolecular fluorescence complementation 

work suggested H3K27me3 is not necessary for chromatin association,97 while more recent 

kinetic studies conclude that H3K27me3 is important for CBX8 chromatin association.231 

We find that H3K27me3 is indeed important for chromatin association, but is not entirely 

necessary, and that DNA binding contributes much of the binding energy of CD to 
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nucleosomes. This is consistent with other studies, which have found that CBX proteins 

can bind nucleic acids, specifically RNA, via their chromodomains.102,145 In addition, 

several other CDs have been found to bind a variety of nucleic acid substrates (reviewed 

in 251). Two main structural mechanisms for nucleic acid binding have been determined 

including the utilization of a highly basic A helix252–254 and interfaces that are partially 

overlapping with the methyl-lysine binding site.145,255 Notably, our data indicates a third 

structural mechanism of nucleic acid binding via an arginine-rich basic patch formed by 

the C-terminal portion of the β1 strand and A helix. 

There are two major implications from these results regarding the mechanism of 

reader domain mediated chromatin association. The first is the importance of DNA binding 

by canonical histone reader domains. Several studies have now demonstrated that histone 

reader domains, including chromodomains, bromodomains, PWWP domains, Tudor 

domains and PHD fingers, can interact with nucleic acids and that this binding is often 

much stronger than for histone peptides.251 Though the importance of this nucleic acid 

binding is not yet clear for all of these domains, our results indicate that one potential 

function is chromatin association independent of histone binding. This highlights that it is 

critical to study reader domain function in the context of the nucleosome.  

The second major implication is that the local chromatin environment is likely 

critical in determining the contribution of reader domain binding to chromatin affinity. 

Despite the very weak affinity and moderate specificity for H3K27me3 to CBX8 CD in 

vitro, this binding interaction contributes significantly to the affinity of CBX8 for 

chromatin in vivo. This could be in part related to the increased effective concentration of 

repressive modifications in large regions of heterochromatin. For example HP1 is 

retained at H3K9me3-containing nucleosome arrays upon array compaction, due to both 

multivalent binding and probability of rebinding.256 This is similar to what is observed with 

bromodomains, which are often seen only to contribute substantially to chromatin affinity 

under conditions of hyper-acetylation (see Philpott et al., for example)257 CBX proteins 

may be similarly retained in large heterochromatin domains marked enriched in 

H3K27me3 in vivo.92 In addition, the weak specificity for H3K27me3 over H3K9me3 in 

vitro may be amplified by a combination of factors. For instance, HP1, which specifically 

associates with H3K9me3, will likely block CBX8 association this modification. In 
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addition, as discussed above, a higher level of accessible DNA in H3K27me3 enriched 

regions as compared to H3K9me3 enriched regions could also bias CBX8 binding.  

In Drosophila, the dPc CD interacts with H3K27me3 and has been shown to target the 

dPRC1 complex to facultative heterochromatin. In vertebrates, the five CBX paralogs bind 

H3K27me3 with drastically reduced affinity and specificity than the dPc CD, suggesting 

that this classical targeting mechanism may be more complex in vertebrates than in 

Drosophila.9,103 Additionally, our work highlights that these in vitro affinities of the CBX 

paralogs for H3K27me3 do not predict relative affinity for bulk chromatin in vivo, 

indicating that interactions outside of histone methylation drive chromatin association. We 

have identified that binding of the CBX8 CD to DNA is important for bulk chromatin 

association, which is likely also true for the other four CBX paralogs, as R20 and R22 are 

conserved across all five CBX paralogs and R19 and R60 are either R or K across all 

paralogs. In fact, the CBX2 CD has been shown to interact with DNA, although the 

structural basis for interaction and its role in chromatin association has not been 

assessed.258 Additional studies are necessary to fully understand the relative importance for 

DNA binding on CBX paralog association with chromatin. 

CBX paralog expression is misregulated in countless cancers, and a myriad of other 

studies propose oncogenic mechanisms involving the CBX paralogs for numerous cancers. 

Further, a systematic structural analysis of methyl-lysine readers predicted the CBX 

chromodomains to be “druggable.”216 As such, drug development initiatives have focused 

on developing paralog-specific CBX chromodomains inhibitors. To date, there has only 

been success in identifying CBX7 paralog-specific chromodomain inhibitors;155,185,217 

which may be in part due to our limited knowledge of CBX binding mechanisms. Finally, 

these studies pave the way for the development of CBX8-specific chromodomain inhibitors, 

which will be useful tools to assess paralog-specific function and define the therapeutic 

utility of CBX8 inhibitors. While our work suggests that disruption of methyl binding may 

be sufficient to disrupt in vivo CBX8 binding, it also suggests that inhibitors that also 

disrupt DNA binding would be more potent. 
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CHAPTER 5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

5.1 Paralog roles in transcriptional regulation 

The Polycomb Group proteins are known for their role in repressing gene 

transcription via H3K27me3, H2AK119 monoubiquitination, and chromatin compaction. 

In Drosophila, there is one possible canonical PRC1 complex to regulate gene transcription. 

However, as highlighted in Chapter 1, gene duplication has resulted in over 180 possible 

canonical PRC1 complexes that can regulate gene transcription.230 Little is known about 

which complex compositions are present within cells and how the different paralogs and 

complex compositions contribute to transcriptional repression.  

The targeting subunit of cPRC1, CBX, has five different paralogs, however, the 

accepted targeting mechanism is the same. Furthermore, the identification of cell-type 

specific complexes and paralog-specific phenotypes has raised the question as to paralog 

gene targets.52,54 While genome-wide localization studies have identified paralog-specific 

gene targets, the majority of CBX paralog gene targets overlap. For example, Peters and 

colleagues profiled CBX6, 7 and 8 in two different cell lines, neonatal foreskin fibroblasts 

(Hs68) and breast fibroblasts (BF) and observe a large (>60%) overlap in gene targets 

(Figure 5.1a,b).63 Further, Ram et al., also identified a similar trend with CBX2 and CBX8 

in the chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line K562,50 while studies in embryoid bodies 

and hematopoietic stem cells demonstrate high target overlap between CBX2/4 and 

CBX7/8 respectively.52,58 This raises the question as to how do these paralogs function to 

repress gene transcription. The high target overlap suggests that the CBX paralogs may 

function redundantly and/or interdependently.  

Interdependency of the PRC1 paralogs has been exhibited at the INK4A/ARF locus. 

ChIP studies revealed that both CBX7 and CBX8 simultaneously bind at this locus, and 

when one paralog is knocked down localization of the other paralog is also reduced.66 

While this has been demonstrated for one locus it has not been studied throughout the 

genome at overlapping gene targets. Additionally, it is possible that the CBX paralogs co-

localize to the same region but exhibit different degrees of gene repression. This is 

supported by biochemical studies which have demonstrated varying compaction 
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Figure 5.1 Paralog targeting 

a,b) Overlap analysis of the CBX paralog target genes in Hs68 cells and BF cells, 

respectively. c) qPCR of CBX paralog knockdown in Hs68 fibroblasts for 7 days. d) CBX8 

ChIP-qPCR at sites identified in Pemberton et al. e) Schematic of probable CBX paralog 

gene targeting mechanisms. 
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capabilities and H3K27me3 binding properties, two critical components in PRC1 

repression.12,102,103 

Pemberton et al., laid the groundwork and a system to understand paralog 

transcriptional regulation. Their genome-wide studies examining CBX6, CBX7, and CBX8 

localization is one of few studies assessing multiple paralog genome-wide binding. To 

understand how each paralog contributes to gene regulation, we will knockdown CBX6, 

CBX7, and CBX8 paralogs individually with small hairpin RNAs in the Hs68 human 

neonatal foreskin fibroblast cell line (Figure 5.1c). Following knockdown, we will perform 

RNA sequencing to evaluate differential gene expression between control and knockdown 

cells. If the shared gene targets between the CBX paralogs are similarly differentially 

expressed with each knockdown, it is likely the paralogs work interdependently for 

repression. It is also possible that we may not observe gene expression changes at the 

previously identified CBX targets, suggesting functional redundancy. Further, it is possible 

that we may observe that one paralog contributes more to repression than the others. In 

addition to overlapping gene targets, our RNA-seq will provide insight into the types of 

genes that each paralog may regulate individually.  

 In addition to assessing paralog transcriptional changes, we can also assess if the 

paralogs are interdependent by assessing localization. The genome-wide co-localization of 

CBX paralogs from Pemberton et al. will provide the basis for asking about 

interdependency. We have successfully validated peaks identified in Pemberton et al., 

using ChIP-qPCR in the Hs68 fibroblasts (Figure 5.1d). ChIP-reChIP at shared gene targets 

will demonstrate if the paralogs are simultaneously present at the loci. Subsequently, ChIP-

qPCR in the individual paralog knockdown lines will shed insight into how loss of one 

paralog affects additional CBX localization. If the paralogs are interdependent, we would 

expect to see a decrease in localization upon knockdown of a paralog. It is possible that the 

paralogs are not interdependent and that knockdown of one paralog will not affect the 

localization of others. Additionally, we can assess localization of paralogs at “paralog-

specific” targets upon knockdown of that paralog. If there is redundancy between paralogs, 

the remaining paralogs may replace the lost paralog (outlined in Figure 5.1e).   
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5.2 Paralog binding properties 

Though the CBX paralog chromodomains are highly homologous (Figure 5.2a), 

they exhibit varying in vitro histone peptide binding properties with only the CBX2 

chromodomain demonstrating specificity for H3K27me3 (Figure 5.2b).103 Despite this 

variance in in vitro binding between chromodomains, genome-wide studies demonstrate 

strong correlation of all the paralogs with H3K27me3.50,52,63 Additionally, our in vivo bulk 

chromatin binding analysis demonstrates similar chromatin binding for the paralogs (See 

Figure 4.1d). As outlined in Chapter 4, these studies are not encompassing of the chromatin 

environment, and there are often additional mechanisms contributing to chromatin binding. 

For the CBX8 chromodomain, we have characterized a previously unidentified DNA 

binding mechanism that contributes to chromatin association (Chapter 4). This binding 

mechanism is mediated by an arginine-rich patch (R19, R20, R22, and R60). This basic 

patch is not unique to the CBX8 chromodomain; R20 and R22 are conserved across all five 

paralogs, while R19 and R60 are either lysine or arginine across the paralogs (Figure 5.2a). 

Thus, we hypothesize that all five CBX paralogs exhibit DNA binding, likely to varying 

degrees, for chromatin association.  

To assess the DNA binding properties of the CBX paralogs, we propose 

electrophoretic mobility shift assays with linear 601 DNA, as described in Chapter 4. Using 

similar protein concentrations and experimental conditions, we will be able to qualitatively 

rank the DNA binding properties of the CBX chromodomains. Based on chromodomain 

sequences, we hypothesize CBX6/8 will demonstrate the strongest DNA binding, while 

CBX2/7 will demonstrate the weakest binding. A preliminary experiment with the CBX8 

and CBX2 CDs supports this hypothesis. We observe that both CDs engage DNA, however, 

the CBX8 CD binds at lower protein concentrations, suggesting the CBX8 CD has more 

robust DNA binding than CBX2 (Figure 5.1c). 

Additionally, we generated a baculovirus system to recombinantly express the entire 

PRC1 complex. When purifying PRC1 from mammalian cells, it is likely that the 

purification will result in heterogenous complexes as most of the paralogs are expressed in 

different cell types. The baculovirus system allows us to generate a homogeneous PRC1 

complex with our subunits of interest. This system has been used previously to examine  
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Figure 5.2 Paralog DNA binding 

a) Sequence alignment of the human CBX chromodomains. Amino acids involved in 

CBX8 DNA binding are highlighted in blue; those shared in the other paralogs are in blue 

as well, and those with similarity are highlighted in green. The aromatic cage is depicted 

in red font. b) Binding affinities for the human CBX chromodomains for H3K9me3 or 

H3K27me3 peptides (table adapted from 103). c) EMSAs of the CBX8 CD or CBX2 CD 

with linear 601 DNA. Boxed lanes indicate similar protein concentration between the two 

experiments. 
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biochemical functions of PRC1 subunits.8,10 Briefly, SF21 insect cells are transfected with 

the individual subunits to generate P1 viruses released into the media (Figure 5.3a). 

Because the P1 virus titer is often low, the SF21 cells are subsequently infected with P1 

virus to generate a P2 virus (media) (Figure 5.3a). The P2 subunit viruses are then 

combined to generate a P3 expressing the complex (Figure 5.3a). The P3 cells are harvested, 

lysed, and then the protein is purified using affinity purification techniques for downstream 

applications (Figure 5.3a). We have generated constructs to form PRC1 complexes 

containing FLAG-BMI-1, RING1, PHC1, and His-CBX2/4/6/7/8. To date, we have 

focused on isolating a CBX8-containing PRC1 complex (Figure 5.3b) using a double 

affinity tag purification, 6x-His followed by FLAG. While we have had some success in 

isolating the CBX8-containing PRC1 complex, we have been limited by overall purity as 

well as quantity. Further optimization for purification scale, purity, and quantitation are 

needed. 

The recombinant PRC1 complex can be used to assess complex binding in an in 

vitro setting. We performed preliminary binding studies with our CBX8-containing PRC1 

complex and mononucleosomes. With recombinant PRC1 complex and unmodified 

nucleosomes, we observe a shifted band upon increasing concentrations of PRC1 complex 

in an EMSA (Figure 5.3c, top). Interestingly compared to the EMSAs using the CBX8 CD, 

we observe a less smeared band upon shifting. Subsequently, the shifted bands become 

even tighter and more defined upon the introduction of the methyl-lysine analog 

H3Kc27me3 (Figure 5.3c, bottom). We hypothesize that the reduction in smearing is due 

to the size of the PRC1 complex (~200 kDa) relative to the chromodomain (~5 kDa) 

reducing the number of ways binding occurs. While our in vivo sequential salt extractions 

are insightful for understanding bulk chromatin binding and our CD EMSAs highlight the 

role of the chromodomain in binding, using recombinant complex in vitro will provide 

insight into how these proteins work together rather than in isolation. 
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Figure 5.3 Baculovirus purification 

a) Workflow of baculovirus generation for protein purification. b) Silver stain of 

purified recombinant PRC1. c) EMSAs using recombinant PRC1 and 

mononucleosomes (NCP), unmodified (top) and H3Kc27me3 (bottom) 
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5.3 CBX Self-association 

The PcG proteins are involved in chromatin looping and condensation often through 

highly dense regions of Polycomb proteins known as Polycomb bodies.92,93 These 

Polycomb bodies are meditated through self-association and oligomerization. To date, 

several PRC1 subunits have been shown to self-associate. The Polyhomeotic paralogs 

(PHC) self-oligomerize through their sterile alpha motif.104 Additionally, a study has 

demonstrated that PCGF2 and PCGF4 homodimerize in solution.106 For the CBX paralogs, 

however, little is known about CBX self-association. Studies from the late 1990s with the 

dPc chromodomain and the mouse CBX2 chromodomain suggest the chromodomain can 

self-associate and is supported by the dPc chromodomain crystal structure.118,259,260 

Furthermore, a recent proteomics study identified oligomerization of CBX4 isoforms,75 

however, this oligomerization has not been further studied. Thus, we hypothesized that 

CBX8 self-associates in vivo. 

To determine if CBX8 self-associates in vivo, we generated two N-terminally tagged 

CBX8 constructs (V5 and FLAG) and co-transfected HEK293Ts. We performed co-

immunoprecipitation with both V5 and FLAG antibodies. Immunoprecipitation of V5-

CBX8 revealed an association with FLAG-CBX8 as seen by immunoblot (Figure 5.4 a). 

The reciprocal association was also observed (Figure 5.4a). Co-immunoprecipitation, 

however, was not observed when ARID-V5 and FLAG-CBX8 were co-transfected 

suggesting this is not an artifact of the epitope tags (Figure 5.4a). The PRC1 complexes 

interact with chromatin and RNA, so we sought to assess if CBX8 self-association was 

mediated through DNA or RNA interactions. To do so, we treated our 

immunoprecipitations with RNase or DNase. Immunoblot of the co-IPs demonstrated 

reciprocal immunoprecipitation of CBX8 regardless of treatment suggesting that this self-

association is not mediated through nucleic acid interactions (Figure 5.4b). Additionally, 

CBX proteins are known to interact with post-translationally modified histones, which 

could also mediate CBX8 oligomerization. Using the K31A,W32A chromodomain 

mutation,64 we assessed the role of histone binding in CBX8 self-association, however, 

these studies were inconclusive (data not shown).  
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Figure 5.4 CBX8 self-association 

a) FLAG (left) and V5 (right) co-IPs from co-transfected HEK293T cells as indicated 

above the immunoblots, immunoblots blotted for the V5 constructs (left) or FLAG 

constructs (right). b) co-IPs from co-transfected cells treated with either RNase or DNase, 

immunoblots stained for the reciprocal construct. c) co-IPs from HEK293T cells 

transfected with varying amounts of DNA, immunoblots stained for reciprocal tag. d) 

FLAG co-IP from FLAG-CBX8 transfected HEK293T cells examining endogenous CBX 

paralog association. 
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Self-association can sometimes be a result of a high concentration of protein, often a 

caveat of an overexpression system. To examine the effect of protein concentration on 

CBX8 self-association, we transfected HEK293Ts with varying amounts of DNA (3-12  

µg). Altering the amount of DNA correlated to a similar change in protein expression 

(Figure 5.4c). We subsequently performed the FLAG and V5 co-IPs as done previously 

and observe self-association with low amounts of transfected DNA (6 µg) (Figure 5.4c). 

This suggests that CBX8 self-association is not an artifact of massive overexpression. 

Additionally, we expressed only FLAG-CBX8 to identify association with endogenous 

CBX proteins. Interestingly, FLAG-CBX8 co-immunoprecipitated endogenous CBX8 and 

CBX4 but not CBX6 or CBX7 (Figure 5.4d). 

Next, we sought to identify the portions of CBX8 necessary for self-association. To 

do so, we generated various CBX8 truncations (Figure 5.5a). We deleted the 

chromodomain (ΔCD CBX8) and assessed its ability to self-associate with WT CBX8. Co-

immunoprecipitation revealed that the chromodomain is not necessary for CBX8 self-

association as it still co-immunoprecipitated endogenous and FLAG-CBX8 (Figure 5.5b). 

It is possible, however, that self-association of other PRC1 subunits are driving the 

observed self-association regardless of the chromodomain’s contribution. Thus, we used 

the shortest CBX8 truncation that expressed, CBX81-91, to assess the minimal portion of 

CBX8 needed for self-association (Figure 5.5c). We co-transfected HEK293T cells with 

either FLAG-WT/V5-WT, V5-WT/FLAG-CBX81-91, V5 CBX81-91/FLAG-WT, and V5-

CBX81-91/FLAG-CBX81-91 and performed V5 and FLAG immunoprecipitations (Figure 

5.5d). Interestingly, CBX81-91 associates with WT CBX8 and itself (Figure 5.5d). CBX81-

91 does not contain the Pc Box, which is required for CBX8 incorporation into the PRC1 

complex,107 suggesting that the other PRC1 subunits that have previously been shown to 

oligomerize are not driving this interaction.  

To assess if the CBX8 chromodomain (amino acids 8-61) can self-associate, our 

collaborators at the University of Iowa assessed CBX8 chromodomain association in a 

concentration dependent manner using 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectroscopy. At high 

concentrations, chemical shift perturbations for a few amino acids were observed (data not 

shown). Interestingly, one of the residues that is highly perturbed was identified in the dPc 

chromodomain crystal structure as critical for self-association (L49).118 We generated a 
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point mutant within the CBX8 chromodomain (L49D) and assessed oligomerization using 

co-IP. Unfortunately, the single mutation did not disrupt CBX8 self-association (data not 

shown). These studies however were performed in the context of the complex, and it is 

likely that single point mutation (L49D) within the chromodomain is not sufficient to 

disrupt self-association if additional PRC1 subunits are involved in self-association. To 

better assess the role of the chromodomain in self-association, this mutation would need to 

be generated in our CBX81-91 or the CBX8 chromodomain construct where CBX8 is not 

incorporated into the complex.  

To assess the strength of CBX8’s association, urea denaturation followed by co-

immunoprecipitation can be used. This assay will allow us to confirm that the self-

association is not an artifact of overexpression. It will also allow us to assess different 

contributors to the strength of the self-association, i.e., full complex compared to the 

chromodomain. Further, the PRC1 baculovirus system described earlier can be used to 

understand CBX8 self-association in vitro. Using purified PRC1 complex, we can use 

analytical ultracentrifugation to determine the oligomerization state of PRC1 and assess 

how different subunits, mutations, etc. alter this oligomerization. Further, cryo-EM can be 

used to examine PRC1 oligomerization with and without a nucleosomal template. 

Understanding CBX8 and PRC1 self-association will improve our overall understanding 

of PRC1 function. 

5.4 Conclusions 

Canonical PRC1 is essential for maintaining appropriate gene expression through 

chromatin compaction and histone ubiquitination.230 Studies focusing on general PRC1 

function have found that PRC1 represses lineage-specific, developmental regulators, and 

cell cycle regulatory genes making them critical for proper development, stem cell 

maintenance, and unsurprisingly, the development of cancer.37 However, the functional 

contributions of PRC1 diversity in mammals is largely unknown. This dissertation 

highlights new potential therapeutic approaches for GBM among other cancers, describes 

a new binding mechanism for the CBX8 chromodomains, and lays the ground work for 

understanding CBX8’s function in vivo.  
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Figure 5.5 CBX8 chromodomain is necessary for self-association 

a) Depiction of CBX8 truncation constructs generated. b) V5 IP of WT CBX8 or ΔCD 

CBX8 co-transfected with FLAG-CBX8, immunoblot stained with anti-CBX8. c) 

Expression immunoblot of the CBX8 truncations, anti-V5. d) FLAG and V5 co-IPs with 

CBX81-91 and WT. 
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The work focused on GBM is the framework to better understand CBX paralogs in 

cancer and as a therapeutic target. In chapter two, we identified that CBX7 chromodomain 

inhibition enhances GBM cellular response to the chemotherapeutic doxorubicin. While 

previous studies have demonstrated inhibition of the EZH2 methyltransferase enhances 

radiation response,169 we are the first to demonstrate that inhibition of a CBX paralog 

demonstrates a similar effect. Inhibition of a single CBX paralog will ensure that not all 

PRC1 function is lost and likely minimize toxicities. Further the combinatorial treatment 

strategy exhibits similar response using lower doxorubicin concentrations as compared to 

doxorubicin alone. Though these studies were performed with doxorubicin, which is not 

used in the treatment of glioblastoma multiforme, it is possible that further studies with 

varying doses of temozolomide or radiation may exhibit a similar enhancement. Further, 

inhibition of CBX7 with chemotherapy treatment may be applied to other cancers. In 

chapter three, we shifted our focus to the CBX8 paralog in glioblastoma as it is 

overexpressed in over half of patient samples and cell lines.166 We found that CBX8 and 

its chromodomain are necessary for GBM viability suggesting it may serve as a therapeutic 

target. While previous studies have demonstrated an oncogenic role for CBX8 in a variety 

of cancers, the role of the CBX8 chromodomain has not been widely explored. Preliminary 

transcriptional analysis suggests CBX8 is involved in the regulation of cell adhesion, 

migration, and development genes. In addition, this work suggests that CBX7 and CBX8 

demonstrate paralog specific roles in the context of GBM. This dissertation works outlines 

potential roles for both CBX7 and CBX8 in glioblastoma though further work is necessary. 

In addition to understanding CBX paralog function in oncogenesis, this work focused 

on better understanding CBX8 biochemical functions. In chapter 4, we, with our 

collaborators, identified a new binding mode for the CBX8 chromodomain. The 

mammalian CBX chromodomains are thought to recognize and bind H3K27me3,40 

however, our work demonstrates that the CBX8 chromodomain engages both DNA and 

H3K27me3 for full chromatin association. This has large implications for our 

understanding of PRC1 targeting. Analysis of genome wide data revealed a high number 

of H3K27me3 peaks that did not correspond to CBX8 binding. Our findings suggest CBX8 

binding is selective for regions with both H3K27me3 and accessible DNA. Additional 

studies are needed to understand the biological implications of this binding mechanism, 
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but this work begins to shift the CBX chromodomain targeting paradigm. Further this 

emphasizes the importance of studying chromodomains in the context of the chromatin 

environment. Additionally, these findings have implications on drug screening and 

development. Screening and validating inhibitors for only trimethyl-lysine binding may 

not demonstrate in vivo efficacy. Additionally, targeting CBX chromodomain DNA 

binding may also open avenues for drug development. Finally, the preliminary work in 

chapter five demonstrates CBX8 self-association. While additional work is necessary, 

CBX8 self-association may have implications in CBX8 function. The work in chapter five 

serves as a basis for future work and establishes the tools to further understand CBX8 self-

association and its implications. This dissertation work adds to our understanding of PRC1 

and CBX diversity and lays a foundation for future and ongoing studies.  
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 

 

 

Appendix A Figure 1 

a) 1H-15N-HSQC spectrum of the CD with assigned resonances labeled. Side chain 

NH peaks are enclosed in a dotted black square and tryptophan side chain 

resonances with a red star. 
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Appendix A Figure 2 

a) Full 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD upon addition of increasing concentrations 

of unmodified H3 (1-44, top left), H3K9me3 (1-21, top right), H3K27me3 (23-34, 

bottom left) or H3Kc27me3 (23-34, bottom right) histone peptides. Glycine 24 is 

shown as an inset for clarity. b) Binding curves for all resonances significantly 

perturbed in the H3K9me3 titration. c) Binding curves for all resonances significantly 

perturbed in the H3K27me3 titration. 
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Appendix A Figure 3 

a) EMSAs performed in triplicate with CD and unmodified (left), H3K9me3 (middle) 

and H3K27me3 (right) NCPs. b) EMSAs performed in triplicate with CD and the 147bp 

601 DNA. c) Full 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD upon addition of increasing 

concentrations of the 11bp DNA (left) or unmodified NCP (right). Glycine 24 is shown 

as an inset for clarity. 
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Appendix A Figure 4 

a) 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD in the apo (black, 1:0:0 ratio), bound to an 11bp 

DNA (red, 1:1:0 ratio), bound to H3K9me3 (blue, 1:0:10), or bound to both 11bp DNA 

and H3K9me3 (purple, 1:1:10 ratio). Shown are resonances for selected residues in the 

histone binding pocket (R9, left), DNA binding pocket (R19, middle) and a residue 

sensitive to both DNA and histone binding (E59, right) are shown. b) normalized CSP (Δ) 

between the DNA-bound (1:1:0) and DNA and H3K9me3 bound (1:1:10 ratio) plotted 

against CBX8 residue number. CSPs were considered significant if greater than the mean 

plus one standard deviation, and are labeled in purple. The secondary structure of CD from 

the crystal structure PDBID 3I91 is diagramed above the Δ plot with the aromatic cage 

residues labeled. c) Full 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD in the apo (black, 1:0:0 ratio), 

bound to an 11bp DNA (red, 1:1:0 ratio), bound to H3K9me3 (blue, 1:0:10), or bound to 

both 11bp DNA and H3K9me3 (purple, 1:1:10 ratio). to H3K27me3 (blue, 1:0:10), or 

bound to both 11bp DNA and H3K27me3 (purple, 1:1:10 ratio). Glycine 24 is shown as an 

inset for clarity. d) Full 1H-15N-HSQC overlays for 15N-CD in the apo (black, 1:0:0 ratio), 

bound to an 11bp DNA (red, 1:1:0 ratio), bound to H3K27me3 (blue, 1:0:10), or bound to 

both 11bp DNA and H3K27me3 (purple, 1:1:10 ratio). Glycine 24 is shown as an inset for 

clarity. e) Binding curves for all resonances significantly perturbed in the H3K9me3 

titration with the CD pre bound to 11bp DNA. f) Binding curves for all resonances 

significantly perturbed in the H3K27me3 titration with the CD pre bound to 11bp DNA. 
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Appendix A Figure 5 

a) Immunoblot of H3K27me3 levels following 48 h EZH2i treatment (left), immunoblot 

of a representative SSE of V5-WT + EZH2i (anti-V5) (right). b) Quantitation of the SSEs 

from a) to compare CBX8 elution between EZH2i (blue) and DMSO (black) treated cells, 

n=4, 5 biological replicates, respectively. c) Quantitative comparison of EZH2i SSE (dark 

blue) and sgEZH2 SSE (light blue) shown previously, n= 4 ,5 biological replicates 

respectively. d) Co-immunoprecipitation of V5 mutants using anti-V5. Immunoblots were 

stained for V5 and the PRC1 subunit BMI-1. e) Peptide pulldowns of all mutants with 

unmodified H3 and H3K27me3 (anti-V5). f) Quantitative comparison of sgEZH2 (light 

blue) and W32A SSE (dark blue) quantitation n=5, 4 biological replicates, respectively. g) 

Quantitative comparison of W32A (blue) and ΔCD SSE (purple) previously shown, n=7, 

4 biological replicates respectively. h) Quantitative comparison of 3xRA (red) and ΔCD 

SSEs (purple) shown previously, n=4 biological replicates for both. For all quantitations, 

the amount of CBX8 in each fraction is reported as a percentage of total CBX8. Two-tailed 

student’s t-tests were used to determine significance; * p<0.05, ** p< 0.01, *** p< 0.001, 

**** p< 0.0001 
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APPENDIX B. CELL LINES 

Table B1: Cell lines generated and used throughout the dissertation 

Cell line Description 

A172 glioblastoma cell line 

A172 plko Stable pLKO knockdown control A172 

GBM line 

A172 shCBX8-1 Stable CBX8 knockdown A172 GBM 

line, shCBX8-3 construct 

A172 shCBX8-2 Stable CBX8 knockdown A172 GBM 

line, shCBX8-4 construct 

U87MG glioblastoma cell line 

U87MG plko Stable pLKO knockdown control U87MG 

GBM line 

U87MG shCBX8-1 Stable CBX8 knockdown U87MG GBM 

line, shCBX8-3 construct 

U87MG shCBX8-2 Stable CBX8 knockdown U87MG GBM 

line, shCBX8-4 construct 

U118MG glioblastoma cell line 

U118MG plko Stable pLKO knockdown control 

U118MG GBM line 

U118MG shCBX8-1 Stable CBX8 knockdown U118MG GBM 

line, shCBX8-3 construct 

U118MG shCBX8-2 Stable CBX8 knockdown U118MG GBM 

line, shCBX8-4 construct 

T98G glioblastoma cell line 

T98G plko Stable pLKO knockdown control T98G 

GBM line 

T98G shCBX8-1 Stable CBX8 knockdown T98G GBM 

line, shCBX8-3 construct 

T98G shCBX8-2 Stable CBX8 knockdown T98G GBM 

line, shCBX8-4 construct 

T98G plko blast Stable pLKO knockdown control, 

blasticidin selection T98G GBM line 

T98G shCBX8-2 blast Stable CBX8 knockdown, blasticidin 

selection T98G GBM line 

T98G shCBX8-2 blast + WT CBX8 Stable CBX8 knockdown, blasticidin 

selection, FUW WT CBX8 re-expressed 

T98G GBM line 

T98G shCBX8-2 blast + mutCBX8 Stable CBX8 knockdown, blasticidin 

selection, FUW mutCBX8 (K31A,W32A) 

re-expressed T98G GBM line 

U138MG glioblastoma cell line 
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Table B1 continued 

Cell line Description 
U138MG plko Stable pLKO knockdown control U138MG 

GBM line 
U138MG shCBX8-1 Stable CBX8 knockdown U138MG GBM 

line, shCBX8-3 construct 
U138MG shCBX8-2 Stable CBX8 knockdown U138MG GBM 

line, shCBX8-4 construct 
SVG12 transformed astrocyte cell line 
SVG12 plko Stable pLKO knockdown control, normal 

astrocyte line 
SVG12 shCBX8-2 Stable CBX8 knockdown in normal 

astrocytes, shCBX8-4 construct 
HEK293Ts  
T98G pxsgcontrol transient CRISPR-CAS9 control 
T98G pxsgCBX8 transient CRISPR-CAS9 CBX8 knockout 
T98G sgcontrol CRISPR-CAS9 control 
T98G sgEZH2 CRISPR-CAS9 EZH2 knockout against SET 

domain 
T98G Empty CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible empty FUW vector 
T98G V5-CBX8 WT CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible WT CBX8 expression 

(FUW vector) 
T98G V5-CBX8 W32A CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible W32A mutant CBX8 

expression (FUW vector) 
T98G V5-CBX8 R19A CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible R19A mutant CBX8 

expression (FUW vector) 
T98G V5-CBX8 R20A CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible R20A mutant CBX8 

expression (FUW vector) 
T98G V5-CBX8 R22A CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible R22A mutant CBX8 

expression (FUW vector) 
T98G V5-CBX8 Rx3A CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible R19, 20, 22A mutant 

CBX8 expression (FUW vector) 
T98G V5-CBX8 Quad CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible R19, 20, 22A and 

W32A mutant CBX8 expression (FUW 

vector) 
T98G CBX8 K31A,W32A CBX8 pxsgCBX8 background with 

doxycycline inducible K31A,W32A mutant 

CBX8 expression (FUW vector), no epitope 

tag 
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APPENDIX C. CONSTRUCTS 

Table C1: Constructs generated  

Construct 

name 

Description Vector Selection 

marker 

(cloning) 

Selection 

marker 

(mammalian 

cells) 

FUW V5 CBX8 

WT 

Full length WT CBX8, N-

terminal V5 tag, 

doxycycline inducible 

lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

R20A 

Full length CBX8 R20A 

mutant in CD, N-terminal 

V5 tag, doxycycline 

inducible lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

R22A 

Full length CBX8 R22A 

mutant in CD, N-terminal 

V5 tag, doxycycline 

inducible lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

R3A (3xRA) 

Full length CBX8 triple 

mutant R19, R20, R22 to 

alanine, N-terminal V5 tag, 

doxycycline inducible 

lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

W32A 

Full length CBX8 W32A 

mutant in CD, N-terminal 

V5 tag, doxycycline 

inducible lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

K31A, W32A 

Full length CBX8 dual 

mutant K31A, W32A, N-

terminal V5 tag, 

doxycycline inducible 

lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

62-389 

CBX8 CD deletion (1-61), 

N-terminal V5 tag, 

doxycycline inducible 

lentiviral vector 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8, 

no RNAi 

resistance 

WT CBX8, N-terminal V5 

tag, doxycycline inducible 

lentiviral vector, no RNAi 

resistance mutation 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 

FUW CBX8 

chromodomain 

mutation, RNAi 

resistant 

Full length CBX8 with 

K31A, W32A mutation, 

and resistant to shcbx8-4, 

doxycycline inducible, N-

terminal V5 tag 

FUW ampicillin puromycin 
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Table C1 continued 

Construct name Description Vector Selection 

marker 

(cloning) 

Selection 

marker 

(mammalian 

cells) 

FUW V5 CBX8 

R19A 

Full length CBX8 R19A 

mutant in CD, N-terminal 

V5 tag, doxycycline 

inducible lentiviral vector 

FUW  ampicillin puromycin 

FUW V5 CBX8 

72-389 

CBX8 CD deletion (1-

71), N-terminal V5 tag, 

doxycycline inducible 

lentiviral vector 

FUW  ampicillin puromycin 

N106 FLAG 

CBX8 1-71 

N-terminal FLAG tag, 

CBX8 CD + 10 amino 

acids 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 FLAG 

CBX8 1-111 

N-terminal FLAG tag, 

CBX8 CD + 50 amino 

acids 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 FLAG 

CBX8 1-151 

N-terminal FLAG tag, 

CBX8 CD + 100 amino 

acids 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 FLAG 

CBX8 1-195 

N-terminal FLAG tag, N-

terminal half of CBX8  

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 CV5 CBX8 

chromodomain/C

-terminus deletion 

C-terminal V5 tag, CBX8 

CD deletion and C-term 

deletion 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 CBX8 

chromodomain 

deletion 

N106 CBX8 72-389, C-

terminal V5 tag 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 NFLAG 

CBX8 

chromodomain 

N106 CBX8 72-389, N-

terminal FLAG tag 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 CV5 CBX8 C-terminal V5 tag, full 

length CBX8  

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 NFLAG 

CBX8  

chromodomain + 

30 amino acids 

C-terminal V5 tag N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 CV5 CBX8 

C-terminal 

deletion 

C-terminal V5 N106 ampicillin puromycin 
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Table C1 continued 

Construct 

name 

Description Vector Selection 

marker 

(cloning) 

Selection 

marker 

(mammalian 

cells) 

N106 CV5 

CBX8 

chromodomain 

+ 30 amino 

acids 

C-terminal V5 CBX8 

1-91 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 NFLAG 

CBX8 dimer 

mutant 

N-terminal FLAG tag, 

full length CBX8 with 

L49D point mutant 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

N106 NV5 

CBX7 

N-terminal V5 tag, full 

length CBX7 

N106 ampicillin puromycin 

CBX2 

chromodomain  

bacteria protein 

expression, 6xHis 

tagged addgene:  25158 

pET28 kanamycin 
 

CBX4 

chromodomain  

bacteria protein 

expression, 6xHis 

tagged addgene:  25237 

pET28 kanamycin 
 

CBX6 

chromodomain 

bacteria protein 

expression, 6xHis 

tagged addgene: 25296 

pET28 kanamycin 
 

CBX7 

chromodomain 

bacteria protein 

expression, 6xHis 

tagged addgene: 25241 

pET28 kanamycin 
 

CBX8 

chromodomain 

pET28  

bacteria protein 

expression, 6xHis 

tagged addgene: 62514 

pET28 kanamycin 
 

pFASTBAC 

His CBX8 

full length CBX8; 

insect protein 

expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin 
 

pFASTBAC 

His CBX2  

mouse CBX2 (M33) 

from addgene:1986; 

insect protein 

expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin 
 

pFASTBAC 

His CBX6 

full length CBX6; 

insect protein 

expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin 
 

pFASTBAC 

His CBX7 

full length CBX7; 

insect protein 

expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin 
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Table C1 continued 

Construct 

name 

Description Vector Selection 

marker 

(cloning) 

Selection 

marker 

(mammalian 

cells) 

pFASTBAC 

His CBX4 

mouse CBX4 from 

pTRIPZ (M)-HT-Cbx4; 

insect protein expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin  

pFASTBAC 

BMI-1 
mouse bmi-1 addgene: 

1967 N-terminal FLAG 

tag; insection protein 

expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin  

pFASTBAC 

RING1 

mouse ring1a 

addgene:1994; insect 

protein expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin 
 

pFASTBAC 

PHC1 

mouse phc1 addgene: 

1970; insect protein 

expression 

pFASTBAC kanamycin 
 

shCBX8-3 cbx8 

hairpin,TRCN0000021895, 

1-F-03 

pLKO ampicillin puromycin 

shCBX8-4 cbx8 

hairpin,TRCN0000021896, 

1-F-04 

pLKO ampicillin puromycin 

shcbx8-blast 

resistant 

shCBX8-4 cloned into 

pLKO blast resistant line 

pLKO ampicillin blasticidin 

RTTA lentiviral co-infection for 

doxycycline induced 

expression 

 
ampicillin hygromycin 
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